Parker LUCKY CURVE Fountain Pens for Xmas

For Father, Mother, Brother, Sister or Sweetheart

The wise choice of the discriminating giver—an expression of Christmas sentiment which, many times a day, every day in the year for many years, wins the pleasurable appreciation and sincere thanks of the recipient. PARKER pens are cherished lifetime companions because they give lifetime service and satisfaction—all because of the Lucky Curve.

It’s the Lucky Curve that puts Parker pens in a class by themselves. With ordinary fountain pens the heat of your body expands the air in the reservoir and forces ink out of the feed channel into the cap—they can’t be other than inky and leaky. The Lucky Curve of the Parker drains this ink back into reservoir—no inky fingers—no blots.

PARKER LUCKY CURVE FOUNTAIN PENS

No. 18. Price $2.00—Has Lucky Curve. Spearhead ink controller, anti-break cap, same as more expensive pens. Black or mottled rubber/or fancy chased barrel. Screw joint. Fine, medium, coarse or stub point.

No. 20%: Price $2.50—Our best seller. So far as quality goes nothing better made. May be ordered fancy chased barrel and plain cap. No. 21%, two sizes larger than No. 20%. Price $4.00.

No. 42%: Price $4.50—Neat, simple, elegant. Blank space on gold band in center for owner’s name.

No. 6: Price $3.00—Beautifully chased barrel with chased gold bands. Two sizes, ladies’ or gentlemen’s.

The Cap with the Colored Crown

 Özel patent applied for)

Adds to the attractiveness and individuality, in one or more colors or college colors. The end of cap is tipped with colors in any combination. A splendid gift. 10c extra for one color. 25c for two colors

Write for Catalog.

Illustrates wide range of designs and specialty pens from $1.50 up.

Sold by 12,000 dealers.

If you can’t find one write to me.

GEO. S. PARKER, Pres.
PARKER PEN CO.
400 Mill St.
JANESVILLE, WIS.
Are You Deaf?

If your hearing is affected in any way, however degree you are sure to find great relief with the aid of the lately perfected scientific hearing device.

THE AUROPHONE

You cannot judge the value of the Aurophone by what you have seen of any other hearing device and many of the present owners of these instruments have found absolute relief after all others had failed.

The Aurophone is practically invisible. It is extremely simple, being a powerful miniature telephone which magnifies sound waves distinctly and to such an extent it will restore hearing in many instances.

Read what these prominent business men say.

Gentlemen:

Knowing how many fake devices have been offered deaf people, I am moved to offer you this testimonial, unsolicited, hoping it may convince some other deaf person that there is something real in the Aurophone. If at any time anyone in this section would like to hear from me personally regarding your instrument I would be pleased to tell what it is to me. Respectfully, F. L. HUBBARD, Alameda, Cal.

Gentlemen:

I could not get another Aurophone I would not part with mine for any amount of money.

J. B. GOSHORN, 169 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

A SPECIAL REQUEST TO YOU

Whether you are interested in the Aurophone or not, and whether you answer this advertisement or not, we beg of you to confound this instrument with the much advertised worthless variety. We want you at any rate to believe us and not to confound this instrument with the much advertised worthless variety.

Gentlemen:

I have been deaf for many years and have tried every kind of hearing device. I find the Aurophone the only effective aid to the deaf. Wishing you success, I am, very truly yours.

J. B. GOSHORN, 169 Plymouth Place, Chicago.

Mears Ear Phone Co., N. Y.

If I could not get another Aurophone I would not part with mine for any amount of money.

Gentlemen:

If you answer this advertisement, I want you to know that it is, simply mark the attached coupon and advice it brings—no obligation. In either case the International Correspondence Schools can help you. There's a way that fits your case exactly. To find out what it is, simply mark the attached coupon and mail it to-day. No charge for the information and advice it brings—no obligation.

The Business of the I. C. S. is to Raise Salaries by imparting to poorly-paid but ambitious men, in their spare time, the knowledge that fits them for their natural line of work. The proof of this is in the fact that every month an average of 300 I. C. S. students voluntarily report promotions and better salaries received as the direct result of I. C. S. training. During August the number was 246.

MARK THE COUPON NOW!

International Correspondence Schools,
Box 8, SCRANTON, PA.

Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how I can qualify for employment or advancement in the position before which I have marked X.

We underwrite all on Everything Electrical.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS
CLEVELAND, O.

Headquarters for Electric Novelties and Appliances.

Agents wanted. Send for New Catalogue just out.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
CONSULTING FARM ENGINEERS

WATER POWER PLANTS once developed cost nothing to operate. If you have a small stream on the farm use its power, it is free.

ELECTRIC PLANTS installed with engines complete from $175 up. State how many lights, fans, motors, etc.

FOR 2 CENTS PER HOUR you can operate 20 lights by an engine driven plant, once the plant is installed. No fire hazard, better than insurance.

We are the pioneers along this line. Get our free estimates for a stamp.

A. E. JOERIN & G. SCHIEFERSTEIN
303 Division St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE "National"

A PORTABLE VACUUM CLEANING MACHINE combining efficiency, practicability and economy. Can be attached to any electric light socket.

EFFICIENT Because it thoroughly accomplishes its purpose. PRACTICAL Because of its simplicity and compactness. ECONOMICAL Because of its minimum cost of maintenance and operation.

Growing concerns and responsible parties wanted for agents. (Exclusive territory given. Price Complete $100.00. Send for Catalogue and Particulars)

NATIONAL VACUUM COMPANY
20 Broad Street, NEW YORK

YOU Are Losing Money

FLITCRAFT SAVINGS BANK CLOCK

You must put a coin in the clock each day or you cannot wind it.

This is a novel combination of an alarm clock and savings bank, provided with a coin chute, also automatic locking and unlocking mechanism. The clock in its normal condition is locked, and cannot be wound until a coin is deposited into the slot. Within a brief period after it is wound, the clock is automatically locked again and cannot be wound until another coin is deposited into the slot. It runs 24 hours after each winding. It takes nickels, dimes and pennies, and holds over eighty dollars in dimes.

Employees in factories or shops can become agents for this device, selling it to the other employees. The first application with remittance for single clock from each factory secures the agency for that factory. The same applies to each shop.

Mention the factory or shop in which you want this exclusive selling right.

Single Bank Clock $2.50, F. O. B., Chicago, Illinois

SAVINGS CLOCK SALES CO.,
1284 Monadnock Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

What's The Use

of puttering with inferior Hack Saws when the expense of the very best made is insignificant in comparison with value?

Use Star Hack Saw Blades and get the most for your money. They are much the cheapest in the end. Make a mental note of this fact and ask for catalog illustrating all tools that we manufacture.

Millers Falls Company
29 Warren Street, New York
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Send for Our Map of Boston, Showing Exact Location of

HOTEL REXFORD.

75 Cents
Per Day
MODERN HOTEL, HOT AND COLD WATER IN EACH ROOM.

BOSTON, MASS.

25 Suites with bath
250 Rooms newly furnished with brass beds

When you visit Boston, if you desire the greatest comfort with the least expense, you will find Hotel Rexford all right. You will notice the central location of the hotel, its nearness to the Union Station, State House, Court House, theatres and business houses. In other words, it is a part of Beacon Hill. Of course what you want when you visit Boston is comfort and safety, and, if economy goes with it, that makes a combination that will undoubtedly prove satisfactory. Therefore, when in town, "TRY THE REXFORD" and we will make special efforts to please you.

ROBERT P. MURPHY, Proprietor

HOTEL ALBANY
41st Street and Broadway, NEW YORK
Remodeled, Handsomely Furnished New Throughout

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

In the heart of the City
500 Rooms 300 Bath Rooms
European Plan Cuisine Unexcelled

$1.00 per Day and Up.
SEND FOR BOOKLET.
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Let Us Send You a FREE TRIAL PAIR of Magic Foot Drafts, the Great External Remedy Which is Curing So Many Thousands.

Just Send Us Your Address

We have found a quick and positive cure for Rheumatism without drugs, which is so sure to bring prompt relief that we gladly wait for our pay until the work is done. Send us your name to-day. Return mail will bring you a $1.00 pair of Drafts, prepaid. Try them: Then if you are fully satisfied with the benefit received, send us One Dollar. If not, keep your money. You decide. We take your word. Write us and see how quickly you get the Drafts and get relief, no matter how you have suffered, or how little faith you have in something new. I know you will thank us as thousands of others like you are doing, for health and happiness brought back. Magic Foot Draft Co., 1240F Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Send no money—only your name. Write to-day.
Space Now Selling
for the Fourth Annual
ELECTRICAL SHOW
COLISEUM CHICAGO Jan. 16-30, 1909

The 1909 Show will be grander and better in every way than its predecessors. All leading manufacturers of the country will be represented.

For best space reservations apply NOW to

Electrical Trades Exposition Company
HOMER E. NIESZ, Manager, 1006-1007 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO
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In Manufacturing, the Survival of the Fittest

is a law which will prevail more in the future than it ever did in the past. Factories must seize every chance to improve their product and lower its cost—in the keen competitive struggle which is to come.

The Largest and Most Efficient Shops

are rapidly installing the power of the future—electric motors. Many of them buy electric energy from Central Station—to save room, capital, depreciation and repairs. Thousands of smaller shops do likewise. If larger plants can save money by purchasing power—smaller ones certainly can not afford to make power themselves. Our engineers will make a free test of your plant on request. Call Main 1280 for particulars.

Commonwealth Edison Company
139 Adams Street
The unprecedented demand prompted the Publishers to issue a popular paper bound pocket edition of this dollar book to sell at 10 cents per copy, 104 pages, 16 chapters. It is practically a text book and should be the seed to a fortune to the man or woman with brains and earnestness of purpose, desirous of accumulating money. More individuals owe their financial success to the laws contained in this book than to any other known source.

MONEY

THE BEST PARTNER

a man can have, and the best friend a woman can have. It will work for you through health and sickness and stand by you through thick and thin. If you are unable to accumulate money, if your money is idle, if you want to invest it safely and profitably, or if you want to improve your financial condition generally, you should secure this book without delay and learn the laws governing financial success.

The Book is plainly written, easily understood, and deals with

The definition of money and its uses. How to guide your ambition and utilize your latent abilities.

The exercise of judgment in making investments. How to concentrate upon your aim, and persist until you achieve it.

How to develop the qualities essential to financial success. How to make money safely and judiciously, etc., etc.

The Book is plainly written, easily understood, and deals with

How to create and realize the desire for better financial circumstances.

You cannot afford to be without this book, as it places within your own hands the means of starting you on the road to a broader career and financial independence.

Regular edition, bound in limp leather, silk lined. $1.00 per copy. Special paper bound edition, 10 cents per copy, mailed post paid on receipt of stamps or silver.

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW

The Fiduciary Company, Publishers. 665 Tacoma Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

“A woman’s hair is her crowning glory”

Dressing the Hair

is a new art with the DEL Electric Curling Iron in your hands. Affords new conveniences, results and styles in curling, marcel waving and pompadouring.

Heated for a minute or two in your electric light socket, it is detached and holds even, ample temperature long enough to dress a head carefully without reheating.

The life and luster, the cleanliness that go with electricity! Even heat makes even curls—fluffy, natural curls that last from two to seven days. NO BURNT ENDS!

Hairdressing is DEL-lightful with the DEL. Irons finely made, strong, guaranteed. Put up in gift boxes at $3.75 each.

DEL SALES COMPANY, 98 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO

Can be purchased at department stores, drug stores, electric light companies, electrical supply houses, hair dressers, sporting goods and hardware stores; or send us your dealer’s name and you can order direct from us at $3.75, express prepaid.
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EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT MUSICAL, the Wing Piano will be sent to you on trial without the payment of even one dollar. We deliberately claim that the 21 largest styles of Wing Pianos have the most majestic tone under heavy playing and the sweetest tone under light playing of any upright pianos whatever, irrespective of the price or maker.

We would not (and could not if we would) thus address millions of the most cultivated and intelligent readers in the U. S., spend thousands in magazines publishing such a challenge, and more thousands in R. R. freights, if we were wrong in our statements or over-conceited about the tone quality of the Wing Piano.

For we are neither young nor trifling. We have been nearly half a century in the piano business, and during all of forty years have been scientifically studying tone and durability in preference to dollar making. This is the reason why the Wing Pianos ring with music.

The forty years' business experience has also taught us to weigh our WORDS carefully whether printed or spoken. Our WORD, black on white and over our name (which will be found at the foot of this notice), is that the Wing Piano is the sweetest of all in tone.

Our commercial standing and references will guarantee you that our WORD is good and contract gilt-edged. The publishers of any prominent magazine will also tell you this. Read this exact copy of one of our trial blanks:

---The Trial Blank---

We Refuse to Sell Through Dealers
Their profits would double the price of the WING PIANO. Buy without the dealers' profits!

You Save From $75 to $200
when you buy a WING PIANO: for you buy direct—absolutely. You pay the cost of building it with only one moderate profit added.

With railroads everywhere, and business of all kinds done by mail, the piano dealer or agent is now unnecessary. As the cheap kinds cost less than half, the dealers' 'talk up' and push the cheap pianos—but often call them high grade.

You Need these Books—They are FREE
We send two good books, 'The Book of Complete Information About Pianos,' is a Complete Reference Book on the Piano. Technical Descriptions—Illustrates how all pianos are made—With large lithographed pictures of 1908 models of WING PIANOS—Difference between excellent materials and labor and cheap substitutes—Reveals agents' methods, etc. A handsomely illustrated book of 152 pages.

THE WING PIANO is broadly guaranteed in writing for 12 years.
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YOUR NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION

ORDER THE BEST

Immediate Delivery

THE "QUALITY OF LIGHT" OF
G-I TUNGSTEN LAMPS
IS TRUE AS THAT OF THE SUN

The General Incandescent Lamp Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO
SAN FRANCISCO, 403 Atlas Bldg.
SEATTLE, 223 Colman Bldg.
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POWERTRANSMITTINGAPPLIANCES
CATALOQA A17
WE ARE EXTENSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF
Pulleys,Shafting, Hangers, Gears, Friction Clutches,
Sprocket Wheels, Bearings, Belting
and Mill Supplies.
Our patent Leather faced Pulleys are what you need for Motors and Generators.
W. A. JONES FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO., 148 W. North Ave., Chicago

THE "BURLIN" VERTICAL FILING CABINET
For BLUE PRINTS, Drawings, Tracings, Plans, Maps, Artists' Proofs, Sketches
and Large Sheets of all Kinds and Descriptions that Should not be Rolled.
With the "Burlin" they are INDEXED and Stowed VERTICALLY in large manila
POCKETS, which keeps them flat, clean and where you can find any one in a
MOMENTS TIME. The "Burlin" Cabinet is constructed AIR-TIGHT,
DUST-PROOF; when desired, the front can be raised up forming a table
so as to inspect its contents or used for light work. It is fitted with 20 manila
pockets or envelopes hung on rods with a capacity of 400 to 500 sheets.
When closed, occupies but 3 square feet of floor space; can be equipped
with lock or a padlock so that it can be rolled into a vault, if desired.

SAVES TIME, MONEY AND GRAY HAIRS
Used by Architects, Contractors, Engineers, Artists, Art Galleries,
Schools, Colleges, Manufacturers, Newspapers, Real Estate Offices,
Recorder's Offices, Mining Companies and hundreds of others.
Made of soft Wood, Birch, Pine and Quartered Oak, Mahogany. Hand-
somey finished and is an ornament to any office. By far the best and
CABINET CLOSED. lowest priced file for this work. Write for catalog and prices.
Cabinet open
ready for use.
D. J. BURLINGAME, First National Bank Building, CHICAGO

HOTEL BAYARD
142-144-146 West 49th St.,
New York
Transient and Family Hotel, Fireproof, 200
Rooms; 100 Baths; a well-kept Hotel, quiet
yet close to Broadway.
Six surface car lines within two minutes' walk.
Subway and Elevated Railway Stations one block
away.

CONVENIENT TO EVERYTHING
Best Room Values in
New York
Single rooms, free baths, $1.00 and $1.50.
Single rooms, free baths, $2.00 and upward
Parlor, bedroom and bath, $3.50 and upward
M. F. MEEHAN, Proprietor

HOTEL WILLARD
Cor. 10th & St. Peter St.
St. Paul, Minnesota.
200 Rooms, Single and En Suite
RATES (American Plan, $3.50 and up
European $1.00)
The exclusive family and tourist hotel. Visitors from
all states are attracted by beautiful St. Paul and its
surroundings.
Take Union Depot Car, Alight at 10th Street, walk one-half block west
SAMPSON & TREMAIN, Proprietors
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POPULAR ELECTRICITY

THORDARSON’S
TRANSFORMERS

Toy Transformer a practical substitute for all batteries. Applicable only to alternating current circuits.

Designed to operate any class of electrical toys, such as small fans, motors, electric railway trains, ring bells, buzzers, light small lamps, etc., etc. Will last a lifetime. A most suitable Christmas present for any boy.

Send for circulars and prices on our Bell Ringing and Christmas Tree Lighting Transformers.

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
151-157 S. Jefferson Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

RUNS TOYS

FUN FOR BOYS

ELECTRIC ENGINE

ANY GOOD DRY BATTERY WILL RUN THEM FOR DAYS

Free catalogue, 24 P. E., 168 pages, "Something Electrical for Everybody," contains 1,000 specialties with net prices.

The following are a few of them:

- Eureka Telegraph Instrument $1.15
- High Grade Giant Telegraph Set 2.35
- Pony Bells 1.50
- Snapper Sounders .50
- One Man Foot Tread Magneto Testing Bell 3.25
- Pony Telephone Receiver .50
- Electric Call Telephone each 8.50
- Floor Tread for Servants Call 2.00
- Burglar Alarm Trap 1.25
- Electric Call Bell Outfit 1.35
- Electric Alarm Clock 1.00
- Electric Bells 24 in. 1.35
- Electric Call Bell Outfit 6.65
- Electric Window Tapper Outfit 1.00
- Antitox Medical Apparatus 2.00
- Electric Hair Brush 3.00
- Red Seal Dry Battery 3.00
- Hi-Up Dry Battery 3.00
- Elite Pocket Battery Ammeter 3.50
- Marine Primary Spark Coil 2.00
- Mexico Jump Spark Coil 1.25
- Ignition Switch Removable Lever 3.00
- Vest Pocket Flash Light .50
- Tubular Flash Light 75c

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
New York, 17 Park Place
Chicago 188 Fifth Ave.

U. S. or CANADIAN PATENTS

$25.00

We pay all expenses and disbursements except Government fees

Associates throughout Continental Europe, Great Britain, the Colonies, South America and Canada enable us to investigate and prosecute foreign interests with dispatch.

Our Pamphlet No. B for the asking.

THE INDUSTRIAL LAW LEAGUE, Inc.
170 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

MAKE $25 TO $75 WEEKLY
BE A WATCHMAKER!

We will teach it to you without any cost whatever.

You can learn this trade in a few weeks without leaving home or quitting your work.

We furnish you absolutely free—text books, necessary lessons, illustrated chart and photo prints, showing exactly how to repair each job, no matter how complicated.

You won’t have to spend a penny except to buy a few tools as you need them while you are learning.

We Will Start You in the Jewelry Business

We will furnish you handsomely bound, 128-page illustrated jewelry catalogs in lots of a hundred or more, with your own name printed on the cover. Give everyone in your territory a copy of this beautiful catalog.

Then, when you receive an order, send to us for the goods. You get the profit without having a big stock. Get started now and get your share of the big holiday trade.

Read these letters. The men who commenced with us meet with success. You can, too. Write to me personally.

CHAS. P. ELMORE,
Principal of Watchmaking College,
Rogers, Thurman & Co.,
73 Michigan Ave., Chicago
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**FREE A Testing SAMPLE**

**SUPERIOR BELT DRESSING**
The 21 ounce and metal end bar.

Give it trial on your Dynamo and Motor Belts. Sure cure for Slipping. Will help you out on “Peak Load.”

**SAVES POWER. TRY IT.**

Sold by Mill Supply Dealers.

Superior Chemical Mfg. Co.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

---

**1900 Dry Batteries**

*Are What You Should Use*

**THEM HAVE STOOD**
**THE TEST OF TIME**

1900 Dry Batteries are becoming more popular every year. There is a reason Why.

They make satisfied customers.

We want your Battery business.

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

General Sales Office:
128 West Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO, ILL.

---

**ELECTRICITY**

Did you ever stop to think just how much has been accomplished with this "something of which we know so little."

It is only lately that public attention has been directed to its value as a curative agent especially in such diseases as

**RHEUMATISM**
**LUMBAGO**
**NEURALGIA**
**SCIATICA**

and the results that have been accomplished have astonished even the most sanguine.

As a result of the study and investigation which this Company has been making under the direction of Expert Electro-therapeutists, we have been able to place on the market

**ELECTRO-ROL**

a perfect combination of Faradic electricity and Vibration or massage.

The Electro-Rol is so simple that a child can use it without danger, so effective that Physicians and Masseuse have adopted it in their practice, and the price is so reasonable that it is within the reach of every family.

We want to send YOU our booklet and Body chart so you will know more about the Electro-Rol and what it will do for you in pain or sickness. A postal will bring our reply.

OLIVER MFG. CO. Inc.
1021 Walnut St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

---

**ELECTRICIAN & MECHANIC**

The Magazine You Need.

Ten cents will bring you the current number, our list of electrical and mechanical books, and anything else of interest which we may happen to have on hand. Write now.

SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO.
1140 Beacon Building
BOSTON, MASS.

August 1908

---
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THE KIMBLE VARIABLE SPEED
SINGLE PHASE A. C. MOTORS

Send for Catalogue R

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H.P., 110 Vts., 60 Cycle</th>
<th>$27.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H.P., 110 Vts., 60 Cycle</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.P., 110 Vts., 60 Cycle</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Motors Guaranteed 2 Years.

KIMBLE ELECTRIC CO.
617 West Adams Street
CHICAGO

ELECTRICITY
PRACTICALLY TAUGHT
by trained instructors in a school long established and engaged in teaching.

ELECTRICITY ONLY
Day and evening sessions. Individual instruction. School and equipment open for inspection. Write or call for prospectus.

New York Electrical Trade School
36 West Seventeenth Street, NEW YORK
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LEARN TO DRAW

You can become a newspaper magazine illustrator by learning at home—learn the illustrating business from the biggest and most substantial school of its kind in the world—the institution that is the one school endorsed by all leading artists of the country. If you are ambitious and energetic we can teach you thoroughly by mail.

Send for our beautiful prospectus—it’s free.

SCHOOL OF ILLUSTRATION
Founded by F. Holmes
Dept. 278, 88 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

LEARN TO WRITE ADVERTISEMENTS

Are You Earning a Salary of $25.00 to $100.00 a Week?

Are you satisfied with your salary? It’s a question of your advancement. Any man can positively qualify to increase his income 25 per cent to 100 per cent. We will guarantee to teach you by mail the most fascinating and profitable profession in the world to-day.

Learn the advertising business from the original school—the biggest and most substantial institution of its kind in the world. The institution that is the one school endorsed by all leading business men in the country.

If you are ambitious and energetic and have a common school education, we can teach you the business by correspondence and increase your income from 25% to 100%.

Send for our beautiful prospectus—it’s free.

PAGE-DAVIS SCHOOL
Address either office:
Dept. 278, 92 Wabash Ave., Chicago
Dept. 278, 150 Nassau St., New York

LEARN CORRECT ENGLISH

Our course of instruction deals with the vital parts of the English Language. We will teach you thoroughly by mail How to Speak and Write Correctly. Send for full particulars.

SCHOOL OF CORRECT ENGLISH
Dept. 278, 87 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
OUR NEW AND UP-TO-DATE
Electrical Specialties

will help you solve your Xmas gift problems. Let us send your boy one of the following toys postpaid. They will be of delight and instruction to him.

Here, Boys, is the most wonderful Electric Engine you ever saw. Will run from 200 to 3,000 revolutions per minute either way. Speed and reverse can be controlled by working of lever.

A valuable and instructive lesson on electricity given with each Engine. The knowledge you will acquire from the lesson is worth the price of the Engine. Yes, more than that, for knowledge cannot be measured by money. Give us your order for this Engine at once.

Price of No. 1 Engine, $1.13. Postage, 12c extra.

Student's Electric Engine No. 2
Will run 75 to 100 hours on one dry cell. Speed and reverse can be controlled by working of controlling lever. A lesson given free with each engine, which educates the boy as well as amuses.

Price, $1.10, postpaid

Student's Electric Motor No. 50.
The simplest and most powerful Motor of its size ever placed on the market. Guaranteed to run 40 hours on one good dry battery. Power and speed according to number of batteries used. This motor is one of our most popular numbers and is fully guaranteed.

List Price, 70c. Postage, 10c extra

A Real Airship for the Boys.
Most wonderful toy of the age. Very substantial. "Aeroplane" goes up 200 feet, and executes all sorts of maneuvers as shown in the cut.

50 cents, three for $1.00, postpaid.

New Radium Flash Light.
Gives ten times more light than ordinary styles; pure white dazzling light. The new radium metallic filament battery, lasts four times longer than old styles; costs less; size only 1x1\frac{1}{2}x3\frac{1}{2} inches. Note the small size. Greatest invention of year. Just fits pocket. Waterproof case, nickel trimmed.

Price, 98c. Postage, 10c.

SEND FOR COMPLETE LIST OF NOVELTIES AND SUPPLIES

Commercial Electric Company KEWANE€, ILL.
Special Prices to Dealers. Agents Wanted.
## Wizard — Toy — Motors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Express Prepaid</th>
<th>Express Prepaid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type C</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>Type D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Express Prepaid</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wizard Motors operate on Any Light Circuit; simply hook into the light socket; plug and cord with every order. We make all kinds of Toy Motors. Write for Circular 27.

**THE WIZARD COMPANY**

Cor. Dearborn and Randolph Sts.  
CHICAGO, ILL.

## Underwood Standard Typewriter

Why let your work lag because your pen cannot move as fast as your thoughts? An Underwood Typewriter will will enable your hand to keep pace with your active brain.

**TRY IT AND YOU WILL BUY IT**

Underwood Typewriter Co.

(Incorporated)

New York  
Chicago  
Anywhere

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.


**AN INVITATION**

Those who are fortunate enough to visit the Electrical show to be held in Chicago on January 16th to 30th, are cordially invited to visit our booth in the Coliseum; make yourselves at home and use our headquarters as a meeting place for yourselves and friends. Come in and rest, watch the crowds, share in the enthusiasm which everyone feels who attends this great educational exhibit.

Electrical Shows, or Expositions as they should rightfully be called, are the outgrowth of a remarkable development in a great industry. This is primarily the Age of Electricity and even now this wonderful agent is at the disposal of nearly all, except those who live in the most sparsely settled communities. The foremost object of an Electrical Show is to foster the "Popular Electricity" idea and to educate the people in the manifold uses to which electricity may be put in the home, in shop or factory, in the store, office, on the farm—everywhere in fact.

A good time is promised to those who attend the show. Everything will be humming. Gay crowds will throng the brilliantly lighted hall—the largest of its kind in the world. There will be new devices and new developments to interest the more technical visitor. There will be artistic and spectacular features for the entertainment of the casual visitor. Electrical appliances will be exhibited which will increase the economy and efficiency of almost any line of business. New ways to apply electricity to domestic science and to light and heat the home will be shown. Electric toys and novelties to delight the boy will be there. In short, it is an exhibition to interest everybody all the time.

We want to meet as many of our friends as possible on this occasion, and again extend an invitation to you to come and make our quarters your quarters.

**FREE TRIPS TO CHICAGO ELECTRICAL SHOW**

We have a pleasant surprise in store for our agents. The Chicago Electrical Show, to be held January 16 to 30, is the great event of the year in electrical circles, and we are going to give the five of our agents who secure for us the most subscriptions between Dec. 15 and Jan. 16, a free trip to Chicago, including their hotel accommodations and free admission to the Electrical Show for three days.

This contest is for our agents only, but any reader of the magazine, who desires, may become an agent by writing to us and securing the necessary outfit, and stands as good a chance as anyone of obtaining one of the free trips. We allow all of our agents a liberal commission. The free trips will be in addition to such commission so that all entering the contest will be well paid for their efforts.

In order to give those living at a distance from Chicago an equal opportunity, all subscriptions for the contest received in envelopes post-marked the 15th of January, will be included in the count and sufficient time will be allowed after the 15th for such mail to reach us.

Now take hold. If you wish to enter the contest and are not already an agent, send in your application at once, and we will enroll you and furnish you with the necessary supplies. Here's a splendid opportunity to secure an enjoyable trip and visit one of the greatest educational exhibits in the country at no expense to yourself. The prizes do not depend upon luck but upon energy and intelligent work.

**POPULAR ELECTRICITY WIRELESS CLUB**

On another page of this issue announcement is made of the organization of a club among the readers of this magazine, to be known as the Popular Electricity Wireless Club. The step has been taken in order to bring into closer relations the hundreds of enthusiastic workers in this line of electrical endeavor. The Club will furnish a medium for the interchange of ideas, so essential to the development of any art. All those who can qualify for membership, as outlined in the announcement, are invited to join.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
It heats the largest quantity of hot water in the least possible time at the least cost (maintains a temperature of 185° at a cost of 1 cent per hour) using GAS OR GASOLINE FOR FUEL as well as stove connections when desired. Sizes are 18 gallons up to 300 gallons, each tested and fully guaranteed.

Thousands in Use Giving Perfect Satisfaction

Is Economical, Simple, Safe, Clean and Efficient. No Soot, Dirt, Odor, Noise or Waste.

We are "headquarters for and sole distributors of the Peerless Kitchen Boiler." If your plumber can't supply you, address The Peerless Kitchen Boiler 39 State St., Chicago, Ill.

After fifteen years of constant study, and after making many simplifying changes, is now THE BEST and THE CHEAPEST HEATER for supplying hot water, fit for cooking and drinking, in city and country homes, in apartment houses, hotels, clubs, restaurants, laundries, bath houses, barber shops, hospitals, schools, and all buildings where hot water is needed. Can't break or get out of order. A child can operate it.

HOT BATH COSTS 2 CENTS
HOT WATER IN TWO MINUTES

ANDREWS' BANK AND OFFICE FURNITURE

Is Unexcelled in Material, Design and Workmanship

A revelation in the art of cabinet making; appeals to every sense of the artistic. Used throughout the civilized world. The majority of successful men made their fortunes over an Andrews Desk.

IT HELPS BUSINESS to have your office furnished with Andrews' high-grade office fittings, Andrews' Typewriter Desks, Andrews' Typewriter Metal Chairs, Andrews' Office Desk, medium to best, Andrews' Bookkeepers' Desks and Chairs. Send for Catalog.

Andrews' Steel Rod Furniture
(Chairs, Tables and Stools) warranted for 10 years. Always attractive, sanitary, cleanly, indestructible and inexpensive.

The A. H. Andrews Co., 174 Wabash Ave., Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
A large steel manufacturing company in Germany owns its own electric railway, 24 miles in length, which is used for hauling coal, coke and limestone from the company's mines to the plant. The trains are drawn by electric locomotives. The cars are of steel and can also be used to transport molten slag.
Chemical effects, or the decomposition of the molecules of matter, and the setting free or re-arrangement of the atoms, are among the more important effects produced by electric discharges. Chemical effects are especially observed during the passage of an electric discharge through certain conducting liquids called electrolytes.

All liquids are not decomposed by the passage through them of electricity. Some, such as alcohol, bi-sulphide of carbon, turpentine, and possibly pure water, are not electrolytes. Indeed, they practically do not conduct electricity at all. Some other liquids, such as mercury and molten metals, generally conduct electricity in the same manner as do copper or the other ordinary metals. It is such liquids as the alkalies, acids, and saline solutions generally, that are true electrolytes and conduct electricity only by being decomposed or electrolyzed, the electricity being carried through the liquid by positive and negative charges that have collected on the two different parts into which the molecules have been decomposed.

All matter consists of particles, molecules, or atoms. Particles are small masses or assemblages of molecules that are more or less bound together by the force of molecular attraction or cohesion. Though very small, particles consist of a great number of molecules and atoms. In gases and liquids, the molecular attraction acting on the molecules is so weak that the molecules can move towards or from one another freely. Although the molecules are also capable of moving towards and from one another in solids through short distances, yet they are generally held together with such strength that considerable force must be exerted in order to pull them apart, or to overcome the tenacity of the substance. Sometimes, as in the case of steel, this force may be considerable; i.e., in the neighborhood of 120,000 pounds to the square inch.

The atoms are so small that they are invisible under the most powerful microscopes. Moreover, they are so hard that it was at one time believed they could neither be altered in shape or size, or broken or separated into small parts. Indeed, up to within a comparatively recent date, it was believed that the atoms were the smallest forms in which matter could exist. This view is no longer held. We now believe that under certain conditions, it is possible for the atoms to have minute fragments broken from them, thus producing fragmentary atomic matter called corpuscles. Notwithstanding this view, yet as a matter of convenience, especially in chemistry, it is still common to regard the atoms as the ultimate particles of matter. When considering the effects of electric discharges on the molecules, we will, therefore, still retain the old view that the atoms are unalterable in size, shape or mass.
The almost innumerable kinds of matter that compose the earth consist of different solid, liquid or gaseous substances that are either elementary or compound. Elementary substances are those that have never as yet been broken up or separated into more than one kind of matter. Compound substances are those that are formed by the combination of two or more elementary substances.

All these substances consist of molecules that are held together by the force of molecular attraction; most powerfully in the case of solids; least powerfully in the case of gases, and with intermediate power in the case of liquids. There are, therefore, as many different kinds of molecules as there are different kinds of substances. There are not, however, as many different kinds of atoms. On the contrary, there are only in the neighborhood of some eighty different kinds of atoms or chemical elements. It is by various combinations of these atoms with one another that the great variety of molecules that form different substances are produced. Let us, therefore, briefly discuss the peculiarities of molecules.

The molecules of matter consist of various combinations of atoms bound together by their mutual attractions. The force that draws the atoms together is known as the force of atomic attraction or chemical affinity.

It can be shown that when the atoms unite to form the molecules the combination always takes place between whole or complete atoms. The atoms do not appear to combine as fractions of atoms, but as whole atoms. If, then, we can ascertain the exact proportions in which the smallest quantity two chemical elements can combine with each other, these proportions will represent the relative weights of the atoms of these elements; or, as it is called, their atomic weights. In this way, it has been discovered that the weight of any atom of the same element is always the same, but that the weight of the atoms of different elements vary. For example, if the atomic weight of hydrogen be taken as one, the atomic weight of the oxygen is sixteen; or sixteen times as great. In a similar manner, the atomic weight of sulphur is thirty-two; the atomic weight of iron is fifty-six; of iodine one hundred and twenty-seven; of fluorine nineteen; of magnesium twenty-four; of sodium, twenty-three, etc.

It will of course be understood that the atomic weights do not represent the actual weights of the atoms, but only their relative weights.

The atoms of the different chemical elements not only possess different atomic weights, but they also possess different combining capacities. Sometimes they combine atom for atom; at other times, a single atom of one element is capable of combining with two atoms of another element; that is, its combining capacity, or, as it is also called, its atomicity or valency, is twice as great. For example, the combining capacity of oxygen is twice as great as that of hydrogen, since an atom of oxygen is capable of replacing two atoms of hydrogen in chemical combinations. In other cases, a single atom of a chemical element can combine with or replace three, four, or even a greater number of hydrogen atoms. In other words, the atoms of the different chemical elements possess a different valency, combining capacity or quantivalence. Atoms whose combining capacity is one are called monad atoms; those whose combining capacity is two are called dyad atoms; those whose capacity is three, triad atoms; four, tetrad atoms, etc.

When the atoms combine to form the molecules, it is believed that they do not touch one another, but are held together in more or less fixed positions by their mutual attractions that are concentrated at certain points called bonds.

The atoms of the different chemical elements are represented in chemistry by symbols consisting of the first letter of the English or Latin name of the element. Thus H not only represents hydrogen, but also one atom of hydrogen; H₂ or H₃ represent, respectively, two or three atoms of hydrogen. O represents one atom of oxygen, and O₂ and O₃ represent, respectively, two and three atoms of oxygen. In a similar manner S represents one atom of sulphur; I, one atom of iodine; F one atom of fluorine; Fe one atom of iron. Here, since the first letter I of the word iron has already been employed for iodine, and F, the first letter of the
Latin word for iron, ferrum, has been employed for fluorine, it is necessary to employ the first two letters Fe of the Latin word to represent one atom of iron. In a similar way Na represents one atom of sodium or natrium, the Latin word for sodium.

It is easy by chemical symbols to indicate the chemical composition of a molecule. For example, since the molecule of water consists of two atoms of hydrogen, combined with one atom of oxygen, the symbol H₂O indicates that two atoms of hydrogen have combined with one atom of oxygen to form one molecule of water.

In order to form some idea of the extremely small size of the molecule, and the still smaller size of its constituent atoms, it may be remarked that Kelvin has concluded that if a single drop of water were magnified to the size of the earth, each of its molecules would occupy a space smaller than that of cricket balls. Nevertheless, each of these molecules consist of two atoms of hydrogen combined with one atom of oxygen.

It is convenient to represent the atomic capacity or combining power of the atoms by lines called bonds attached to the symbol. Thus hydrogen, whose combining power is one, and which therefore has a single bond, is written thus: H—. Oxygen, whose combined capacity is two, thus: —O—. When an atom of oxygen unites or combines with two atoms of hydrogen, the arrangement of the atoms in the molecule is represented thus: H—O—H. It is of course not certain that the arrangement of the atoms is as above represented, since we cannot see the atoms. The method of representation by the use of bonds is, however, convenient, and is generally employed in chemistry.

The compound H—O—H forms a molecule of water. Here the combining capacities of the elements hydrogen and oxygen are completely satisfied. Were one of the hydrogen atoms removed; that is, if H—O—H becomes H—O—, the compound is no longer water. The smallest quantity of water that can exist is H—O—H. Consequently, we can define a molecule as the smallest quantity of any substance that can exist.

A group of unsatisfied atoms such, for example, as H—O—, does not form a molecule, but what is called a radical; that is, an incomplete or unsatisfied group of atoms. Since atoms may also exist with their bonds unsatisfied, atoms may also be regarded as radicals. There are, therefore, two kinds of radicals; i.e., elementary radicals as H— or —O—O, etc., and compound radicals as H—O—.

The atoms of any element may combine with themselves. Thus H—H represents a satisfied group of hydrogen atoms, and O=O represents a satisfied group of oxygen atoms. Since the bonds are completely satisfied in these groups, they form molecules of hydrogen and oxygen respectively. There are, therefore, two kinds of molecules; i.e., elementary molecules and compound molecules. Elementary substances consist of elementary molecules and compound substances of compound molecules.

Electricity produces chemical changes in the molecules by breaking them up into atoms or radicals. These may either remain separated, or may afterwards recombine with other atoms or radicals to form different molecules. The force of atomic attraction or chemical affinity that draws the atoms or radicals together to form the molecules is now generally believed to be the unlike electric charges they possess. The atoms of all the chemical elements naturally possess either positive or negative electric charges. They may, therefore, be divided into two great classes; electropositive atoms or elements, and electronegative atoms or elements. Since, too, the radicals are unsatisfied atoms or groups of atoms, and the open bond may either represent a positive or a negative charge, all radicals must be either electropositive or electronegative. Without going into details, it is sufficient to state that hydrogen and most of the metals form electropositive radicals; while oxygen, chlorine, bromine, iodine, fluorine, sulphur and many other of the non-metallic elements form electronegative radicals.

Since the atoms of a simple molecule are held together by the opposite charges of its atoms these atoms must be respectively electropositive and electronegative.
When, therefore, electricity breaks up this combination, and sets the atoms free, the electro-positive atoms or radicals must appear at the electro-negative terminal of the decomposing electric source, and the electro-negative atoms or radicals at the electro-positive terminal.

The decomposition of molecules by electricity is called electrolysis. In the electrolysis of water, since pure water is not a conductor of electricity, it is necessary to render it electrically conducting by the addition of a small quantity of sulphuric acid.

A convenient form of apparatus for the electrolysis of water is represented in Fig. 69 (Houston’s Dictionary of Electricity). In this case the electricity employed for producing the electrolysis is obtained from a battery of two series-connected voltaic cells. Wires from the battery pass in at the base of a vessel containing the acidulated water, where they are connected to two plates of platinum inserted in two glass tubes (H) and (O) closed at the top, but open at the bottom, also filled with acidulated water, and held in a vertical position over the platinum plates. On the passage of the current, the molecules of water are decomposed, the hydrogen collecting in the tube (H), and the oxygen in the tube (O). In other words, the electro-positive atoms of hydrogen appear at the platinum terminal connected with the negative pole or terminal of the battery at (H), and the atoms of oxygen at the platinum terminal connected with the positive terminal of the battery at (O).

It is true that the electrical decomposition of water is not as simple as above described. The oxygen is the result of a secondary reaction taking place in the molecule of sulphuric acid added to make the water a conductor of electricity. For simplicity, however, we may safely regard the decomposition as taking place exclusively in the molecule of water.

The electro-positive and electro-negative atoms or radicals into which a molecule is broken up by electrolysis, are known as ions, and are called the electro-positive and electro-negative ions according to whether they are liberated at the electro-negative or the electro-positive terminals of the electrolyzing source.

In order to describe what takes place during electrolysis, it is convenient to employ certain electrical terms. These can best be defined in connection with Fig. 70. Here (A) represents a voltaic cell or source producing the electrolyzing current. This cell consists of plates (Zn) and (C) of zinc and carbon respectively. The positive terminal of the cell is connected with the carbon plate, and the negative terminal with the zinc plate. (C) represents a simple decomposition or electrolytic cell similar to that represented in the preceding figure. The positive terminal of the voltaic cell is connected with a plate of platinum inserted in the tube (O), and the negative terminal with a platinum plate inserted in (H).

When an electric discharge passes through the acidulated water in the cell (C), oxygen gas begins to collect in the tube (O), connected with the positive terminal of the voltaic cell (A), and hydrogen in the tube (H), connected with the negative terminal. After a given time, sufficient gas will have collected to show that the volume of the hydrogen is twice the volume of the oxygen.

As will be seen by an examination of the above figure, the name anode is marked on that terminal of the decomposition cell which is connected with the positive terminal of the voltaic cell, and that the same name is also marked on the carbon plate that projects from the liquid of the voltaic cell, which is the positive terminal of the voltaic cell. It will also be seen that the name cathode is marked on the negative terminal of the decomposing cell, as well as on the negative pole or electrode of the voltaic cell; that is, the end of the zinc plate that projects above the surface of the
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The liquid of the cell. Moreover, it will be seen that the electro-negative ions or radicals appear at the anode, and the electro-positive ions or radicals at the cathode.

The terms anode, cathode, anion, and cathion, are of such importance that we will define them separately.

The anode is the terminal or plate of a decomposition cell that is connected with the positive terminal of a battery or other electric source.

Or, it is that terminal of an electric source out of which the current flows into the liquid of a decomposition cell.

Or, it is the positive terminal or pole of a battery or other electric source that is employed for electrolysis.

The electro-negative atoms or radicals of a molecule, or the atoms or radicals that appear at the anode or positive terminal of a decomposing cell are called the anions.

The cathode is the terminal or plate of a decomposition cell that is connected with the negative terminal of a battery or other electric source.

Or, it is that terminal of an electric source into which the current flows from a decomposition cell.

Or, it is the negative pole or terminal of an electric source that is employed for electrolysis.

The electro-positive atoms or radicals of a molecule; or, the atoms or radicals that appear at the cathode or negative terminal of a decomposition cell are called cathions.

(To Be Continued.)

RAILLESS ELECTRIC TRACTION.

Railless electric vehicles, or trackless trolleys, as they are sometimes called, are not exactly a new departure, having been tried out in an experimental way in a number of installations. The system originated in Germany, where several short lines are now in use. As announced in the Journal of Electricity, Power and Gas, the Italian government is considering the adoption of the system on a large scale for general transportation on the public highways.

The principal feature of this new system is a guidable car, driven directly upon the street or country road, without rails. Two trolley wires, strung above the street, supply the power—one feeding the motor, the other returning the current, thus completing the electric circuit. The trolley pole allows the car a lateral freedom of motion in either direction, similar to that of an automobile.
THE NERNST LAMP.

The Nernst lamp is really a member of the incandescent family, though it differs from all other members of the family in one very important particular; it burns in the open air, while all other members of the family require a vacuum and become things of the past as soon as the vacuum is destroyed. Hence, if the countryman of comic paper fame were to try to light his cigar with a Nernst lamp he would have the laugh on the comic paper.

Though in principle the Nernst belongs to the incandescent family, in light giving power it is a cross between the arc and the incandescent, with units in its wide range that successfully replace either of these types. In appearance it resembles the arc more closely than the incandescent. In the quality of its light it resembles neither, but has a natural sun-like warmth that presents a striking contrast to both the yellowish tone of the incandescent and the blue white of the arc.

A short time ago the window of the Nernst Lamp Company's office in one of the large cities was fitted up with two separate compartments to show the contrast between the incandescent and the Nernst. Both compartments were painted white with paint out of the same can. The boss of the painter who did the work happened to pass a few evenings later and after looking at the two compartments for some time, came in to apologize. He couldn't understand, he said, why his best painter had done such a foolish thing as to spoil the demonstration by using two different kinds of paint, but he would have him around early next morning to do the job over. The lamp man did not explain, but suggested that he come around himself the next morning. This he did, and was dumbfounded when he saw by daylight that the paint in both compartments was the same shade after all.

The Nernst lamp was invented by Dr. Walther Nernst, of Gottingen, Germany, and was first exhibited in this country about ten years ago. Mr. George Westinghouse at once recognized its great possibilities and secured the American rights. Mr. Westinghouse proceeded to
develop it into a commercial proposition and organized the Nernst Lamp Company for its manufacture. The light is a favorite with merchants who handle colored goods on account of its daylight quality, and Nernst lamps are in use in many of the finest stores in the land. Perhaps the best known installation is that in the great Marshall Field store of Chicago, whose 38 acres of floor space are beautifully lighted by Nernst lamps in special fixtures.

The distinguishing feature of the ART NOVEAU DESIGN NERNST LAMP ELECTROLIER.

Nernst lamp is the glower which corresponds to the filament of the incandescent lamp. It is composed of a mixture of rare earths, worked into a dough, pressed through a die and baked. Platinum terminals are added and it is ready for service. The glower is an insulator when cold, but becomes a conductor when hot. Hence an auxiliary device termed a heater, consisting of platinum wire held in place and protected by a refractory paste, is required to bring it up to the proper temperature. As soon as this is accomplished, the current is disconnected from the heater by means of an automatic cut-out. The raising of the glower to the proper temperature for incandescence requires several seconds, and so the light does not come on instantaneously when the switch is turned. The other important part of the lamp is a steadying resistance termed a ballast. This consists of a fine iron wire mounted in a glass tube and somewhat resembling a miniature incandescent lamp. These parts can be renewed from time to time as required and enable an old lamp to be renewed for further service the same as an arc lamp, and in contrast to the incandescent which is generally thrown away when it gets out of order.

A new type of Nernst lamp developed last spring is made for both alternating and direct current circuits of 110 or 220 volts. When the Nernst system was first introduced it was designed for alternating current circuits only, but a successful direct current lamp was developed.
some time ago and all the types of lamps now on the market are designed for both circuits. A distinguishing feature of the new lamps in 66, 88, 110 and 132-watt sizes is the screw base burner. This embraces the glower and heater mounted on a suitable base which is screwed into place the same as incandescent lamps. The easy renewal which results has made the lamp quite popular for residence lighting, whereas before it was confined to store and other commercial lighting. This feature also enables the other parts of the lamp to be placed at any desired distance and is accountable for a new line of artistic chandeliers with the mechanism concealed in the ornamentation and the visible light sources smaller and neater than is possible with any other system. As an illustration, the 132-watt burner which gives as much light as seven 16 candle power carbon filament lamps, measures only 4 1/2 inches in length and 3 inches in diameter. Nernst lamps are designated according to the number of glowers they contain, that is, single, two, four and six-glower lamps.

THE DICTAPHONE.

The Dictaphone is a machine for recording speech. It is an improvement on the commercial graphophone or phonograph and like these, records the dictator's words on wax cylinders.

Speech or sound consists of waves or vibrations of the air. These passing from the speaker's mouth through a flexible tube strike on a diaphragm supported on a traveling "carriage." This diaphragm vibrates and carries beneath it a sapphire cutting point. This point as the carriage travels the length of the machine cuts a helix or spiral on the hollow wax cylinder revolving beneath.

The helix is a V-shaped groove which extends the whole length of the cylinder. A finished wax cylinder looks somewhat like a screw 2 1/2 inches in diameter with many threads to the inch. Each thread has little indentations on its sides.

These irregularities are those produced by the slight vibration of the diaphragm above mentioned and are the registration of the sound to be recorded.

A slight pressure of the foot or finger starts the cylinder in motion. The cylinder is supported on a metal mandrel. This is driven by a motor in the machine. The electric current for the motor can be drawn from any electric light socket.

When the dictator is interrupted, stops to refer to papers or hesitates for a word this pressure is released and the cylinder stops. If in doubt what has been said the machine will repeat it for you. A completed cylinder is called a "record."

After a record has been partly or completely finished the carriage carrying the diaphragm and its sapphire point can be slipped back to any desired point on the cylinder. Now start the machine and the sapphire will follow along the groove, fit into each little indentation and make the diaphragm vibrate exactly as it did when recording. This vibrating diaphragm starts the air in vibration and we have the original dictation faithfully reproduced by the Dictaphone. This enables any competent typist to transcribe it on a typewriter, as the machine will repeat as many times as necessary.
PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR LINEMEN.

A device for the protection of linemen working on high tension wires is shown in the accompanying illustrations. As will be observed, the device is simply an easily applied extra insulation in the form of a rubber trough, called the "shield," which covers not only the "live" wires, but also the "tie" wires, and taps, if there are any. In the use of the shield each wire which a man may touch must be covered with a shield excepting only the wire on which he is working.

In placing the shield over an insulator the lineman grips it by rubber handles attached to the outside for this purpose, so that the shield is between his hands and the wire. He then slips a hard rubber split ring (having an opening of one-half inch or so to admit the wire) over each end of the shield. These rings clamp the shield firmly to the wire and preclude any possibility of its becoming dislodged and falling, to the danger of passers-by.

Each shield is tested in water up to 30,000 volts, and allowing a factor of safety of 3 to 1 it is perfectly safe when used on circuits of 10,000 volts.

BELL RINGER THAT DOES NOT USE BATTERIES.

The device shown in the illustration, known as the Rollinson bell ringer, will operate buzzers, door bells, hotel calls, elevator calls, automatic gas lighters, etc., from an ordinary 110-volt lighting circuit, without the use of batteries. Where the premises are wired for direct current a small rotary converter is added which consumes less current than the ordinary 16-candlepower lamp.

The bell ringer is made in three sizes, all three taking 100 to 130 volts from the line and changing it to 6-13-19 and 8-16-24 volts respectively for supplying the bell circuit. Using alternating current, the device may be said to operate without cost for current, as the amount of current is so small that it will not register on any meter.
PLAYING A PIANO BY ELECTRICITY.

The finished technique of a great artist and the genuine feeling of a true lover of music may now be duplicated at the piano by any one, even if he does not know one note from another and cannot with his fingers play the scale of C. This is only another of the wonderful accomplishments of electricity—the Tel-electric piano-player does it.

All are more or less familiar with the spicuous box-like cabinet under the keyboard and when the piano is not being played electrically it can be played with the hands in the usual manner. Duets can even be played, the electrical apparatus playing one part and the human performer playing the other part.

The apparatus which controls the flow of current to the key-striking devices on the piano is contained in a neat cabinet which may be placed in any part of the room and even in a distant room in the house. Wires run from it to the key operating mechanism on the piano.

The principle of operation is simple. In the transmitter cabinet, run by a motor, is a roll or strip of perforated brass. The perforations correspond to the notes of the composition, as in the paper strip of the pneumatic piano-player. These
perforations allow electrical contact to be made and broken in the various circuits controlling the individual key-striking devices at the piano. Thus electricity does all the work and the operator has only to look out for expression.

Expression is governed by two little attachments or knobs on the transmitter cabinet which regulate time and tone. Protruding from the front of the transmitter, convenient to the left hand, is a small knob. This controls the speed of the music roll. The slightest turn to the left or right alters the time of the music. By the merest turn of the wrist, one is master of all tempos, from the fiery presto to the solemn largo. Differences in the volume of tone are the other chief means of musical expression. Convenient to the right hand is a corresponding knob extending from the transmitter. This controls the force of the electric current which acts upon the piano keys. By the simplest movement of the wrist, the performer controls a force ranging from eight volts to twelve volts, and thus commands every gradation of tone, from the whispering pianissimo to the most thunderous fortissimo.

Every piano is equipped with two pedals, commonly referred to as the loud pedal and the soft pedal. In the center of the right hand expression knob on the transmitter is a small push-button similar to an electric bell button. By pressing this ever so slightly with the thumb, which lies conveniently over it, electric power is brought to bear upon the soft pedal at the piano, resulting the same as a pressure of the pianist’s foot. It is the same with the sustaining pedal. Thumb pressure upon a corresponding push-button in the center of the left hand expression knob, brings the sustaining pedal into action by electrical force, not physical labor.

This electric piano player can be attached to any style of piano, upright or grand. The music rolls being of metal are practically indestructible.

The electric furnace is capable of attaining a heat of 7,200 degrees. This is a fearful temperature, and will melt almost every solid known to man. In comparison with this heat a red-hot bar of iron would be called cold.
PRACTICAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR THE PHYSICIAN.

In the practice of medicine and surgery there are hundreds of ways in which electricity is now applied, not only as a curative agent but also as a mechanical aid in the diagnosis and treatment of disease. It is the purpose of this article briefly to describe a few of the latest appliances in this line, a subject of interest not only to the physician and surgeon but to the laity as well.

In diagnosing diseases of the throat, nose and even of the stomach, the electric incandescent lamp has become a valuable assistant, permitting the insertion of a light at the seat of the trouble. One of the illustrations shows a diagnostic lamp and a rheostat for operating it from the ordinary 110-volt alternating or direct current lighting circuit. The large lamp in the illustration forms the rheostat and is screwed into an ordinary lamp socket. Current comes from one light wire, flows through the lamp rheostat, whose high resistance cuts down the strength, then through one strand of the cord to the little incandescent lamp in the end of the tube, and then back through the other strand of the cord to the other side of the light circuit. In this way the small diagnostic lamp burns brightly without being burned out as would be the case if the rheostat were not employed.

The diagnostic lamp may then be inserted in the nose and throat cavities, or in a little different form may be swallowed by the patient, cord and all, to light up the interior of the stomach, enabling the physician to make observations through the body tissues.

The therapeutic lamp is designed more especially for the benefit of those who desire to test the value of concentrated light and radiant heat as a therapeutic agent without investing in one of the large and more expensive lamps. There seems to be no doubt but that light in this form is distinctly beneficial in many conditions and it has been recorded as a specific treatment by some authorities in some few conditions. Necessarily the essential features of an outfit of this kind must be the source of light and the means for concentrating it at the point desired.

In the case of the lamp illustrated, the light is supplied by an incandescent lamp of special construction, designed to give the greatest possible volume of light from a filament occupying comparatively small space. The rays given off by this little lamp have the same germicidal power as those given off by the largest lamp that could be made, though of course the area which can be covered at one time is more limited, and all other known effects of concentrated light may be looked for with certainty.

It is now generally acknowledged that superheating the medicated air used in
the treatment of certain diseases of the ear and nose greatly enhances its value as a curative agent. The electric air heater was therefore devised for this purpose. The heating tube which is enclosed in the outer casing is so constructed that the air passes not only through it but around it. The heating tube can be quickly and easily removed and replaced by a new one at small expense, although, with ordinary use, a tube will last for two years or more.

A medicator or receptacle for medicated felt or cotton is embodied in the heater, so placed that the air is passed through it on its way to the heating tube. Access to the medicator is had by unscrewing the back cap or cover. A heat radiating device is interposed between the back of the heater and the valves, to prevent the metal parts that come in contact with the operator's hand from heating to an uncomfortable degree.

Obviously the therapeutic value of the hot water bottle depends directly upon the temperature of the water, which should be kept at a constant temperature of about 135 degrees Fahrenheit. This is accomplished by means of the little electric heater, without the trouble and annoyance of constantly changing the water after the water bottle is once in place. This device consumes but nine watts of current and the cost per day for operating it is negligible.

The heater passes through a water tight screw stopper calculated to fit the ordinary water bottle. Each heater is supplied with attachment plug and conducting cord. Simply fill the water bottle with hot water, screw the heater into the bottle in place of the stopper, attach to nearest electric light socket and it is in operation. It works on either direct or alternating current.

Every instrument used by the surgeon must be absolutely aseptic. This is not a hobby but a necessity if operations are to be successful. The electric sterilizer is highly satisfactory for this purpose. The heat is electrically generated in two heating tubes, extending the full length of the sterilizer. Either one or both of these tubes can be put into service. The resistance wire is wound around porcelain tubes, then covered with porcelain and baked, this construction insuring the greatest possible durability, and in ordinary service these heating tubes should last not less than two years. Owing to the construction
and method of installing these heating tubes the water is brought to the boiling point quickly and with a small consumption of current. The containing vessel is of heavy copper, tinned on the inner surfaces, the exterior being left in polished copper. The usual removable tray is provided. The outfit is supplied with attachment plug and cord, and is all ready to be attached to either direct or alternating current.

**STREET CAR SIGNAL BELLS OPERATED FROM TROLLEY CURRENT.**

Operation of signal bells on street cars by dry batteries is often unsatisfactory because of the short life of the batteries and the necessity of constant inspection and renewal. It is advisable, therefore, to provide some means whereby the bells may be operated from the trolley current. Such a system is shown in the cut here-with, which is said to result in marked economy over dry battery installations.

The usual trolley voltage is between 400 and 600 volts direct current. This high voltage, if applied directly to the bells would of course burn them out, so a suitable non-inductive resistance had to be worked out to insert in the bell circuit in order to not let enough current through to burn out the bells. This resistance coil constitutes the important feature of the system and was only perfected after several years of experiment.

Connections of the system are all plainly shown in the cut. The bells are located one in each vestibule and the push buttons are placed between the windows or in other places convenient to the passengers.

---

**WIRING OF STREET CAR BELLS FROM TROLLEY.**
AN ELECTRIC PUNKAH.

The punkah wallah is known to every traveller in the East as the indispensable native servant who sits and (except when he falls asleep) continually jerks the rope connected with the swinging curtain fan, called the punkah, which hangs from the ceiling in the well regulated Indian household. Well, the days of the punkah wallah are numbered. An electric punkah has at last been invented.

The reason that all mechanical devices for this work have failed is that the pleasant breeze that the hand worked punkah gives is due to a turn of the fan that the wallah gives by jerking the rope at each turn. In order to obtain a "flick" similar to that given to the hand worked fan, the inventors of the new electrical punkah have devised an ingenious piece of mechanism.

A motor is hung vertically from the ceiling by four supports and on the lower end of the vertical shaft is a conical body barely discernible in the picture. The frame which carries the fan or curtain swings down past the motor on hinged arms. To this frame is attached a leather covered friction member shown directly in front of the motor. As the frame swings downward the friction piece rubs against one side of the revolving cone, which throws the frame out in one direction. As the frame swings back the other side of the friction piece engages the other side of the cone and throws the frame sharply out in the other direction. This movement is kept up as long as the motor runs, the ends of the friction piece being beveled so that it strikes on opposite sides of the cone at each throw.

WATTMETER FOR TESTING INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Since the development of the recent new types of high-efficiency incandescent lamps, lamp users have been interested to know the efficiency of the new lamps as compared to former types. The small pocket wattmeter shown in the cut is designed for this purpose. It is a simple instrument for measuring the current of any incandescent lamp.

The instrument may be used on direct or alternating current circuits with...
The active interest that Detroit takes in baseball was never more clearly demonstrated than it was in the main office operating room of the Michigan State Telephone Company during the last two weeks of the baseball campaign last fall. Not only the general importance of the campaign, but also the relative importance of each game was clearly demonstrated. The importance of a deciding game of a certain series in relation to other games, and finally the superlative importance of that last deciding game of the campaign might all be mathematically proportioned from the telephone traffic records. As graphically described by the Michigan State Gazette, on that last and pennant-winning Tuesday, when the cork finally flew out altogether and enthusiasm spilled all over the city in unmeasurable volumes, the fuse on the main discharge circuit blew out altogether and for 45 awful seconds the “Main Exchange,” like the city, was “baseball mad.”

The normal “discharge” from the storage batteries to take care of all signals and transmitters for ordinary traffic is 225 amperes. The “peak of the load” is, of course, slightly higher. But on that baseball Tuesday the ammeter simply jumped with a bang to its limit of 350 amperes, and a 400-ampere fuse melted like soft butter on a hot stove. So it was easy to guess, with the engineers and the fans, just how much current was used and how much enthusiasm was burned when Detroit won the pennant.

The operating room was almost the busiest place in Detroit. Line lights twinkled in and twinkled out like a carnival of fire-flies in a June meadow. Nimble fingers flew from answering jack to calling jacks like parts of swift machinery—and they were. The Michigan Central Railroad private branch exchange lines showed no less than 19 trunks plugged in on “baseball operator” at one time.

The young ladies whose pictures are shown herewith answered 7,000 calls an hour for the main exchange alone—at least they counted up to this number, and then had to give it up for a bad job—
each girl is sure that she answered all of this number alone, even in less than an hour, when it got “real busy.”

All “bulletin service” of the Detroit exchange is handled by the equipment and arrangement of special operators shown. The operator’s sets are cut in at the bottom of the multiple panels on adjacent strips to the sub-exchange, long distance and chief and information operator circuits. Calling subscribers are therefore directly and instantly connected with the bulletin operators by the regular exchange operators, and contrary to the popular supposition, regular operators do not give out the information, but are left free to handle the regular traffic.

A UNIQUE LAMP EXHIBIT.

At the recent convention of the Association of Car Lighting Engineers, held in Chicago, a very unique and interesting display of incandescent lamps designed especially for car lighting was arranged under a large umbrella-like canopy. All of the incandescent lamp family were represented; beginning with the carbon filament lamp and on up through the metallic filament and tantalum to the tungsten lamp, the newest feature in incandescent lighting. The lamps of the various classes were all on separate circuits, so that the brilliancy and light giving power of each could be studied separately.

ELECTRIC SWEATING BLANKET.

The great benefit derived by the direct application of high temperatures in a moderately dry atmosphere, is being recognized more and more by the leading physicians. To meet the needs of hospitals and private families for an appliance which would immediately supply this heat without much expense, an electric sweating blanket has been devised which is illustrated herewith. These blankets are now used in the treatment of pneumonia, pleurisy, rheumatism, enlarged joints, and oftentimes in connection with mud bath treatments, to keep the mud at a high temperature.

The patient is wrapped in sheets, covered with heavy woolen blankets, and placed between the electric sweating blankets. The current consumed is about 800 watts, but it may be regulated by the rheostat shown in the illustration. The treatments usually last about thirty minutes, and the results are satisfactory to patient and user alike. Inasmuch as the blankets are light and flexible, the heat is easily controlled, and is applied to every part of the person.

These blankets are cleanly; are covered with rubber cloth, and are practically indestructible. They are made for all voltages up to 250.
HOW TO MAKE A HIGH FREQUENCY APPARATUS.

BY H. L. TRANSTROM.

Many readers of Popular Electricity have been interested in an article which appeared in August in which I described the general principles of an outfit producing high frequency currents, and in response to requests to give the details of construction of such an outfit this article has been written.

A transformer is needed, giving ten or 20,000 volts to charge the condenser. To construct one it is necessary to make a core from soft sheet iron strips, with a cross-section 2½ inches square, built in the shape of a rectangle 8 by 14 inches outside dimensions and 3 by 9 inches inside (see Fig. 1.)

Cut from the sheet iron, strips 2½ by 5½ inches and 2½ by 11½ inches, sufficient to make a mass five inches thick of each size when compressed in a vise.

Then take three strips at a time and build a core of the dimensions given in Fig. 1, leaving the top section unfinished until the secondary coils are placed in position.

To hold the core in shape after it is assembled, take two pieces of dry wood 12 by 3 by 1½ inches and bore a hole in the ends of each, nine inches apart. Put one board on each side of the bottom section and place in a vise, when the six-inch bolts can be drawn tight and then the core will be rigid.

On the vertical sections wrap tightly two or three layers of friction tape to within 2½ inches from the top. Over this wrap a couple of layers of Empire cloth.

The primary consists of 110 double turns wound in a single layer over the Empire cloth, the conductors being two No. 12 cotton-covered copper wires placed side by side, 55 double turns on each vertical section (see Fig. 1.)

Over the primary winding next wind tightly 15 layers of No. 7 Empire cloth 9 inches wide and we are ready for the secondary winding.

In winding the secondary much care must be exercised, as a transformer's insulation is no better than its weakest spot. This secondary consists of 20,000 turns of No. 32 single cotton-covered copper wire wound in eight coils of 2,500 turns each, which are connected in series, four coils on each side.

The coils are rectangular in shape 1½ inches wide, four inches square inside and six inches square outside dimensions. They are wound on a form 1½ inches wide and four inches square, the lateral edges being slightly rounded off to facilitate winding. This form is carefully centered and a metal rod about six inches long of any convenient size is passed through, with a small crank fastened on one end. To keep the coil from sliding out of shape make two disks seven inches in diameter, and when centered screw one on each side of the form.

Set this form between two supports and begin winding, first a layer of Empire paper and then a layer of wire alternately, until the 2,500 turns are on. It will be found very easy to wind this fine wire in layers if it is allowed to slide over a rod a foot or so away and guided with one hand while winding with the other. Leave a margin of ½ inch in each layer.

All coils should be tested to see if there are any bare places or if the wire is in one continuous piece. If not, do not attempt to use it as it will surely
burn out when run a short time. When all coils are completed they should be dried in an oven, not too hot, and then laid flat in hot petroleum and boiled for several hours, and then left to cool in the mixture until set, which will take quite a long time.

When thoroughly cold, take carefully out of the mixture and after taking the surplus off the coils, assemble on the core over the primary, four on each side. To keep the coils insulated from each other, cut 36 squares of Empire cloth 7 by 7 inches and cut out of their centers a hole that will fit snugly over the Empire cloth on the primary. Use six thicknesses between adjacent coils, there being only six places to use these separators.

The coils should all be connected in series as though it were one continuous wire beginning at the top of one section and ending at the top of the other. (See Fig. 1).

Connect all coils so that they have the same relation to one another as the turns in the primary. Keep the coils one inch from the bottom of the core by inserting narrow strips of birch wood across the binding boards and cover with several thicknesses of Empire cloth.

When all the coils are assembled and connected properly, the top part of the core may be completed. A sheet of m-
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FIG. 2. CONDENSER FOR HIGH FREQUENCY APPARATUS.
the other nine paste them on the lower left hand corner of the foil. These are the connectors which rest on two copper strips laid parallel four inches apart on the bottom of the crate with binding posts on each end. The strips are fastened on and insulated from the bottom of the wooden crate, with slots in the sides to receive the plates. (See Fig. 2.)

The Tesla coil consists of a primary of seven turns of No. 6 bare copper wire and a secondary of 180 turns of No. 22 bare copper wire wound in a single layer on a drum 6 inches in diameter and 1½ inch thick driven tightly in the center of the top and well rounded off, will be the discharge rod, being connected to the top end of the secondary wire.

The lower end of the secondary terminates in another binding post.

On the primary a binding post is fitted at only the upper end, while the other connection is a sliding contact.

For a spark gap take a glass jar about 6 inches in diameter and 8 or 10 inches in height and make a hole in the bottom ½-inch in diameter. To do this take clay or putty and lay a thick layer over 14 inches long made of dry birch boards glued together in a circle and then turned off in a lathe. The turns of wire are carefully spaced apart 1-16 inch when winding, and leave a margin of ½ inch on the ends. The primary is wound on a wooden drum 8 inches in diameter and 4½ inches long, the turns being carefully spaced apart and fastened. The secondary coil is set on top of the primary coil and the base fastened to the bottom drum.

Give the secondary winding a coat of orange shellac, being careful not to disturb the turns while doing so. A nice turned top can be added for appearance, and a brass rod 4 inches long and 3/8-
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**Fig. 3. Connections for High Frequency Apparatus.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>Transformer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L - Primary of Tesla Coil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Condenser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Spark gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L²</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the center of the bottom of the jar. Make a ½-inch hole in the clay down to the glass and fill with hot solder. The glass will fall out the shape of the hole in the putty or clay.

Make a cover from some nice hardwood to fit tightly in the top of the jar, and bore a hole in the center, in which fasten securely a threaded ½-inch nut which is connected by a wire to a binding post on one edge of the cover.

A ¾-inch rod threaded the whole length is fitted with a hard rubber handle ¾ by 3 inches long. This is screwed in the threaded nut. The length of rod depends on the height of jar used. Another rod is fitted with a metal ball ¾-
inch in diameter and inserted in the hole in the bottom and then through a base of hardwood on which a binding post is placed.

Now to operate the completed apparatus connect as per diagram, Fig. 3.

Connect the lower terminal of the secondary of the Tesla coil to a good ground with stranded wire as a stranded wire is a better conductor for high frequency currents than is solid wire.

Although I obtained the results shown in the August issue by using the primary in parallel on 110 volts 60 cycles, consequently 20,000 volts secondary voltage, yet I have obtained as good results with better control by using the primary sections in series and an adjustable choke coil in series with them. The choke coil can be made from a mass of sheet iron 2½ by 2½ by 8 inches, which is inserted in a hollow coil of No. 10 copper wire of 110 turns.

By inserting the core in the coil the current can be varied according to the depth inserted. This outfit is for the unipolar or single pole method of generating high frequency currents. If all connections are correctly made the spark gap should be turned until the spark will just jump easily, then on the primary of the Tesla coil move the sliding contact on the second turn from the top. If the coil does not do as shown in the picture in the August issue move the contact on the next turn and so on until it does.

To light a lamp use the fourth or fifth turn and slide the lamp along the side until the brightest light is obtained.

Always disconnect the primary of the transformer before attempting to adjust the different parts.

By adding condenser plates or taking them out of the crate, one by one, the coils will be brought in tune under certain conditions.

In an article in the December issue of this magazine under the title of "Telephone Line Over the Alps," it was stated that the line under consideration is situated at the greatest altitude of any telephone line in the world, being 11,992 feet above the sea level. From later information obtained, it would appear, however, that the record of high elevation belongs to the United States, there being a line at Camp Bird, Colorado, which is 13,000 feet above the sea level.

**ELECTRIC WARMING PAD.**

The electric warming pad illustrated below takes the place of the old style cumbersome hot water bottle. It has numerous advantages over the water bottle, as it is very light, is flexible and may be bound around a limb or over a shoulder, and gives a very mild and beneficial dry heat.

The heating element is inclosed in an asbestos covering and is very flexible.

Outside of this is a covering of canvas, and an eiderdown casing, which may be removed and easily washed.

In the exact center of the pad is located a thermostat which automatically cuts off the current when the temperature rises to the proper degree. In this way the pad may be put into service and left all night long, without any danger of burning or setting fire to the bed clothing.

The pads are equipped with a three-heat switch which enables the patient to obtain either a minimum, mild or full heat, as desired. Usually the full heat is used when starting the pad, and it is
then turned down to mild heat, and left for the remainder of the treatment.

The pads are furnished complete with ten feet of cord, and may be had in either eiderdown or rubber covering, as desired. In cases where hot poultices are to be applied and maintained at a high temperature for a long time, the rubber covering should be used, and the pad placed immediately outside of the poultice. In this way the patient receives the beneficial effect of the poultice, together with that of heat.

It is said by some that the presence of an electric field in the pads has a soothing effect upon the nerves, and that all pain is relieved a few moments after the pad is applied.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY WIRELESS CLUB.

Ever since the appearance of the first number of Popular Electricity, last May, we have been impressed by the remarkable interest displayed by our readers in the subjects of wireless telegraphy and telephony. Every day our correspondence contains letters from experimenters asking questions relative to the design and construction of apparatus and describing equipments that they have built, and this or that device which they have found useful in the operation of their systems. If wireless communication does not become a great commercial success, it will not be because of any lack of enthusiastic supporters, for the subject is one which interests thousands—amateur and professional.

In order to bring these widely scattered workers in close touch with each other, so that their experiences may be mutually beneficial, we will make the "Popular Electricity Wireless Club" a feature of this magazine. Those experimenting in wireless telegraphy or telephony, who have actually built or are building a wireless equipment, are eligible to membership in the Club, and the department will be made a clearing house for their ideas.

No expense will be attached to membership in the Club, but each member will be required to fill out a blank, giving his full name and address and some brief information concerning the nature and scope of his equipment. A file will be kept of this data and from time to time revised lists of the names will be sent to each member.

The success of the Club and of the department in Popular Electricity devoted to its interest will depend largely on the members. They can contribute to this success by sending in descriptions of the apparatus they have constructed, the difficulties they have encountered and how they were overcome.

Questions regarding wireless work will be answered in this department instead of in the regular department of questions and answers, which appears elsewhere in the magazine, and articles of an interesting and instructive nature written especially for Popular Electricity will appear from month to month in the pages devoted to the doings of the Club.

In short, it is our intention to make this department of the magazine a complete index to the developments which are constantly taking place in the rapidly widening field of wireless communication. As a member of "Popular Electricity Wireless Club" you can help in this work.

Application blanks will be sent to those who wish to secure membership, and a neat Club button will be given free to each member. From the interest manifested in wireless work this membership will reach a thousand inside of twelve months. Let your name be one of the first.
ELECTRIC SHIP SCRUBBER.

The problem of the protection of the sheathing of ships from the innumerable enemies that attack it while the vessel is at sea is an old and difficult one. Hundreds of patents have been taken out on devices to clean the ship without the necessity for dry docking, and devices have been introduced for keeping the enemy from fastening to the ship’s bottom. But none has been successful. Barnacles and weeds will attach themselves to the bottom of the vessel and these must be laboriously cleaned off whenever the ship is so handicapped by them that its speed is hindered.

An electric scrubber has just been invented in England that, it is claimed, solves the problem satisfactorily and simply. The scrubber works by being dragged up and down under the hull of the ship by ropes. By the use of electricity it is made to cling to the steel sides of the ship like a magnet.

The mat of the scrubber is a series of battens carrying the brushes and magnets. Position chains are passed around the ship at the bow and stern and between these hauling hawser, carrying the mat, are moved fore and aft by a steam winch.

When the mat is hung over the ship’s sides and into position the current is switched on. In that condition the apex of the curve of each magnet touches the ship’s side, but the brushes do not touch. When hauling begins the battens cant, thus bringing the fore edge of each brush into contact with the ship; at the same time the fore side of the magnet becomes engaged. The backs of the battens are so contrived as to ensure this canting or rocking. Since the mat has to travel forward and aft, the arrangement has to be double ended, thus each leading batten has its back made with one bevel on its outer edge, but each middle batten has both edges bevelled.

The current can be supplied from the ship itself, if necessary. The scrubber can be manipulated by a few men, and it has been demonstrated that an 18,000-ton battleship can be scrubbed in 12 hours. The cost of cleaning a ship by this method is small. It is said that a 4,000 ton ship can be cleaned in about eight hours, at a cost of $100.

REGULATING CLOCKS BY WIRELESS.

An Austrian inventor has perfected a system for the regulation of clocks by energy transmitted through space, on the principle of the wireless telegraph. For three years his plan has been working on a limited scale in Vienna with great success, and it is proposed to start a regular time-keeping service to be run from a central official clock, by wireless.

This system automatically sets the clock once every minute and has operated successfully through heavy rain storms, lightning and hurricanes. It is possible by it to regulate accurately any number of clocks within a radius of many miles at a very small cost, as the expense of wiring is entirely done away with.

ELECTRIC SHOCKS FOR PERVERSE CHILDREN.

A novel cure for naughtiness and general perversity in children is advocated by Dr. Elbert Landone, a noted authority on child culture. He maintains that a few light shocks of electricity, judiciously applied, are the most effective means of punishment. In one instance a child of five was thoroughly broken of obstinacy within three days from the beginning of the treatment.
TESTING STREET CAR FENDERS AND WHEEL GUARDS.

The New York Public Service Commission of the First District recently carried out a series of tests to determine the most efficient types of street car fenders and wheel guards. The Parmenter fender and wheel guard, submitted by the Elmer P. Morris Company, met with the highest approval of the commission, and several views of it, and of the tests are shown herewith. The tests were carried out by using a series of life sized dummies to represent an adult man, adult woman and a boy.

The male size was five feet eleven inches tall and weighed 170 pounds. The bodies were made the exact dimensions of a male person, being jointed the same as a human being, and weighted on the interior in the same proportion as a human body. The dummies were made of wood, wrapped with adhesive tape to prevent splitting, and then sheet lead was fastened to the various parts of the body to conform to the weight of a man. The same general construction was used for the female and the boy. The weight of the female body was 120 pounds, height five feet seven inches. The weight of the smallest dummy was 60 pounds and it was made to represent in size a nine-year-old child.

These bodies were placed in the following positions on the track: Standing up facing the car; standing up back to the car; standing up side to the car; lying down straight across the track; lying down diagonally, head on; lying down feet on track; lying down parallel with track, head on; lying down parallel with track, feet on; lying on track head on with arm on rail.

Each one of the dummies was given a test by the various fenders at eight miles per hour on the cobble stones, and eight miles per hour on asphalt. The Parmenter fender is shown on the right in Fig. 1, which also shows the types of dummies used. Fig. 2 shows the wheel guard as used on the pay-as-you-enter cars in New York City. Fig. 3 shows
INSULATING A HIGH TENSION TRANSMISSION LINE.

Few people outside of the engineering fraternity realize the precautions that must be taken in the construction of a modern electric transmission line. Two or three wires strung on a line of poles is all that it means to most of us. But years and years of experiment and thousands of tests and trials have been necessary to make possible the transmission of current at 100,000 volts and even 110,000 volts which is now an actual accomplishment. Why are these enormous voltages necessary? It is simply a matter of dollars and cents. Suppose electric power were to be delivered from a power plant to a point 200 miles away. This could be done by a current of 500 volts or even less. But the plan would not be practicable because such a puny voltage or pressure would not be sufficient to force the current through 200 miles of wire unless the latter were so large (to decrease the resistance) that the cost of the copper would be more than that of the plant, and would represent an investment the interest on which would eat up all profits of the undertaking. Consequently, as the distances of transmission have gradually been increased, year by year, the line voltage has been increased correspondingly until, as stated above, it has in one instance reached 110,000 volts.

How to generate these immense voltages has been by far a more easy problem than how to insulate the line so that the electricity will not jump or leak to the earth. Little glass insulators did at first, then small porcelain ones, then larger ones. Then petticoat after petticoat were added in the design until finally the insulators became so large and expensive that it was impracticable to go further with this design, which was carried by a pin. So finally, when engineers were studying how they could insulate 100,000 or 110,000 volts some one hit upon the plan of making a suspended type of insulator made up of several sections, one above the other. Such an insulator is shown in the picture under test in the rain and carrying 200,000 volts.

From the point where the insulator is suspended to the point of attachment of the wire is perhaps two or three feet, but note the way in which the electricity...
"slops" over from section to section, following the rain drops and the surface of the porcelain. This insulator finally broke down under the strain of 200,000 volts, which of course was higher than it would be called upon to carry under working conditions.

These insulators are made of a special high-grade porcelain, ingredients for which are brought from the far ends of the earth. They must be absolutely flawless, for one weak place, like the proverbial weak link in a chain, means the destruction of the insulator. They must be carefully glazed so that dust will not accumulate on the surface, or if a small amount does collect it will be readily washed off by the rain. The petticoats must not be too flat or they will collect dirt. They must not be too steep or the edges will be close to the center and the electricity in its tendency to climb up will find too short and easy a path to jump from one petticoat to the edge of the next. In short the design must be "just so" and on this feature alone many engineers and designers spend their whole time trying this shape and that, designing them theoretically at first and then building samples and trying them out practically.

**ELECTRIC MASTICATOR FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CHEWING GUM.**

Electric driven masticators are important accessories in the manufacture of chewing gum and are used for kneading and malaxating the constituents of the gum. One of the machines is shown in the accompanying picture. The peculiar kneading blade revolves in two hollow semi-cylinders, intersecting in each revolution successfully every point on the surface of the surrounding cylinder, so that no particle of material can escape getting in the axle of the blades. The apparatus is arranged for reversing so that the blade may be made to revolve forward or backward, thereby accelerating the process of mixing and the discharge of the material.

An electric motor of six to eight horse power is required for operating this machine at a speed of 100 revolutions per minute. It has a capacity of 46 gallons of material weighing 380 pounds, and the total weight of the machine is about 2½ tons.
NEW POWER TRANSMISSION FOR ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

An innovation has been made in the design of electric automobiles which is somewhat similar to that made by the introduction of the chainless bicycle in days gone by. It consists of a worm wheel drive which does away with chains, chain housings, strut rods, etc. The latest type of Maxim-Goodrich car has this distinguishing feature.

The motor, suspended from the rear of the chassis in a fore and aft position, has its armature shaft extended backward. Upon the extension is directly mounted the worm. This meshes with its wheel, which is supported in a separate housing attached directly to the end of the motor. All of the power producing and transmitting mechanism is thus confined to one compact unit as shown in the rear view of the car.

A solid rear axle carries the weight of the rear of the vehicle, passing in front of the motor and transmission unit. The rear wheels are driven through universal jointed shafts, which connect the stub shafts of the differential with the rear wheel hubs.

Another feature of this car is in the arrangement of the controller handle which turns the current on and off from the motor. As shown in the small illustration this controller handle is mounted on the steering post. The convenience of this novel arrangement is evident at a glance. The left hand rests naturally upon the controller, while the right hand does the steering, and there is consequently no need of a lever at the side of the cushion to take up seat space and to catch the garments of the driver.

ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA OF THE GRAND PLATEAU.

Owing to the peculiar topographical formation of Bolivia, electric and other phenomena are of constant occurrence, the principal zone where such disturbances take place being the Grand Plateau. As the atmosphere is heavily charged with electricity, both in summer and winter, dry or electric storms are of frequent occurrence, both on the plateau and in the valleys. Before the rainy season sets in electrical accumulation becomes considerable on the plateau region, its most violent manifestations taking place toward the eastern section of the tablelands. An electrical storm in these regions is always a most imposing spectacle, as the tremendous force of the wind, almost equal to a hurricane, and the heavy electrical accumulation in the clouds produce terrible atmospheric explosions and violent detonations, while the surface of the ground sparkles and crackles.
THE ART OF ELECTRIC WELDING.

One of the first characteristics of the electric arc to be observed was the great localization of heat. Metals like platinum which could not before be melted were readily fused when inserted in the path of the arc. C. William Siemens, one of the pioneers in electric lighting in Europe, was the first to make application of the arc as an electric furnace, and he used a conducting crucible for one terminal of his circuit and a piece of circular carbon for the other. When the two were brought together and then drawn apart an arc was formed between them, and pieces of metal or ore thrown in the crucible were easily melted.

De Meritens, a Frenchman, substituted for the crucible the metal object itself, from which an arc was drawn, resulting in the melting of the object. The arc has also been used in somewhat the same manner as a blow pipe, the arc being blown onto the object to be melted, either by an air blast or by the repulsion effect of an electromagnet. The process, however, is limited in its application, being used principally for filling up blow-holes in castings.

The man to first see these limitations and develop a really practical method of electric welding was Prof. Elihu Thomson, and under his patents and others owned by the Thomson Electric Welding Company of Lynn, Massachusetts, the art has been exclusively developed. The principle which Thomson adopted, and which is today the only practicable system of electric welding was to force directly through the metal to be heated such large volumes of electric current that every molecule of the mass traversed by the current would be brought to the desired temperature, the same as the filament of an incandescent lamp is brought to white heat. The heat is not imparted by conduction, working inwardly as in the arc, furnace or the blacksmith's forge, but is generated directly in the interior of the mass itself, working outwardly and expelling impurities in the metal.

In some of the earlier apparatus, known as direct welders and used only for small work, the alternating currents for welding were generated in the dynamo and carried to the clamps directly, without transformation, and the clamps and mechanical devices were all incor-
porated in the dynamo. This form of apparatus, while useful where current could not readily be obtained, had many complications and was abandoned for what are known as indirect welders, the welder being no part of the dynamo but connected by wires to it or to any suitable electric circuit, the apparatus employed consisting of a transformer provided with suitable clamps and pressure devices, called the welder, to hold and upset the pieces to be welded, and apparatus to regulate the flow of current for varying sizes of stock. The shape and size of the pieces, also quality of the metal, determine very largely the kind of clamps and pressure devices to be used.

In welding small wire end-to-end, for continuous lengths or for hoops, a spring is usually employed, the tension of which draws the clamps together following up the softening of the metal at the joint, the machine being provided with mechanical or electric devices to cut off the flow of current at the proper instant. This might be called more or less automatic, although the pieces are clamped by hand. There are, however, machines for welding wire hoops where all the movements are automatic, the boy simply inserting the ends of one hoop after another.

As the pieces to be welded increase in size, spring pressure is abandoned and recourse had to hand pressure, generally through a lever or wheel; and, finally, where the mass of metal to be welded and pushed up is too great for hand pressure, recourse is had to hydraulic or pneumatic pressure, either through jacks or cylinders.

Sometimes the mass of metal in the pieces to be welded is so great, it is difficult to clamp it securely by hand means, and hydraulic or pneumatic devices are employed. In such cases the apparatus is necessarily massive, sometimes quite complicated, and, consisting largely as it must of masses of copper and gun metal, quite expensive.

The welders are generally built, each machine adapted to one kind of work; no machine can be used—for all shapes and sizes of work or for all qualities of
metal. In many cases machines are entirely special, fitted to do no other work than that for which they have been built.

The Thomson system of electric welding, beginning with the simple welding of wires end-to-end, to form continuous lengths, has worked itself up to welding pipe and all kinds of carriage hardware. An interesting fact, not generally known, is that most of the retaining wires in solid rubber tires are electric-welded; and the number of electric-welded wires found on wooden tubs, pails, etc., is quite noticeable.

Not only is one piece welded to the end of another, but against the side; this is illustrated by dash frames, most of which are electrically welded. It used to be said that the welding of copper is a lost art, but the Thomson process has been used for many years in welding copper wire. Farm wire fencing and wire mesh for reinforcing concrete work are made by an automatic electric welding machine, through which the wires are fed. Tubing and cylinders are also made from sheet steel cut into strips, rolled into the form of a tube or cylinder and electric-welded along the seam. This requires a special machine, suitable for no other purpose. Chain, formed and threaded by automatic means, is also automatically electric-welded. A comparatively recent application of the Thomson process is that of welding attachments on sheet metal ware, dispensing with the riveted joint.

While much has been accomplished which at first seemed impossible, the art is still in its infancy and it is difficult to set a limit to its possibilities.

CHOCOLATE WARMER.

Electric heat is particularly well adapted to the demands of the confectioner, supplying a clean, flameless heat which does not increase the amount of moisture in the atmosphere, which can be closely regulated to the requirements of the work and which is economical. The Hadaway electrically heated dipping pan is designed to meet the demand for a device by which chocolate can be kept in a fluid state at the proper consistency for continuous working or dipping, especially when the work is done in refrigerated rooms.

The use of this dipping pan gives each dipper a pan of melted chocolate which is maintained at an absolutely uniform temperature. This insures uniform goods and permits uninterrupted work by the dipper. The pan consumes about the same amount of current as a 16 candle power lamp. There is no water bath or piping to rust and leak; no gas flame to vitiate the air.

The warmers are usually made with a high and a low heat, the change from one to the other being made by a small switch. The low heat is sufficient to maintain the chocolate at the proper working consistency, while the high heat is designed to bring the chocolate to the working temperature in a short time.

They are made in two standard sizes. The large size is 14½ inches long, 7½ inches wide, and six inches deep. The small size is 12 inches long, 6¾ inches wide and five inches deep. The dimen-
sions refer to the pan in which the chocolate is placed. The heating element is upon the outside of a receptacle in which the chocolate pan is placed and is hermetically sealed in by an outer jacket. The heater and wires are shielded so that accidental contact with them cannot be made, and the operators are absolutely protected from all danger of an electric shock.

REVERSER FOR MOTOR DRIVEN PLANERS.

An easy reversing mechanism for planing machines is something which has been needed ever since planing machines were invented. But in the machine shops of the present time practically the same device for reversing the motion of the bed plate is used that was employed in the primitive shops of a century ago. In the last few years electric power has been adopted to a great extent for driving machine tools; in fact, it is now considered the only economical method, and with the advent of motor drive the need of a reverser for planers which would do away with belt shifting became even more necessary.

Such a device has at last been perfected which appears to have solved the problem. It is known as the Conklin reversing clutch. A view of the clutch mechanism is shown herewith, also a view of a planing machine direct driven by a motor through the agency of this clutch.

The clutch mechanism consists of a double, reverse, bevel gear driven by the motor shaft, one part having a lower speed than the other. These gears drive the machine through two oppositely driven friction clutches. These are thrown in and out automatically by a pair of yokes carried on revolving drums. These yokes travel back and forth parallel to the driving shaft of the
machine, bringing first one friction clutch and then the other into play, reversing the operation of the machine.

By the use of this device the sudden strain of reversal is not thrown on the motor, which would otherwise burn out unless a heavy flywheel were added.

THE MERCURY VAPOR SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL ILLUMINATION.

The actual source of light in the mercury vapor lamp is the vapor of the mercury at very low tension confined within a hermetically sealed and completely exhausted tube and excited by the passage of an electric current. Except for the fact that means are required for starting and steadying the current, this lamp consists merely of the exhausted tube containing mercury traversed by the electric current at voltages ordinarily used for lighting purposes.

Much rapid advance in the practical development of this type of electric lighting has been made during the past three years, so that the light has made a place for itself on account of certain unusual qualities which it possesses. The qualities are unique, so much so as to give it a wide field of usefulness.

From the point of view of the physicist the mercury vapor lamp is of great interest as it in a practical way utilizes a new group of electrical phenomena, that connected with the passage of a relatively large current (to the volume of a number of amperes) within a vacuum. In this type of current conductor the electrons, sometimes called corpuscles, in other words, those very minute particles carrying a charge and constituting electricity, pass from out the negative electrode (sometimes called cathode) whither they come through the lead of this electrode, pass through the vacuum space like small balloons, and find their way from the cathode to the positive element electrode (sometimes called anode) through the much larger gas atoms. At the anode they enter the body of the electrode and pass off through the lead to complete their circuit. In their passage through the mercury vapor at very low tension, which always fills every space where mercury is in the neighborhood, these electrons moving at enormous velocities violently agitate the mercury atoms causing them to emit the peculiar light characteristic of mercury.

The flow of the electrons from one electrode to the other, when once established, is accomplished and maintained with but the loss of a few volts, yet before any such flow has been established a very high voltage is required to start the electrons, which means the flow of current.

The original discovery of the phenomena of the mercury vapor lamp is claimed by Louis E. Walkins, as early as 1878, but to Mr. Peter Cooper Hewitt full credit is due for much of its up-to-date development, as before his advent into the field, a little over ten years ago, there had been no commercially practical lamp of this character. Most of the lamps then known were merely in the experimental condition in several laboratories. None of these, however, showed a workable lamp.

The usual form of mercury vapor lamp is now fairly well known to the majority of the readers of Popular Electricity and consists of a tube of glass two or three feet long which emits powerful light of a bluish color entirely devoid of red rays.

A new type of lamp recently developed by Mr. Walkins is shown in the accompanying cut, and in this type the tube is eliminated, its place being taken by a glass globe. The color of the light emitted by this new lamp has also been modified and is said to be much more mellow.
The key note of success in the last few years in all surgical operations has been absolute asepsis. Great strides have been made looking to the best means of sterilization, one of the most recent devices being an instrument sterilizer which can be put upon a glass top instrument table, and used within a few inches of the operator without any danger whatsoever to the patient. It is a well known fact that sterilizers heated by alcohol, gas, kerosene, gasoline, etc., give so much heat from the bottom that they would crack a glass top table. It is also well known that ether or chloroform fumes used in operations, is inflammable, consequently in the old methods, instruments were sterilized at a distance from the operating room and brought in wrapped in a sterilized sheet. If the operator dropped an instrument it had to be taken out of the room to be sterilized before it could be used.

The new "American" sterilizer is made of one solid casting of aluminum. The heating elements are made up without wire or any cement, porcelain, or quartz whatever. These heating elements are attached to the bottom of the piece, thereby insuring quick heating and efficient results.

The sterilizers of the past, heated by gas and other methods, have been made entirely of plated metal, with soldered seams. In this new sterilizer there are no seams, consequently there is no danger of leaking or of the pieces falling apart.

The sterilizer is fitted with an aluminum tray and cover, and is made for three distinct heats. The maximum, taking 900 watts, is used only to bring the water to the boiling temperature. The minimum, one-quarter of the maximum, is used to maintain this temperature.

Physicians have found this piece a most welcome accessory to their laboratory or office equipment. It is possible to take the sterilizer with a supply of instruments needed for any major operation to the home, and by simply attaching to the light socket, the physician may himself see that the instruments are put in a perfectly aseptic condition.

The sterilizers are made for any voltage up to 250.

---

**New Detector for Wireless Telegraphy.**

An entirely new type of detector for wireless telegraph systems has lately been developed and operates on the principle that certain dielectrics (insulators) when under high pressure lose their quality as such and become conductors. This discovery led to the construction of the detector shown herewith.

Two steel plates are given a thin coat of insulating matter such as shellac, etc. When dry they are put under high pressure. In this condition it is found that a milliampere meter definitely shows the passage of the battery current.

The electric wireless waves having a very high tension, easily break down the thin coat of insulation and as long as the waves pass through the apparatus a telephone receiver, in place of the milliampere meter will indicate with a clear and audible sound the passage of the waves.
TUNGSTEN PRODUCTION.

Now that the new tungsten lamp is becoming widely known the questions are often asked: What is tungsten? Where does it come from?

Tungsten is a metal which does not exist in nature in the metallic form, but combined with other elements in the form of ore, and it must be reduced from these ores. Tungsten production in the United States for 1907 amounted to 1,640 short tons, the value being $890,048. The principal tungsten minerals are wolframite, a tungstate of iron and manganese, and scheelite, a tungstate of calcium. Both minerals, like tin ores, occur as a rule in quartz veins cutting rocks containing much silica, such as granite and rhyolite, but some apparent exceptions are found, as for instance, in New Mexico, where hubnerite and a small amount of scheelite occur with pyrite and lead minerals in a vein cutting limestone; and at Nome, Alaska, where scheelite is found in the gold placers in a region of schists several miles from the nearest granite outcrops. The greater part of the American tungsten product comes from the mines in Boulder county, Colorado. California is the second state in order of production.

ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE GERMAN SHIPBUILDING EXPOSITION.

The applications of electricity now play an important part in the construction and operation of water craft. As a consequence considerable space at the German Shipbuilding Exposition, held during the summer, was devoted to the applications of electricity on shipboard. Very elaborate electrical decorations were also a feature of this exposition, particular attention being paid to the exterior of the buildings and to the grounds. Trellised walks and garden decorations were created where electric fountains invited the sight-seers to rest and recreation, while 35,000 incandescent lamps united in a splendid light effect discernible for miles around.

The night scene in one of the illustra-
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The exposition shows one of the entrances to the grounds, the lawn, even, being decorated with lamps. The other illustration shows an unique electrolier suspended in one of the buildings and containing 16 flaming arc lamps. These views are reproduced through the courtesy of Mitteilungen der Berliner Elektricitäts-Werke.

In one of the exhibition rooms a captain’s bridge was erected, an exact counterpart of a bridge on a man of war. From here were controlled searchlights of various sizes. One of these, with a 35-inch mirror was arranged on the roof of the chart house. It was electrically switched and regulated from a distance. Smaller reflectors, so-called broadside searchlights, were among the side lights of the bridge. They were also operated from a distance, but by mechanical means.

The compartment topped by the bridge contained a collection of electric cooking and heating utensils, ozone ventilators, also shown in operation. New slow running ceiling ventilators with four-winged wooden fans noiselessly kept the air in sufficient motion.

Colonel, now known as “Commodore” Thomas W. Lee, formerly the general passenger agent of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad, growing weary of railroad duties, went west a few years ago, bought a farm near Idaho Falls, Idaho, which he has equipped throughout with electricity. This does not mean that Commodore Lee has simply put in electric lights, telephones and a few conveniences like that, but that his farm, “The Bungalow” is an out-and-out electrically operated ranch.

Everything about the Bungalow requiring power of any kind is hitched to live wires. Leaving Rigby, Idaho, the railway station of the farm, the driver follows a private pole line carrying three power wires and two telephone wires leading direct to the Bungalow proper.

The term “Bungalow” in general implies 2,000 acres or more, for it requires a drive of 16 miles to make a circuit around the broad fields. The power wires turn at the ranch station and go directly east on the section line. Way out across the fields can be seen another line running north and south. These lines cross the fields for convenience and to them are attached the feed-wires that run the motors. The various motors on the farm run the machinery—and all that is required to change the ordinary quiet of the ranch life into a scene of activity is to press the button, figuratively speaking.

At the Bungalow is a small terminal house. Here the power is controlled. In the terminal house there is a motor for the operation of all machinery required at farm headquarters such as turning grindstones, pumping air into an underground tank for furnishing water pressure in case of fire, and in fact anything else that is necessary in carrying out the general work of the ranch, for the Bungalow is the home of system. Electric lights are all over the place and the yard lights can be seen at night for miles. Wires are everywhere.

The Bungalow is a ranch wonder of two years’ standing. There is a boulevard four miles long running out from Rigby, and here and there are neat sign boards informing the stranger just where he is. The boulevard was built at...
the Commodore's private expense and is a level hand-raked road. On the ranch there is to be found all the modern machinery in existence, from the intricate weather gauge to the best automatic hay lifter on the market.

The power that operates the Bungalow farm is generated at Idaho Falls and transmitted fourteen miles to the ranch, the regular line of the power company running comparatively near the ranch. Then, as above stated, the Commodore has tapped the wires with a private line about four miles in length, including the nearby power line and connected with a single twist and that end of the apparatus is now ready to work by simply turning on the switch on the wagon. The wagon stands 20 or 30 feet away from a grain separator, and a belt transmits the power to the pulley on the separator.

The motor was attached to a small separator this season and threshed at the rate of 1,500 bushels of wheat a day and reached a much higher figure on oats, in a day of 10 hours. The electric power, to state it mildly, has been found much more satisfactory than steam, in so far as efficiency or economy is concerned.

The outfit was rigged up in a hurry to do the work this season and after the Commodore got the idea into his head and directed his electrician, who is regularly employed on the place, there was much skepticism on the ranch, and the neighbors, who were using horse and steam power, as most of the farmers in this country are doing, were inclined to laugh at the project.

But with the motor and other equipment in place and being satisfied that all gearings were right and everything substantial, the Commodore turned on the "juice" and—the motor ran backward! He didn't understand at first what the trouble was, but soon a rearrangement of
the wires brought everything around in shape and the machinery started off without a hitch and was permitted to run several hours before it was stopped.

As to the ranch itself, there is nothing requiring power or the use of electricity, that is not there ready for use. The Bungalow is a great example of applying modern methods to agriculture. There is nothing of old farming about it, nothing of the old drudgery, inconvenience or dissatisfaction. The men on the Bungalow are paid for being wise enough to look so. The field hands do no walking and very little work with their hands. Machinery is electrically operated everywhere possible.

At the house the blades from the mowing machines, often as many as three at a time, are placed on a grindstone, operated by electricity. There are electric lights in the bunkhouse and in the stables, with an electric heater in the bath room.

The expense of all of this has been found to be no greater than the expense of any other improvement. Anything can be made economical or expensive—all depending upon the business capacity of the individual.

The adaptation of electricity to the farm means great things for the future. It means, among other things, the extension of electric lines to every part of the country and with this will come, without a doubt, greater improvement and advancement along all other lines. It means the lightening of the burden of the farmer and a general era of progress.

CONSTRUCTION OF SELENIUM CELLS.

Selenium cells, which vary their resistance with the intensity of illumination to which they are subjected, may be constructed in a variety of ways. A common form, easily made, is to wrap two wires upon an insulating core, keeping them separated by a uniform short distance, and then coat the wires over with a thin film of molten selenium. Another plan is to cover the surface of some solid, usually glass, with a thin coating of selenium. A difficulty met with in doing this, especially with glass, is the liability of the selenium to form into drops, instead of adhering uniform-

ly. A new method recently devised in Germany by W. S. Grippenberg, causes selenium vapor to condense on the cold surface of the glass. In this way very thin and uniform coatings which adhere well to the glass are obtainable. Two grooves are cut in the glass close together and of as great a length as possible, and these are coated inside with platinum to act as electrodes.—Electrical Review and Western Electrician.

ELECTRIC TIRE VULCANIZER.

As acknowledged by motorists, one of the heaviest expenses encountered in owning a car is the cost of tire repair. With a proper vulcanizer, cuts in the casings can be repaired so as to put a stop to rotting of the fabric. Likewise the inner tube can be vulcanized, which makes a better job than patching.

The new Shaler vulcanizer makes use of electric current, and work on the casings may be done without removing the tire from the rim. The vulcanizer is simply connected by means of a cord and plug to any electric light socket, and as there is provision made for absolute heat regulation there is no danger of overheating the tire. The heat is regulated either by a rheostat or a thermostat. The accompanying cut shows the vulcanizer fitted with a rheostat for current control and being applied to an inner tube. With this device anyone can do a job of vulcanizing equal to the best vulcanizing plant.
MOTORS IN A TEXTILE PLANT.
Textile manufacturers, both in this country and in England, have awakened to the advantages of motor drive in their mills, and in this country especially electric driven machinery is the rule rather than the exception among the more modern plants.

The economy is greater and the control is more accurate with motor drive than with belts and shafting and the great sheds are far lighter and more cleanly than before. The view in a large English cotton mill, reproduced through the courtesy of the London Electrical Review, is an excellent illustration of the latter fact.

The unusual feature in connection with this installation is the individual drive for each one of the 50 doubling frames. Speed variation is of especial importance in this class of work, and the speed of any frame may be carried to the highest limit according to the particular work being dealt with at the time. Moreover, the plant is much cleaner, as there is no oil to drip from overhead shafts.

ELECTRIC MOTORS DRIVING DOUBLING FRAMES.

away with the smoke and gases and to increase the train capacity.

With steam locomotives, the maximum weight of trains was limited to 760 tons, and the ascent was very slow. With the new electric locomotives, trains of 1,000 tons may be hauled at higher speeds. Under old conditions the steam locomotives were unable to cope with the traffic of the road as it is now, while the capacity of the electric locomotives is three times the requirements of present traffic conditions.

ELECTRIFICATION OF THE ST. CLAIR TUNNEL.
The St. Clair Tunnel between Sarnia, Ont., and Port Huron, Mich., is now operated by electricity. This tunnel, which is 6032 feet long from portal to portal, forms a connecting link in the 10,000 miles of track of the Grand Trunk system.

The bore was completed in 1890, and since that time, up to November 12, was operated by steam locomotives of a special type. It was decided to electrify the tunnel, however, to do
Atlanta, sometimes called the Gate City of the South, on account of the great number of railways which enter and depart from it, is a hustling, bustling, progressive city of some 150,000 inhabitants. In Atlanta there are possibly more "sky-scrapers" and more beautiful residence streets than one can find in any other city of the same size in America.

At Bull Sluice, four miles below Roswell, about 12 miles from Atlanta, the Atlanta Water Power & Electric Company has its plant. The dam is a massive concrete structure 48 feet high, which, with two-foot flashboards, gives a head of 50 feet. This plant is fully equipped with the most modern type of water wheels and electric generators. The combined capacity of the water wheels is greatly in excess of the normal low water flow of Chattahoochee River, thus providing for a large increase of power from stored water and at times when the flow of the river is increased. This power is transmitted electrically to Atlanta where it operates the street cars and lights Atlanta's streets, being contracted for and sold by the Georgia Railway and Electric Company. Backwater from this dam when flashboards are used reaches a point under the wagon bridge over the river at Roswell four miles away.

From the mouth of the Chestatee River on the Chattahoochee, up to the mouth of Little River, there are a number of small shoals aggregating 28 feet of fall.
Beginning a short distance above Little River is a series of shoals which have recently been developed by the North Georgia Electric Company. The dam of this plant is located a quarter of a mile above the foot of the shoals leaving about seven feet of the fall undeveloped. The dam is a log-crib structure entirely filled with rock and it is 36 feet high. Power is transmitted electrically from this plant, also. Backwater from this dam extends eight miles to Clark’s Bridge.

With these two developments on Chattahoochee River, with say 10,000 to 15,000 horsepower available for commercial use, there is yet a great demand in Atlanta for electrically transmitted power. On the Chattahoochee River near Atlanta there are a number of shoals from which a great amount of power can be obtained—simply awaiting development.

The accompanying views show these various power developments and are reproduced through the courtesy of S. W. McCallie, Geologist of the state of Georgia.

**TELEPHONE TO DETECT THE PRESENCE OF FISH.**

The movement of water made by fish in swimming is sufficient to operate a telephone, and so communicate their approach to fishermen. A Norwegian inventor has devised a microphone, enclosed in a water-tight box, which may be immersed in the sea, and is connected by wires with the fishing boat. By this device the approach of a shoal of fish can
be detected with certainty. Experienced fishermen can in the ordinary way detect the presence of herring and mackerel long before they reach the fishing vessels, by the disturbance which they create in the water. But where the more subtle movements of the flat fish are concerned it is possible that the microphone may prove a useful indicator of their whereabouts.

**MOTOR DRIVEN GRINDING, BUFFING AND DRILLING OUTFIT.**

There isn't much in the line of grinding, buffing and light drilling that cannot be accomplished by the portable motor driven outfit shown in the accompanying picture. The one-horsepower motor is of the alternating current type mounted on a small truck. It is fitted with a flexible shaft to which the various emery wheels, buffers and drills are readily attached. The portable feature makes the appliance convenient for large work, and the flexible shaft permits the operator to work with ease on otherwise inaccessible parts.

In order to obtain the correct speeds for emery wheels of different diameters, multipliers of the proper ratios are used, being mounted in the gear case in front of the motor. The ends of the shafts, which revolve at different speeds, may be seen protruding from the case, and the flexible shaft may be coupled to any one of them. There are two of the flexible shafts of different weights furnished with each set, to be used according to the requirements of the work.

**TESTING RAW MATERIALS BY ELECTRICITY.**

An important operation in many industries is to ascertain the percentage of moisture in raw material as well as in half finished and finished goods. This applies primarily to the hygroscopic materials used by the textile industry which have to comply with certain regulations in regard to the admissible limits of moisture.

Through a process which has been used for many years, the effective weight of the raw material is ascertained by drying it until its weight becomes constant, after which a given percentage of moisture is added, thus obtaining what is called the commercial weight.

Practically all the drying apparatus so far used makes use of an air current
heated by steam, gas, alcohol or by means of electrical resistances. According to tests recently made at Berlin the drying of tissues and raw material of any kind (yarn, raw silk, hair, feathers, etc.) is obtained far more rapidly if heat conduction be replaced by heat radiation, in conjunction with a simultaneous light effect, both the heat and light being produced by electric current. Conduction heat acts only from the surface, whereas radiating energy is able to permeate the whole of the material down to its innermost layers without any risk of the surface portion being super-heated or damaged.

By the use of electricity all the drawbacks inherent in other heating methods are avoided, while provision is made for actually obtaining and permanently maintaining the required temperature. The operator is not troubled in any way, and as the apparatus is safe against fire and explosion and free from any smell, it can be installed wherever desired.

The very handy apparatus represented in the accompanying illustration is readily adapted to the various kinds of material to be tested. It comprises two actually identical drying compartments in the lower cabinet, in which the material is exposed on supports until the scales, arranged symmetrically above the apparatus, indicate a constant weight. Either compartment may conveniently be used as a drying or weighing compartment.

The transverse walls of both compartments are provided with special electric tube lamps, and the supports can be adjusted in accordance with the actual amount of material. The temperature inside the compartments is maintained constant by the aid of convenient switches and regulators, and is checked by a thermometer fitted to a socket. The bottom and lid are provided with a number of holes allowing the air to pass, which are closed during operation by a slide, avoiding any draught liable to cause errors in calculation. A desk conveniently arranged in front of the scales affords ample room for installing the weights and recording books.

G.

**ELECTRICALLY OPERATED CANDY WRAPPER.**

In consequence of the steadily increasing demand for cleanliness in the handling of all kinds of food products, the candy wrapping machine is coming into favor. The machine shown here with wraps with a twist-end wrapper, and has a capacity of about 60 pieces per minute, one operator being required to feed the machine. The paper is taken from a roll put on one end of the machine, passes along the top, and is folded by a simple device into a tube. The pieces to be wrapped are fed into a chain of buckets and automatically pushed into the tube of paper one at a time, where they are seized and twisted. The wrapped product is then moved along over the end of the machine, cut off, and deposited on a table, ready for packing.

The motors for operating these machines are placed underneath with flexible cord for attaching to the ordinary electric light sockets, as the current required is quite small. The motors are of about 1-12 horsepower and the entire machine can be moved about readily, as the weight complete is said to be only about 250 pounds.
WIRELESS PICTURE TELEGRAPHY.

BY DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ.

Many schemes have been suggested, especially during the last few years, for the telegraphic transmission of pictures, diagrams and handwriting. The latest achievement in this connection is of special interest, because of its dispensing with any conducting wire between the sending and receiving stations, the transmission being effected by means of electric waves on the principle of wireless telegraphy.

Those who, without any knowledge of the existence of such waves, happen to see this wonderful apparatus devoid of any material link with the outside world, at work, producing as if by magic, numberless dots and strokes making up some diagram or picture, might be prone to ascribe the phenomenon to some supernatural cause.

As the transmitting and receiving apparatus designed by Mr. Knudsen, the inventor of this wonderful system, are of remarkable simplicity, relative cheapness and practically identical with one another, they are likely soon to be introduced into the general practice of newspaper men and the identification service of the criminal police.

The apparatus located at the sending station comprises a traveling carriage or revolving band actuated by a motor. This carries a light style or "shade finder," which is destined to travel with lightning rapidity over the surface of the picture to be transmitted, so that every portion of it is traversed once during the complete operation. As distinguished from most other systems of telephotography, which are based upon the use of selenium cells sensitive to light, this new system dispenses with any delicate or capricious organ of this kind, relying exclusively upon electrical and mechanical effects.

The style is situated normally at such a height as to leave a discontinuity in the circuit of the relay controlling the primary current of the coil. On being raised, the style, however, closes a contact, completing the circuit and sending out an electric wave.

Any photograph or drawing destined for transmission by this wireless appara-
tus should accordingly undergo some preliminary treatment, calculated to bring out any dark portions in relief. This is effected by dusting a photographic plate with metal powder (iron powder for instance), which while adhering to any opaque portions of the image, will fall off from the transparent portions of the plate. The sensitive plate used in this connection is coated with a much thicker film or gelatine than usual. Immediately after development, in fact before the plate becomes quite dry, the metal powder is applied and by adhering to those parts which are dampest (that is, the opaque parts) produces a relief corresponding to the light gradations of the image.

The receiving apparatus used with the system is practically identical in construction, except that its style is raised under normal conditions and is pressed down by the action of the wireless coherer and relay circuit, on the arrival of electric waves.

The plate used for reproduction is a glass plate the surface of which is coated with dissolved celluloid incorporated with a non-transparent substance such as lamp black. The negative plate produced by the style can be used for the printing of any number of positive copies. A 10 by 12-inch picture can be transmitted in from 15 to 20 minutes.

This scheme is readily adapted to any system of wireless telegraphy.

AN ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN TELESCOPE

BY GRACE AGNES THOMPSON.

Electricity has won another triumph, the telescope. The application of electricity to this work is not exactly a new idea, electrical power having been used for winding up the huge weights of the driving clock of the great 40-inch refractor at the Yerkes Observatory; also for the swinging and slow motions at this and other observatories. At the Harvard College Observatory telegraphic circuits have been employed over 20 years for controlling the driving clocks of large telescopes at both its stations—in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and near Arequipa, Peru. But only within a very short time has electric power been utilized for actually driving a telescope.

The ordinary method of driving is by a complicated system of weights, levers, springs, and wheels, that is usually known as the driving clock. It is the method that, with various progressive changes towards modern improvement, has been in use for more than a century. But, as just stated, it is a complicated system requiring many parts and no small cost in construction. Moreover, unless this "clockwork" is accurate to an exceeding nicety, it is of no use in a telescope. Being of so delicate a construction, it is easily put out of order and is therefore an object of great concern and care to the astronomer.

With an electrically driven telescope, on the other hand, there is all the advantage of moderate cost, comparative simplicity in the construction of the driving mechanism, and automatic action. All this has been thoroughly demonstrated at Harvard Observatory, where the famous Common telescope, the largest telescope in the world today—a reflecting instrument five feet in diameter, recently mounted at Cambridge—is operated entirely by electricity. Another large reflecting telescope, 24 inches in diameter, mounted at Cambridge about a year ago, was the first to be driven in this manner. The twin of this instrument is now in process of mounting, and when finished, like the Common telescope will be unapproachable for observations except through the electric switchboard. The mirrors for these two telescopes were ground and polished by Alvan Clark and Sons, who have made nearly all of the large reflecting telescopes now famous, each in its turn the largest in the world.

The Common telescope is mounted in the open, without shelter or dome to cover it from the inclemencies of weather—also an experiment which is proving very satisfactory. The observer sits in the "observing-room" in a comfortably heated building. Before him is the eye-
piece of the telescope to which the image of the star is brought by a series of mirrors in the tube of the telescope, and close at his side is the recorder and his electric switchboard, where the mere touch of a button, the turning of a tiny switch, turns the great instrument here or there to reach any part of the starry sphere from horizon to horizon. All this is done as easily as though its many tons were but a feather weight. The switches located at this desk control motors and clutches, by means of which the telescope can be swung at various speeds; while dials and indicators not only show at a glance the exact position of the telescope and the motion that is being imparted to it, but also register the measures made by photometric apparatus used by the observer at the eye-piece. For following the apparent motion of the star, there is a small motor synchronized by an accurate clock which gives a perfectly uniform movement to the telescope, and one which can be prolonged as many hours as desired without any watching and “re-winding” as in the old crude hand way.

For this purpose a specially made governor operated by an intermittent current is employed. The principle of using such a current to control the speed of a motor is not new. Everyone has seen the motorman on the trolley car avail himself of it to run his car at a speed lower than that given by the lowest notch in his controller. This principle was first used in a governor invented by Professor Edward C. Pickering, Director of Harvard Observatory, and Mr. Williard P. Gerrish in 1900. The present form of governor, invented by Mr. Gerrish, is materially different from the original and is the first to be actually used for operating a large telescope.

The fundamental object of such a governor is to produce a steady uniform motion, which shall be exactly timed to a prescribed rate as indicated by a clock pendulum or other standard timepiece. As the telescope to be moved is frequently of great weight—perhaps of many tons like the Common—a governor must have at its command a considerable amount of surplus power, more or less of which can be drawn upon to meet the requirements of varying friction and other resistances to the motion of the telescope.

The principle of using such a current to control the speed of a motor is not new. Everyone has seen the motorman on the trolley car avail himself of it to run his car at a speed lower than that given by the lowest notch in his controller. This principle was first used in a governor invented by Professor Edward C. Pickering, Director of Harvard Observatory, and Mr. Williard P. Gerrish in 1900. The present form of governor, invented by Mr. Gerrish, is materially different from the original and is the first to be actually used for operating a large telescope.

The fundamental object of such a governor is to produce a steady uniform motion, which shall be exactly timed to a prescribed rate as indicated by a clock pendulum or other standard timepiece. As the telescope to be moved is frequently of great weight—perhaps of many tons like the Common—a governor must have at its command a considerable amount of surplus power, more or less of which can be drawn upon to meet the requirements of varying friction and other resistances to the motion of the telescope.
ciency of a governor is therefore determined by the promptness with which the error is detected and remedied, the latter depending on the amount of the power at the disposal of the governor.

There are two general methods of controlling a continuous rotary motion in machinery: first, by varying the pressure or intensity of the driving force which is applied continuously; and second, by interrupting the driving force at intervals which vary according to the power required, the power while applied being maintained at a uniform intensity.

The new telescope governor is of the latter variety.

The apparatus consists of an electric motor connected to the driving machinery of the telescope. Current to the motor is supplied from an ordinary power circuit. The switch controlling the current to the motor is operated by an electromagnet in an auxiliary circuit of low potential supplied by a battery. This auxiliary circuit also includes a contact device operated by the pendulum of the controlling clock, and a releasing contact which is momentarily opened at each revolution by a wheel in the telescope mechanism which should, when driven at the proper rate, evolve in a period corresponding to that of the controlling pendulum. The armature of the magnet is provided with a locking device so arranged that when the circuit is once closed by the clock contact, it cannot be opened except by the opening of the releasing contact operated by the telescope.

The method of operation is as follows: The clock pendulum closes the auxiliary circuit through the magnet, the armature of which closes the power circuit through the motor. The motor starts at constantly increasing speed until the telescope is moved far enough to operate the releasing contact, when the power is shut off and the machine continues its motion by virtue of its inertia, to which is added that of a heavy flywheel; but the motion is now, of course, constantly decreasing. The clock again closes the circuit and the same thing happens as before, the machine revolving at an approximately uniform rate during the short interval between clock beats—usually one second.

If the machine runs too fast, the in-
interval between the closing of the circuit by the clock and its opening by the telescope decreases, and a correspondingly shorter interval of power results, causing an immediate reduction of speed. If the speed is too low during any given second, the interval of power is correspondingly increased and the speed increases. The governor with the aid of its fly wheel soon establishes a mean speed, which corresponds exactly to the beats of the pendulum. The small variations which occur within one second are entirely inappreciable, and are minimized by using a heavy fly wheel, the inertia of which further decreases the variations.

**EFFECTIVE INTERIOR ILLUMINATION.**

Effective illumination of interiors is a matter which now receives the careful attention of the architect. In days gone by it was customary to place the lights in a more or less haphazard manner, with no view to increasing their efficiency or adding to the artistic effect of the interior. Now, however, this feature is given most careful consideration, and there are even professional engineers, called illuminating engineers, who devote their time to this work.

In Germany, illuminating engineering has advanced to as great a degree in the last few years as it has in this country, and to illustrate German ideas as to what constitutes effective and artistic lighting, several views are here shown of the Traube wine restaurant in Berlin. These views are reproduced through the courtesy of Mitteilungen, a publication issued by the Berlin Elektricitats-Werke.

In the "Danzig" room, a quiet nook which seems to be just the place for a few good friends who wish to meet privately, the impression of restful-
"GOTHIC" ROOM IN THE TRAUBE RESTAURANT.

descent hanging lights above the tables.

In the main dining-room incandescent lamps radiating out of bronze wreaths are used very effectively, tantalum lamps having been chiefly employed.

UNIQUE WATERPOWER PLANT.

It is surprising what an amount of energy this seemingly rustic water plant can develop. It lights up one house of 25 rooms and four cottages besides, making a total of 43 rooms. The promenades and byways to and from the main building to the various cottages are likewise lighted. In the main building and dining room electric fans add to the comfort of the summer guests.

A small pond at the rear in the picture is the reservoir, and is about 20 feet higher than the level of the river. When this reservoir is quite full it may be emptied over a water wheel for five hours consecutively, thereby producing sufficient energy to light from 90 to 100 lights. Two hundred and twenty-five tons of water are rushing over the water wheel per hour. The wheel alone weighs 1,000 pounds.

The wheel was made by the engineer right on the spot, with such tools as were then available. The power house used to be a lemonade stand and its equipment shows ingenuity, considering the limited means at hand.

This plant has been operated successfully for a number of seasons by one who did not know the A B C of electricity, and this again adequately demonstrates how simple it is for an inexperienced person to operate a small plant of this sort.
ELECTRICAL MEN OF THE TIMES.
ARTHUR BESSEY SMITH.

We admire the aggressive man who works himself to a position in the front rank in spite of difficulties. Such a type is Arthur Bessey Smith, assistant professor in telephone engineering of Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., and one of the recognized authorities of the country on telephone matters.

He was born August 10, 1875, at Altoona, Ia. His father, Cyrus Smith, was a Methodist minister of German-French ancestry from Alsace. He received his preparatory education in the common schools of Iowa and at Woodbine Normal School and later took the electrical engineering course at the University of Nebraska, completing the course in June, 1901. When young Smith arrived at the University of Nebraska one September day in 1896 he had less than $20 in his pocket, and with this meager sum he set out to secure a college education. To a man with less energy and optimism this would have seemed an impossible task. But with perseverance and hard work it was accomplished, and during his entire five years' course he relied wholly on his own resources. He graduated in 1901 with the degree of B. S. in E. E., and was also elected to the honorary society of the Sigma Xi.

After graduation Mr. Smith became a lineman and troubleman for the local telephone company at Missouri Valley, Ia. The next year he went with the Nebraska Telephone Company at Omaha, Neb., and was first general troubleman and then district inspector in the city. He was also made local manager of the company's plant at Tecumseh, Neb. He left Omaha in January, 1903, to take the position of assistant manager of the Woodbine Telephone Company, Woodbine, Ia., and in the spring of 1905 left there to become wire chief of the Amsterdam Automatic Telephone Company, Amsterdam, N. Y., then operating a manual common battery board. In September, 1905, he accepted a position at Purdue University, and took charge of the telephone laboratory and telephone engineering course, which position he holds at present.

Mr. Smith is not only well known by his ability as an educator, but also from his writings on telephony, being looked upon as an authority on the subject. His articles have been widely printed in the most prominent technical journals. He has also conducted valuable research work, both mathematical and experimental, in the action of currents in the primary circuit of local battery telephones. In recognition of his work he received the degree of Electrical Engineer, Purdue, 1907. He is also associate member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

One thing which Arthur Bessey Smith has given to the telephone world, and which stands out prominently as one of the most fruitful of his achievements, is a complete history of the automatic telephone. This able work appeared in one of the prominent telephone journals and is thorough and authentic.
OZONE WATER PURIFIER FOR THE HOME.

A method of purifying water by means of ozone, to be used in the home with the same facility as the electric light is the latest enemy to bacteria. In the apparatus shown in the accompanying illustration, alternating current (usually of 110 volts) is taken from the ordinary electric light circuit and transformed and stepped up to about 8,000 volts, alternating current. This high voltage produces in the ozonizer (a box containing alternate plates of aluminum and micanite) a silent electric discharge, converting the ordinary atmospheric air drawn through the ozonizer into ozone.

The water to be treated flows, under its own pressure, from the city mains through the pipe to its highest point, and in descending draws the ozone, by means of an aspirator, from the ozonizer, the water and ozone thoroughly commingling. This action is continued during the progress of the water in its steady descent into the glass sterilizer where the ozone ascends in millions of minute bubbles, again coming into intimate contact with every particle of the water and completely destroying all the disease producing bacteria contained therein. The ozonized water then finds an outlet at the top of the sterilizer and may be conducted into any suitable storage receptacle for use.

The reason for the destruction of the bacteria by the ozone is this: Chemical analysis of the bodies of bacteria shows that they are made up of about 84 per cent of water and 16 of solids. Of these solids more than half is made up of carbon. The strong affinity of oxygen for carbon is well known. Ozone, being a concentrated form of oxygen, has an even greater affinity for carbon, and the moment a bacillus comes in contact with a bubble of ozonized air the carbon of its body combines with oxygen and the bacillus is consumed as completely as if it had touched flame. The apparatus shown in the illustration, it is claimed, will purify 4,000 gallons of water per day.
THE ELECTRIC BOOTH.

It is surprising how many convenient and useful electrical appliances can now be used in the household. A great many people still have the idea that all these articles are very expensive and cost a great deal to operate, but this impression is rapidly disappearing as the facts become known and people become conversant with the many smaller and less pretentious devices.

In order to show these articles to every one interested, the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago has designed the Electric Booth shown in the illustration and is installing it in some of the best groceries and markets throughout the city. Invitations are sent out to all who live near to call and examine the appliances and see just how they work.

The booth is necessarily small so that it will not take up much space in the store, being only five feet wide by four and a half feet deep. And yet in this small space are shown all of the following articles, each one of which can be attached to any electric lamp socket in the home.

- Sewing-room Flat Iron
- Shaving Mug
- Couch Bracket
- Nursery Milk Warmer
- Portable Candle Lamp
- Cereal Cooker
- Egg Boiler
- Chafing Dish
- Coffee Percolator
- Glue Pot
- Toaster
- Fan
- Heating Pad
- Tea Pot
- Household Flat Iron
- Curling Iron Heater
- Pint Water Heater
- Soldering Iron
- Six Inch Stove
- Oil Lamp Changer
- Turn Down Lamp
- Portable Reading Lamp
- Piano Lamp
- Dimalite
- Corn Popper
- Tungsten Lamp

The demonstrator in charge of the Booth explains all about the operation and cost of the articles, the rates charged by the Company for electricity, and any other matters of interest to users or prospective users of electricity.

Some of the information given is as follows:

To make a cup of coffee by electricity costs only 1-5 of a cent.

The electric flatiron will get hot enough for ordinary use in six minutes.

No need to use bees-wax or paraffine on the bottom of an electric flatiron, as there is no flame to blacken it.

You can solder your own pans in a few minutes with an electric soldering iron, also useful for melting sealing wax, etc.

A little article about the Dimalite of a napkin ring is called a Dimalite and screws into any lamp socket and will make the lamp turn up or down as desired.

Any one can change an oil lamp to an electric in five minutes by using a Dazzelite Oil Lamp Changer. This saves discarding an expensive or highly prized oil lamp.
Physicians and nurses are now recommending the use of the electric heating pad instead of the old-fashioned hot water bottle. They come with removable washable covers.

Did you ever taste wafers or bread browned on the electric toaster? Try it, and you will know what delicious toast is, for the electric way is the best way.

**ELECTRICAL HOME DECORATIONS.**

Throughout the Holidays and during the mid-winter season every mistress of a household is saying: “How can I make this year's entertainments the most memorable and pleasing to my guests?”

Most of our readers are probably familiar with the miniature lamps for use on the Christmas trees instead of the old-fashioned candles. These electric Christmas tree lamps are the most satisfactory means of illumination with the inflammable materials used on the tree, on account of their perfect safety from fire as well as their beautiful effect. But many are still unfamiliar with their adaptability for home decoration whereby most original and pleasing decorative effects may be obtained without the services of an expert electrician, when they are to be used temporarily as for a party, reception or dinner.

Secure from your electric light company, or dealer in electrical supplies, a Christmas tree outfit, 32-lamp size. These are also called “miniature lamp festoons.” The 32-lamp size will have one main cord or wire with a plug to go into a lamp socket and four branch cords, each branch having eight sockets in which to screw the little lamps. The lamps come in assorted colors—clear glass, white, red, amber, blue and green. The outfit is sold complete packed in a box lamps and all.

Unpack the outfit and screw each miniature lamp into a socket of the festoon and screw the plug into one of the sockets on any electric bracket or chandelier in the house and see if all the min-

**MINIATURE LAMP DECORATIONS.**
 miniature lamps light up. If some do not they are probably not screwed tight enough into their sockets. If one of the eight lamps on the cord is broken or not connected tightly none of the eight lamps on that branch of the cord will light up, so you must make sure that all the lamps are in properly. You have now tested the outfit and are sure that it is in operative condition and that all the lamps will burn properly.

There are several ways to use the outfit, but the prettiest and most effective for holiday occasions is the festoon method. In arranging this, the services of a man are required, but this does not mean an expert electrician. Just an ordinary handy man will do, for if the simple rules given here are carefully followed, there will be no difficulty whatever in connecting the lights.

Take the outfit out of its box and spread the four branches to the corners of the room. Place a step ladder near the center of the room. Have the man grasp the festoon at the place where the four branches come together, and carry it up to the canopy of the chandelier at the ceiling. He now uses a screw-driver, and unscrewing the set-screw which holds the canopy up against the ceiling, lets the canopy down for a couple of inches. Pushing the festoon between the canopy and the ceiling he raises the canopy up again and fastens the set-screw, thus holding the festoon up close to the ceiling.

Now have the man take the ladder to one corner of the room and drive a small nail just above the picture moulding. Then fasten up the extreme end of one of the four branches, using a piece of string tied around the end of the festoon. Never drive a nail into any electric cord or fasten such a cord directly around a nail or any metal. This is why you use string. Fasten up the end of the other branches to the corners of the room in the same way, looping the branches in graceful festoons by manipulating them at the chandelier or the corners of the room.

Now twine the central cord of the festoons around the stem of the chandelier and screw its plug into one of the lamp sockets on the chandelier, after making sure that the lamp which belongs in that socket on the chandelier will light up and is still burning when you unscrew it. Next screw the miniature lamps into the sockets along the cords, selecting lamps with different colors successively on each branch and as the last one on each branch is screwed in, completing the circuit, all eight lamps on that branch will light up. If the festoons are looped gracefully the effect will be very good provided too much light does not enter the room from the windows or from other sources of artificial light in the room.

If it is desired to make a still more festive appearance the electric festoons can be entwined with strings of greenery. If this is done the stem and arms of the chandelier should also be encircled with the greenery in such a way as to completely conceal the cords of the festoons.

Other ways of using these miniature lamp outfits will occur to the hostess who loves to plan original effects, such as weaving them into the decorations of the dining table, running them about the draperies of a double doorway or alcove, and turning the conservatory into a veritable fairyland by stringing the dainty lamps all through the vines and foliage.

WASH DAY LOSES ITS TERRORS.

At a cost of less than two cents for power the Thor electric washer and wringer will do an ordinary family
washing in an hour. It does almost everything but hang out the clothes. The washer is operated by a small motor mounted on the framework of the machine. It revolves several times in one direction, reverses and makes the same number of revolutions in the opposite direction. Each revolution of the cylinder carries part of the clothes to the top, spreads them out, then drops them back into the water, exposing every part of them to the torrents of hot suds being continuously forced through the perforations in the cylinder.

The same motor also operates the wringer which is of the three-roll type. The clothes are wrung through the lower pair of rolls into the tub and after they are rinsed or blued are run back through the upper pair of rolls. This obviates the necessity of an extra wringer.

**ELECTRIC LIGHT TURNED UP OR DOWN.**

This little electrical device, about the size of a small napkin ring, is called a "Dimalite" and will turn up or down any electric lamp which is screwed into it. It fastens into any regular Edison electric light socket. By pulling one of the strings the light is turned on, first very low, then a little brighter and then full candle power. By pulling the other string the process is reversed.

This article, besides being very convenient for use in the home, effects a saving in the cost of electricity, for when the light is turned down only a fraction of the normal light current is being used.

**TALKS ON "CURRENT" TOPICS.**

W. S. P.—(1) There are several good electric vibratory massage machines on the market, but we cannot give the names of manufacturers in this department. (2) The amount of electricity used by a vibrator is only about as much as that consumed by an ordinary 16-candlepower electric lamp—that is about 50 watts.

M. L. F.—Some electric light companies furnish lamps free, others do not. It is a matter for you to take up with your own electric service company.

Mrs. B.—It is impossible to give here even an approximate estimate of cost of wiring a nine-room house for electric service, as the cost depends upon the number of outlets (or openings) in the walls required, the number of lamps to be used at each outlet, the number of switches, whether the house is frame or brick, and the price of labor. We suggest you take up the matter with a reputable contractor.

H. W. P.—You can use an electric stove to heat your chafing dish instead of with an alcohol lamp, provided the bottom of the chafing dish is flat and the legs of the chafing dish are wide enough apart to allow for a space 4½ inches in diameter for the bottom of the chafing dish to rest upon the stove. Best results are, however, obtained by using the regular electric chafing dish which is equipped with an electric heater designed to properly heat the utensil with which it is sold.

A. L. D.—Cooking by electricity is entirely practical to-day. It is only a question of the cost. The writer was present on Thanksgiving Day at a dinner where no other means whatever was used for preparing the entire repast.

Alice B.—Electric light is not injurious to the eyes when properly installed and used. All brilliant lights, whether gas or electric, should be equipped with shades to keep the direct rays from striking the eyes. In reading, the light should fall on the paper at such an angle that there is no glare. The best position is to sit with the back to the light and let the light come from over the shoulder.

Appleton.—The Tungsten lamp is so called from the fact that its filament (or fine wire which becomes white hot) is made of the metal tungsten.
ELECTRIC TABLE DECORATIONS.

Artistic electric decorations are now very largely employed in the leading restaurants, hotels and clubs, as well as in residences. Very handsome floral pieces and set designs, with vines for draping are available, all electrically lighted. They are furnished with beautiful, soft-colored, miniature lamps interwoven with the foliage and partly concealed in the flowers.

An illuminated rose bush is particularly effective for banquet tables arranged with incandescent lamps in the roses, the bush being 2½ feet high and combining harmoniously with the various colors in the decoration.

The electric fruit tree is a beautiful creation. The peach tree illustrated is 2½ feet high and may be made higher if required. An orange tree four feet in height with electrically lighted fruit is also particularly effective. Besides these miniature trees, there are electrically illuminated fruit baskets and strawberry beds, all novel and unique for the dining room table or sideboard.

The electric lighted strawberry bed is designed to perfectly imitate a natural bed of berries, the fruit lamps being partly concealed in the foliage. The electric decorated hanging bell is covered with foliage and blossoms containing concealed colored lamps producing a soft-shaded light effect. The tongue or clapper is a miniature fruit lamp, and the whole design measures 24 inches in diameter.

The electrically lighted canoe of birch bark is the most artistic, being arranged to be suspended from an ordinary electric lamp socket. The canoe is covered with sea moss, partly revealing a delicate glow from the colored lamps. Hundreds of other designs might be mentioned.

These novelties are coming more extensively into use as the number of homes served with electric light increases, although at one time decorations of this sort were only to be found in public places.
HOW A BOY BUILT ONE OF THE FIRST ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

One of the early attempts to build an electric railway was made by Mr. Louis E. Walkins in the year 1878. The accompanying picture from the original water color sketch made by the inventor is of considerable historical interest. In the spring of that year Mr. Walkins, then a young boy, purchased of a Mr. Mansfield, then a resident of Hyde Park, Mass., the track and switches of his experimental one foot gauge railroad. Mr. Mansfield, by the way, was the father of the narrow gauge railroad in this country, having built the Belerica & Bedford Narrow Gauge Railroad near the city of Boston, and later the narrow gauge railway at Rangely Lakes, Farmington Maine.

During the summer of 1878 Mr. Walkins put down the track on Summit street, Clarendon Hills District, Roslindale, in the city of Boston. The street was a short one, less than 1,000 feet in length, the line of track curved from the street and run thence in a straight line to a point very near the summit of the hill and was 1,800 feet in length. The rails were of spruce, sawed one inch square and fastened to the ties by screws. The ties were ¾ inch thick, 2½ inches wide and 18 inches long. Strap iron was fastened to the top of the rails by screws, and on this strap iron the wheels of the car ran. The third rail was situated between the track rails. The rail used was of the same dimensions as the track rail, but consisted of two strips of thin copper instead of iron. One line of the track rail was bonded at the joints by small strips of copper, so as to form a continuous return conductor. The copper third rail was soldered at the joints so as to form a continuous feed conductor. At a point opposite the residence of the inventor was located a pole to which was secured the wires conducting the current from the battery located in the cellar of the house to the third rail and the return conductor.

The battery consisted of 100 cells of the Bunsen type. The car was made of a double runner sled, two trucks being constructed to take the place of the runners. The rear truck was so arranged that an electric motor made by the inventor was secured to the frame of the truck whose pulley was connected by a belt with a large pulley secured to one of the axles of a pair of wheels.

At first a steel spring shoe was used on the power truck to connect with the third rail. Then a brush was used made of copper wire. From the latter the best results were obtained. The grade of the track was nearly level over the whole distance. The car when given a push ran very well and covered nearly the whole length of the track without assistance. More batteries were added and complete round trips were easily made on special occasions. The road was in operation at intervals during three months of the fall of 1878, but it was so expensive to operate that it was finally abandoned about the first of December, 1878. Old residents of Clarendon Hills, Mount Hope...
and Roslindale, West Roxbury District, Boston, Mass., can well remember this railroad, as it was a great curiosity to see a car go along as they said by electricity.

The youthful inventor formed a regular little company, which of course was not incorporated, among his young companions. Walkins was president; a young man, Augustus Blaze, in recent years a well-known contractor and builder of New York City, was superintendent, and the treasurer and conductor was Charles Houghton of Roslindale, in later years a successful jewelry salesman of Boston. Regular fares of five cents per trip were collected, the car would carry four or five children and three youths of 18 to 20 years old.

STATIC ELECTRICITY AND ITS APPLICATION TO A SIMPLE WIRELESS TELEGRAPH SYSTEM.

BY WILLIAM STRAHL.

"Static electricity," is the name given to electric charges originating from friction between two bodies, consequently sometimes called "frictional electricity." It is, electrically speaking, of a very high voltage, with a very small amperage, and unlike "current electricity," does not require a complete circuit before being capable of doing work. It is sometimes spoken of as electricity at rest, "bound electricity," showing its existence by its attracting and repelling power over light bodies.

Rubber, sealing wax, sulphur, glass, shellac and rosin briskly rubbed with a piece of cloth or silk, are producers of static electricity. When a very large amount is required frictional machines, like the Wimshurst and Holtz are necessary.

If a charged rod of rubber or sealing wax is brought near a pith ball suspended by a silk thread as shown in Fig. 1, known as electric pendulum, the pith ball is immediately attracted, but soon repelled. If the hand is brought near, the ball will be attracted to the hand. The body then receives the charge and allows it to escape to the earth.

Suspend three pith balls in the same manner and touch them with an electrified or charged rod. The rod repels the balls and the balls repel each other, holding their own respective distances from their neighbors; like repelling and unlike attracting.

The high voltage or pressure, sometimes called electromotive force (E. M. F.) of static electricity makes it very hard to insulate from the earth. Insula-
tors for ordinary current electricity utterly fail for this purpose.

Testing insulators of extra high resistance is usually done with induction coils of various spark lengths. The results are not figured in ohms (which is an electrical unit of resistance) but rated at their safe voltage carrying capacity.

To do away with expensive induction coils, however, any one can test an insulator, quicker and cheaper by using an electric influence, or "induction" instrument as shown in Fig. 2.

A cylinder (a) holds the electric charge. (a') shows how the static charge distributes itself on the surface. (B) is the insulator, (D) and (D') are pith balls in normal position. (C) and (C') are pith balls repelled from the cylinder under static influence.

The instrument is electrified and made ready for testing by passing a charged rod along its surface backward and forward several times, turning right and left. This is necessary, as the electricity does not pass off all at once but remains in small charges. The pith balls are first attracted to the cylinder, then repelled. After they have reached a distance of about one-half inch or more, the insulator is ready to be tested.

Hold the insulator or material to be tested in the hand as shown in Fig. 2 and slightly touch the cylinder in the center (a), keeping a sharp lookout on the
pith balls. If the insulator fails, the pith balls will immediately or gradually collapse, depending upon the nature of the material as regards its insulating qualities. The reason the balls collapse is because the charge leaks through the insulator being tested, to the hand, and thence to earth.

If the pith balls continue holding their position the insulator is all right and can be used successfully for insulating purposes of any kind. Sealing wax, which is a good insulator, and wire which is a bad insulator, should be first used as trial insulators to get the extreme action of the pith balls. From these observations it is possible to determine approximately the relative insulating values of various substances.

Now as we have covered the nature of static electricity, and how to insulate it from the earth successfully, we are in a position to apply the principle to a wireless telegraph outfit.

Fig. 3 shows the sending or transmitting station. (A) is a static machine connected to wires or rods (B), the ends of which are soldered to lead balls (wire with ends free from points will answer the purpose). (C) is the spark which produces wireless waves. (D) are insulators, made of sealing wax, supporting and insulating the wires (B) from the earth.

The receiving station, Fig. 4, has one wire or rod (B) instead of two. Insulators and supports (D) are the same as in Fig. 3. The electric chimes act as a receiving detector or coherer, and consist of a metal ball (E) suspended and insulated by a silk thread marked (F), and adjusted so as to have free play between the gong and receiving wire or antenna.

The wires should be as long as possible and parallel to each other, with the receiving antenna the same length as the two sending ones.

At the start, the distance between the receiving and sending stations should be about one foot.

The electric waves generated at the spark (C), Fig. 3, travel along the wires or antenna (B), where they are increased in length. Then they spread in all directions, just as if you dropped a pebble in a smooth sheet of water causing waves to emerge from the center of disturbance.

The antenna (B), Fig. 4, catches these waves, but it being insulated from the earth the waves can only escape by attracting the metal ball (E) which acts as a "proof plane." The ball is first attracted to the antenna (B), receives a charge of like current, is repelled from (B) and at the same time attracted to gong (G), which is electrically connected to the ground or earth. Upon losing its charge, the ball is again attracted to (B) and the same movement continues until all energy is consumed.

The distance should be gradually increased until the sound of the bell becomes faint or its action irregular.

Another detector which may be used is the "foil electroscope" as shown in Fig. 5. This consists of two delicate pieces of tin foil or gold leaf hung from an insulator. Place the wire or antenna over the top of the instrument. The presence of the waves is indicated by the expansion of the leaves. Collapse the leaves by touching the top of the instrument lightly with hand, and continue to increase the distance.

Next use the "arrow electroscope" and place in the same manner as shown in Fig. 6. This arrow is very sensitive and will indicate the presence of charges too feeble to be seen by other instruments.

The chimes, foil and arrow electroscope, all take the place of what are known in wireless telegraphy as coherers, which are nothing more than detectors of electric waves. There are far more sensitive coherers than these, involving delicate apparatus, but the above devices are both instructive and amusing for purposes of experiment.
CONSTRUCTION OF A SIMPLE MICROPHONE.

A very simple piece of electrical apparatus is the microphone. It can be put to a number of uses, and when well constructed offers quite a lot of amusement. Two common worn out dry cells, a standard size cigar box, a telephone receiver and two binding posts are needed.

The dry cells are split open with a hatchet and the carbon rod taken out. Two carbon blocks are filed out of the rods with a rasp file. The size of the blocks should be 1 by 1 by ¼ inch. In some makes of cells the rods are already square and in this case the filing will not be necessary as the exact size given here need not be followed. Lengthwise of each block is drilled a ¼-inch hole and ¼-inch from the ends a small V-shaped nick is made with the file. The blocks are now mounted on the cigar box three inches apart, with the V-shaped nicks facing each other. A binding post is run through the block and the base of the cigar box and screwed down as shown in Fig. 1.

The remaining carbon is filed to the shape as shown at (B) Fig. 2, and is ¼-inch thick in the center and ½-inch wide, terminating in the points which rest in the nicks of the mounted blocks. This piece should fit loosely in the nicks.

Connecting wires are now run from the bottom of the screws which hold down the carbon blocks to the binding posts.

One cell of the battery is connected in series with a telephone receiver and microphone as shown in the plan, Fig. 2. On placing the telephone receiver to the ear a continuous buzzing will be heard. If not, continue adjusting the middle carbon until the sound is heard plainly in the receiver. When the adjustment has been properly made the ticking of a watch or even the walking of a fly can be heard. Talking in the same room and outside noises can also be plainly distinguished.

A GOOD GROUND CONNECTION.

The amateur often experiences trouble in connecting and soldering heavy wires to gas or water pipes. A good ground connection for wireless work can be made by cutting two pieces from a sheet of copper or brass, the shape shown in the illustration, the size of which depends on the diameter of the pipe. Two holes are drilled in each piece large enough to receive two binding posts of an old dry battery.

The pipe is first cleaned with emery cloth and a layer of tin foil is wrapped around the cleaned surface. The connector is then put on and the nuts screwed down tight with the wire attached at one end. This method does away with soldering and poor connection.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Readers of Popular Electricity are invited to make free use of this department. Knowledge on any subject is gained by asking questions, and nearly every one has some question he would like to ask concerning electricity. These questions and answers will be of interest and benefit to many besides the one directly concerned. No consideration will be given to communications that do not contain the full name and address of the writer.

CONNECTION OF MAGNETO TELEPHONES.

Question.—Please publish in your Question and Answer department how to connect two telephones using magnetos for ringing the bells, using three wires. Please give diagrams. —F. H., San Francisco, Cal.

Answer.—Your reference to three wires is not quite clear. For the ordinary purposes of telephonic communication two wires are sufficient for both ringing and talking. Fig. 1 shows the connections of two “series” telephones, and Fig. 2 gives the arrangement for “bridging” telephones. In both illustrations (T) is the transmitter, (R) the receiver, (M) the magneto generator, (S) the switchhook, (C) the induction coil, (B) the battery, (D) the ringer, or bell, and (L, L’) the line wires.

CONNECTION OF BRIDGING TELEPHONES.

Question.—Please tell me how I could connect three bridging telephones of the magneto type, using three wires.—M. F. H., San Francisco, Cal.

Answer.—The answer to F. H. in this number of Popular Electricity shows how to connect two such telephones; a
third would simply be bridged across the line at any intermediate point.

TRANSFORMER DESIGN; INDUCTION COIL; ELECTROLYTIC INTERRUPTER.

Question.—(A) Kindly give measurements for a transformer to operate on a 127 volt, 60 cycle circuit, 10 amperes. I want to use it to step up to 100 times the primary potential.
(B) Why is it that an induction coil cannot be used on an alternating circuit?
(C) Can you give directions for an electrolytic interrupter for a four inch spark coil?—A Reader.

Answer.—(A) For a core type transformer, two coils each six inches long wound on a form three inches square. Primary, 500 turns of No. 11 wire, 250 turns to each coil. Secondary, 50,000 turns of No. 31 wire, 25,000 turns to each coil. Core of sheet iron, three inches square. Each layer of the secondary winding must be separately insulated. It is perhaps unnecessary to point out that the secondary current from such a transformer would be fatal, and its use for experimental purposes is not recommended.

(B) The induction coil is quite inefficient as a transformer, owing to the open magnetic circuit. It owes its value as a direct current machine to the self induction of the primary winding, the discharge of the condenser, and the quick break of the interrupter. None of these conditions can be met with alternating current.

(C) Into a glass jar or wide mouth bottle rather less than quart size put a strip of thin sheet lead the length of the jar. A length of \( \frac{3}{8} \)-inch glass tube has an inch of one end bent at right angles, and into this bent end is fused a half inch of fine platinum wire, so that just the tip of the wire protrudes beyond the glass (see cut). The tube is then filled with mercury, and lowered into the jar in such a position that the platinum tip is near the lead plate. Both the plate and the tube are fastened to the cover of the jar, and the space between the lead and platinum may be roughly adjusted by turning the tube. Of course connections are made by clamping a wire to the lead, and dipping another wire into the mercury. The jar is then three-quarters filled with dilute sulphuric acid, in the proportion of four parts of water to one of acid. At least 40 volts should be used for satisfactory working of the interrupter. A coil operated with a Wehnelt interrupter needs no condenser.

OPERATION OF 20 OHM SOUNDERS.

Question.—Would two 300 ohm relays be of any service to a line 1000 feet long using two 20 ohm sounders with No. 14 gauge wire for one line and the water pipes for the other line?—C. V. V. T., Helena, Ark.

Answer.—No. The total number of battery cells required for the relays and the local circuits would not effect any saving over the number used on the straight line; and the line is so short that your transmission should be satisfactory without relays.

REWINDING FAN MOTOR.

Question.—I have a General Electric 100 volt, 133 cycle fan motor; it has 10 poles wound with No. 23 gauge wire and measures 11 ohms. What change will I have to make, so it will work on a 60 cycle current?—C. R., Logansport, Ind.

Answer.—The answer to J. E. D. in the December number of Popular Electricity covers this question.
A HOME MADE BATTERY.

Question.—I have been taking Popular Electricity for four months and find it very instructive, particularly the Questions and Answers pages. I would be very much obliged if you would tell me how to make a good cell for experimenting. I would like it to be of good strength and capacity.—J. D. M., San Francisco, Cal.

Answer.—Procure one zinc and two carbon plates, all eight inches long, four inches wide and \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch thick. Make a clamp of wood which has been soaked in paraffine, and fasten one end of the plates in it as shown in the illustration. The zinc plate between the two carbons. The wood strips of the clamp are each seven inches long; the outer strips are one inch square, the inner two are one by \( \frac{3}{8} \) inch. Four inch bolts at the ends of the clamp hold it together. Before screwing together, lay a piece of heavy copper wire under the clamp and across the top of the plate. The two carbon plates are connected together to one wire; the zinc is connected to the other wire. The plates are now hung in a glass jar six by eight inches, the wood clamp resting across the top. The solution for this cell is made by dissolving a pound of sodium bichromate in a gallon of water, and adding slowly a pound of strong sulphuric acid. This cell gives two volts and a large current. When it begins to show signs of exhaustion add a little more acid. Some arrangement should be made for drawing the plates out of the solution when not in use, and hanging them just above the jar.

WATCH DEMAGNETIZER.

Question.—I have a watch that is magnetized and would like to know of a way to demagnetize it. I have taken it to a jeweler and he said it was very bad and he could not do much with it. I have a magneto but want to know how to wind a coil for it.—J. S., Chicago, Ill.

Answer.—We suppose your magneto is an ordinary telephone generator, delivering alternating current. Make a cardboard frame a few inches long, and large enough to enclose the watch. Probably the sliding cover of a match box will do nicely. Around the center of this wind about two ounces of No. 28 cotton covered copper wire. Connect the ends of the winding to the magneto,
insert the watch in the box, and turn the generator crank vigorously for a few minutes. Only alternating current should be used with this device and such current is generated by your magneto.

HORSE-SHOE MAGNETS.

Question.—(A) What mode is best for thoroughly magnetizing horse-shoe magnets permanently?
(B) What pull should twelve horse-shoe magnets $\frac{3}{4}$ by $\frac{3}{8}$ by 7 inches laminated exert on a piece of soft steel $\frac{3}{4}$ by 3 inches, 1$\frac{3}{4}$ inches away from the poles?
(C) What steel, temper and form give best results?—C. F. S., Cleveland, Ohio.

Answer.—(A) The best method of magnetizing steel magnets of any form is to stroke the end which is desired as the north pole with the south pole of a powerful electromagnet, stroking the opposite end of the steel with the north pole of the electromagnet. Each stroke should begin near the center of the steel and be carried to the extreme end. Another way is to wind the steel bar with a coil of insulated wire and pass direct current through the wire. When the current is turned off, the steel retains its magnetism.

(B) The power of permanent magnets varies in each case with the steel, its temper and magnetism. The attraction varies as the cube of the distance; and the pull at $1\frac{3}{4}$ inches would be very slight, indeed.

(C) Thin bars, either straight or "horse-shoe," of a fine grained steel, uniformly tempered a straw color, give the best results.

WIRELESS TELEPHONY.

Question.—Will you explain how to make a simple wireless telephone transmitting outfit?—A. M., Natchez, Miss.

Answer.—This question is too broad to take up in this department at the present time. The numerous investigators along this line are carrying on work secretly and have given out very little matter for publication. The DeForest system which employs the arc lamp for an oscillator was described in the July issue of this magazine. By referring to this number you can get some information which may be of value. V. H. Laughter, of Byhalia, Miss., author of "Wireless Telegraphy Made Simple," which appeared in the first five issues of Popular Electricity, is authority on this subject. We would recommend that you correspond with him.

SECONDARY OF SPARK COIL.

Questions.—(A) Why is the secondary of the spark coil divided up in sections? (B) What would the diameter of the sections be? (C) What style of interrupter would you recommend?—R. H. F., Batavia, Ill.

Answers.—(A) The winding of the coil in sections is necessary, as otherwise the current induced in the secondary which runs up in the thousands of volts, would seek the path of the lowest resistance which would be directly across the winding. What is technically known as a "breakdown" would then occur and a complete rewinding of the secondary would be necessary. In order to prevent this "breakdown" the secondary is divided up in sections and the total number connected continuously. Each section will carry its individual load and deliver to the secondary terminals. For more information concerning this point refer to the answer to D. H. in this issue.

(B) The approximate diameter of the sections will be $3\frac{3}{8}$ inches. This distance will vary, however, with the amount of insulation used.

(C) For a coil of this type we would recommend a good adjustable vibrator of the "make and break" type.

FOUR INCH JUMP SPARK COIL.

Question.—What amount and size of wire should be used in the construction of a four inch jump spark coil, and give illustration of how it should be wound?—R. R. A., Alhambra, Cal.

Answer.—See answer (B) to G. S. in the November number of Popular Electricity. A diagram showing the method of winding is given in the same issue, in the article "Construction of a Two-Mile Wireless Outfit."

WIRELESS TELEPHONE.

Question.—What apparatus would be necessary to work up to one mile. The length of aerial, coils, etc. The above questions applying to a wireless telephone outfit?—H. M., Rochester, N. Y.

Answer.—We refer you to the answer to A. M. in this issue.
SPARK COIL.

Questions.—(A) In using a 3⁄4-inch spark coil for sending wireless messages I get a good spark without the aerial and ground, but as soon as the switch connecting the aerial and ground is thrown in I can hardly get an 3⁄4-inch spark. My aerial is well insulated to prevent undue leakage. Will you explain where the trouble lies? (B) How many dry cells should be used for the above coil? (C) Are dry cells practical for this use?—D. H., New Brighton, N. Y.

Answers.—(A) The reduction of the spark in the case you mention is a very common occurrence when the small size coil is used. With the aerial and ground connected to the opposite sides of the gap, the greater portion of the energy is dissipated at these two extremities, and in consequence the spark across the gap is reduced. To remedy the trouble reduce the spark gap to at least 3⁄8 inch and bridge two small Leyden jars across the circuit. This will make the spark fat and heavy.

(B) Four to six cells should operate the coil.

(C) Yes.

SPARK COIL DIMENSIONS.

Questions.—(A) Please give the dimensions of a two-inch induction coil for wireless telegraphy and explain how to wind it, also what is meant by the secondary sections and how to go about winding them; also the sizes of wire necessary to use. (B) Please advise if this coil will send up two miles, employing at the receiving end a 150 ohm standard relay in connection with the coherer. (C) Would the transformer take the place of the two inch spark coil, if so, would it be cheaper and could it be home-made and about what is the price of one?—H. O. W., Scott, Kan.

Answers.—(A) By referring to the November, ’08 issue you will find the exact dimensions and all constructional details given for a two inch wireless coil in the article “A Two Mile Wireless Outfit.” It would be impossible here, to give a complete description of the method for winding the sections and of the section former. However, the secondary is simply one portion of the total secondary winding. For instance, the secondary which is described in the above mentioned article contains 16 sections, the 16 sections holding the three pounds of wire, or three ounces to the section. To wind the sections a spool is first made with movable brass plates for sides and a central wood disk of the exact diameter of the insulating tube. This central disk is of the desired width of the sections. The sections should be wound opposite to one another, that is, the first section can be wound with the end of the magnet wire leading out to the right hand side, and by turning the section former or spool around, the second termination of the winding will be at the left hand side. This plan is followed throughout the total number, and is necessary in order to make the ends of the sections coincide when connecting up the total number.

(B) The coil will send up to the distance you name.

(C) The transformer will take the place of the two inch induction coil and is recommended wherever possible. There is very little difference in the price as you can get a 250 watt transformer for about $30.00 and the finished induction coil would cost fully this much. We would not recommend a homemade transformer.

DESIGN OF A SMALL WIRELESS SET.

Questions.—(A) What size induction coil will be necessary to send up to four or five miles? (B) What power dynamo will be needed to operate the coil? (C) Would the power obtained from a water motor on a faucet in a city house be powerful enough to run the dynamo? (D) A relay of how many ohms will be necessary? (E) What size wire would be best for wiring the outfit?—M. K. R., Philadelphia, Pa.

Answers.—(A) As an estimate we would say that a three-inch induction coil would cover the distance named.

(B) The dynamo is not a necessary piece of apparatus. Dry cells can be used to operate the coil and are recommended as being cheaper and easier to handle.

(C) Water motors and dynamos are built to work in conjunction with one another by a number of manufacturers, and we would advise you to write them direct as they can give you a much better answer.

(D) For a distance of five miles the 150 ohm relay will answer. For better results, however, we would recommend the polarized relay as described on page 188 of the July issue.

(E) Almost any size you have on hand will answer for wiring the instruments. No. 16 or 18 annunciator is usually employed.
SOIL TREATMENT BY WIRELESS WAVES.

Probably the most unique system yet devised for increasing plant growth by electricity has just been patented in this country by Porfirio Diaz of Mexico, Mex. The utilization of high voltage, high frequency current is known to effect the assimilation by plants of atmospheric nitrogen. To effect this result Mr. Diaz uses Hertzian waves (the ether waves by which wireless telegraphy is accomplished) in a novel way.

In the middle of the field he sets up a wireless transmitter somewhat similar to a wireless telegraph transmitter. This instrument projects the high frequency waves out in all directions. He also provides a parabolic reflector for the purpose of concentrating these waves at any point. This reflector is also a product of experiments by other inventors in wireless telegraphy and it serves to concentrate the ether waves into a “beam” the same as a searchlight reflector converges light waves.

At different points about the field aerial grounded wires are erected as in wireless telegraphy and the operator directs his “beam” of high frequency wireless waves on first one and then another of these aerials. The waves are thus directed to the earth at numerous points about the field causing, it is said, the nitrogen component in the air to combine with the potash, soda and lime in the soil to form nitrates, which are very necessary to plant growth.

ELECTROPLATING ON GLASS.

In the manufacture of various articles that are silvered, it is advisable to deposit a protective coating of copper over the film of silver to protect the latter. One example is in the manufacture of certain kinds of incandescent electric light globes in which the upper half of the globe forms a silvered reflector. John A. Yunck of South Orange, N. J., has patented such a system as shown in the diagrams.
Over this is a canopy of solid copper which is connected to the anode wire, but which of course does not touch the cathode. A plating solution of copper sulphate is used and when the current is turned on the copper deposits from the canopy shaped anode, evenly over the top of the globe on the silvered portion.

**ELECTRIC PROTECTION AGAINST THE TEREDO.**

In certain localities where piles and other woodwork are submerged in seawater the teredo worm and other forms of animal life attack the wood and destroy it in a very short time. The object of an invention recently patented by William Howe of Seattle, Wash., is to prevent this destruction by electric means. His method is to connect the two terminals of a source of current to the two extremities of the pile as shown in the cut. The wood impregnated with salt water forms a conductor and the current flows through.

It has been proved by experiment that teredos which have infected the pile will die when subjected to a high amperage and voltage in the manner shown, either by the heat or by the electric current. The water around the pile is heated and the saturated wood which may be perforated or eaten by the teredo probably attains a greater heat than the surrounding water, thus killing the teredo.

**ELECTRICALLY OPERATED CAMERA FOR SUBMARINE PHOTOGRAPHY.**

An interesting apparatus for taking photographs at great depths of water, the invention of Louis E. Walkins, Brockton, Mass., is shown in the diagram. As seen in the upper half of the cut there is a casing of steel and glass containing the electrodes of an arc lamp. The conductors feeding the arc lamp pass down from the boat on the surface through two tubes which also bring air into and out of the casing.

The spherical end of the casing is of glass and is held up against the hull of a ship or other submerged object as shown in the lower half of the illustration.

Two arms extend out from the casing as shown and carry small water tight camera cases, the exposure of the plates being made through glass lenses. The operation of the shutter and of the plate magazine is accomplished by a simple electromagnetic device controlled by wires from above.

It is not essential that an arc lamp be used, as any other powerful electrical illuminant will serve, for example a new type of mercury vapor lamp recently perfected by this same inventor.
BOOK REVIEWS.


What active and intelligent boy does not have a new world opened to him the moment he begins to experiment with electricity? There is just enough of the mysterious to arouse his desire for discovery, and ample opportunity is presented to satisfy his desire for constructive work. The "Electricity Book" is one that he will devour eagerly, for it shows him what he can do with his own hands, and how he can accomplish results with inexpensive materials. The book also contains a chapter explaining briefly and in simple language the working of electricity in its daily applications and an appendix of electrical terms and phrases.

How to make simple batteries, induction coils, burglar alarms, telephones, wireless telegraph apparatus, dynamos and motors, how to do electroplating and electrotyping, how to make electrical insect and animal traps; these are but a few of the hundreds of interesting and instructive things that a boy may learn to do by studying this book. It is safe to say that if a work of this nature had fallen into the hands of Thomas A. Edison when he was a newsboy on the Grand Trunk Railway he would have performed every experiment described in its pages.


The "Wonder Book" is rightly named, for it presents a more or less difficult subject in a way that is not only instructive but at the same time interesting. Fairy tales are even introduced where they will throw light on difficult portions. The author of this work is well known to the readers of Popular Electricity through his series of articles on "Elementary Electricity." He is the favorite writer and a personal friend of thousands of boys, and though 64 years of age is known as the most "popular" boy in Philadelphia. Who else would have thought to introduce the subject of "Magnetic Flux" by connecting it with the story of the invisible attendants in the palace of "The White Cat," or to illustrate the flow of magnetic lines of force in a magnet by the story of the "Blowing Servant of Fortunio." This is the secret of the popularity of his works for young people—the faculty of presenting his subject in an easy style that instantly places him in sympathy with his readers.

The "Wonder Book" describes lode stones, magnets "that remember," how magnets produce magnets, the ways of magnetism, the cause of the earth's magnetism, magnetism and magic, auroral light—in short it describes as vividly as pen can describe the invisible wonders of the mysterious world of magnetism that lies all about us. One need not be a boy to find this book intensely interesting.


This is a practical treatise on the theory, construction, operation, care and management of all forms of automobiles. The motor vehicle is a complex machine and the study of its operation constitutes in itself a good education in mechanical art. Although a library of books would be required to answer every question that could arise to the practical automobilist the work under consideration, as a convenient guide book to the intricacies that are almost inevitably puzzling to the owner of a car, fills an important place in automobile literature, and its practical value is unquestionable. The subject readily permits of classification, as, for instance the motor carriage, transmission of power, steering gears, tires, engines, carburetters, etc. A considerable portion of the book is devoted to the general principles of electricity as applied to electrical vehicle construction, dynamos and motors, meters, batteries and battery charging, etc., and the steam engine, as applied to automobiles is also discussed in a separate section.
A little girl who had listened to a discussion of nature fakers in literature, when asked to define the human and animal families replied: "A brute is an imperfect beast; man is a perfect beast."

Husband—"Where in thunder did you get that coat? It fits you like a potato sack."
Wife (delighted)—"Does it really, dear? I was so afraid it wouldn't be quite up to the style."

"If you didn't take so much interest in horses you would be better off!" snapped Mrs. Growler.
"You have had horses on your brain all your life."
"I guess that is how I happened to marry a nag!" retorted Mr. Growler, his face ambushed behind his sporting paper.

A medical student who prided himself on being a humorist was running down the steps of the hospital which he was "walking" when he met a fellow student.
"Hello, Brown!" cried the latter, noticing that his friend looked pleased. "You're in a hurry. What's the matter—any good cases?"
"I should think so!" cried Brown. "We've got a woman in the ward upstairs who is so cross-eyed that the tears run down her back!"
"Bless me!" said the friend. "You can't do anything for her, can you?"

"I should think we can—in fact, we have," cried Brown; "we've treated her for bacterial.

Doctor—"Are you still smoking?"
Patient—"Yes."
Doctor—"How am I going to do anything for you while you persist in that?"
Patient—"That's what I'm paying you to find out."

"Mamma, is the old black hen going to be sent away for the summer?"
"No, Tommy; but why do you ask?"
"Well, I heard papa tell the new governness that he would take her out riding when he sent the old hen away for the summer."

The rich old man with a young wife was having a hard time trying to make her coincide with his idea of what her duties were with reference to himself.
"Madam," he explained, after a heated argument, "I tell you I shall moul you to my will."
"That's easy enough," she retorted. "Only make it in my favor, and I'll attend to the balance."

Agitated Young Bridegroom (immediately after the ceremony)—"Serena, shall—shall—I—shall we—shall we kiss?"
Self-possessed Bride (her third experience)—"It is my usual custom, William."

"Maria," remarked Mr. Slugwater, the prominent cloak manufacturer, "I have brought you home a garment from our stock for you to wear. It is out in the hall."
"It may interest you to know, Jonathan." replied his better half, handing over a bill for $294.92 for a new tailor made walking outfit. "that I married you for your money and not to increase your trade." And Jonathan went out by the banister and kicked himself till the ambulance arrived.

Doctor—"Well, my fine little fellow, you have got quite well again. I was sure that the pills I left you would cure you. How did you take them, in water or in cake?"
Tommy—"Oh, I used them in my blow gun."

Aunt Maria—"I think you and Mr. Mann ought to get along nicely together. You know you both like the same people."
Matilda—"Yes, and, what is better, we hate the same people. Just think what nice long talks we shall have together."

Jackey—"When you were in Ireland, did you kiss the blarney stone?"
Miss de Mure—"No."
Jackey—"Why not?"
Miss de Mure—"I was too modest."
Jackey—"Too modest to kiss a stone?"
Miss de Mure—"No. Too modest to be hung over the castle walls by the heels."

Sister Ann—"Did you get any marks at school terday, Bill?"
Billy—"Yus; but they're where they don't show."
ELECTRICAL DEFINITIONS.

Accumulator.—Storage battery.
Alternating Current.—That form of electric current in which the direction of flow of current reverses a given number of times per second.
Ammeter.—An instrument for measuring electric current.
Ampere.—Unit of current. It is the quantity of electricity which will flow through a resistance of one ohm under a potential of one volt.
Ampere Hour.—Quantity of electricity passed by a current of one ampere flowing for one hour.
Anode.—The positive terminal in a broken metallic circuit; the terminal connected to the carbon plate of a battery.
Ampere.—That part of a dynamo or motor which carries the wires that are rotated in the magnetic field.
Branch Conductor.—A parallel or shunt conductor.
Brush.—The collector on a dynamo or motor which slides over the commutator or collector rings.
Bus Bars.—The heavy copper bars to which the brushes slide or which are in parallel or shunt with the armature.
Buzzer.—An electric alarm similar to an electric bell, except that the vibrating member may be a paper membrane instead of a ringing bell.
Candle Power.—Amount of light given off by a candle.
Capacity.—That part of a dynamo or motor which will melt and open the circuit and which will prevent the current from flowing for one hour.
Condenser.—Instrument for detecting the presence of an electric charge.
Condenser.—Apparatus for storing up electrostatic charges.
Circuit-breaker.—Apparatus for automatically opening a circuit.
Collector Rings.—The copper rings on an alternating current dynamo or motor which are connected to the armature wires and over which the brushes slide.
Commutator.—A device for changing the direction of electric currents.
Condenser.—Apparatus for storing up electrostatic charges.
Current.—Quantity of electricity present at any instant.
Density.—Potential difference causing current to flow.
Dielectric.—A non-conductor.
Dielectric.—Having a magnetic permeability.
Dimensions.—The physical size of an apparatus.
Direct Current.—Current flowing continuously in one direction.
Dry Battery.—A form of open circuit battery in which the solutions are made practically solid by addition of glue jelly, gelatinous silica, etc.
Electrode.—Terminal of an open electric circuit.
Electromotive Force.—Potential difference causing current to flow.
Electrolysis.—Separation of a chemical compound into its elements by the action of the electric current.
Electromagnet.—A mass of iron which is magnetized by passage of current through a coil of wire wound around the mass but insulated therewith.
Electroscope.—Instrument for detecting the presence of an electric charge.
Farad.—Unit of electric capacity.
Field.—A region of space in the neighborhood of an attracting, or repelling mass.
Fuse.—A short piece of conducting material of low melting point which is inserted in a circuit and which will melt and open the circuit when the current reaches a certain value.
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HELP WANTED.

$10.00 PER 100 PAID for mailing or distributing circulars. Particulars 5c. Independent Chemical Co., Box 204, Waterloo, Iowa.

ELECTRICIANS, HELPERS, LEARNERS wanted, also a few young men without experience; send stamp for particulars and give salaried; send stamp for particulars and give salary wanted, also a few young men without experience; send stamp for particulars and give salary.

WANTED: Men and women, boys and girls, to sell the best telephone novelty yet introduced. Sells on sight, 100% profit. Exclusive territory now. The Commercial Appliance Co., 935-937 Adams Street, Telephone, Central 6835, Chicago, Illinois.

WANTED—Organizers, good commissions, any territory, fraternal social Order of Owls. John W. Talbot, Supreme President, South Bend, Indiana.

SCHOOLS.

ONLY REAL TRADE SCHOOL in the World. $20,000.00 contract work being done in plumbing, bricklaying, electricity; advanced students earn wages; enrollment, 200. Free catalogue. United Trade School Contracting Co., 120 E. 9th, Los Angeles.


FOR SALE.


FOR SALE—Slightly handled engineering books. Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity, 5 vols., $5.00; Cyclopedia of Architecture, 10 vols., $10.00; Cyclopedia of Modern Shop Practice, 4 vols., $6.00. New and used engineering and mechanical books of all publishers at 10% to 75% discount. Bargain list sent free. Address Book Broker, 363 East 54th St., Chicago.


THOUSANDS OF PRACTICAL FORMULAS, 15c each. We can tell you how to make or mend anything. Consulting Chemists, Box 217, Redlands, Cal.


THREE OF THE MOST interesting, irresistible and useful articles on the market. Free samples to hustlers. Smith Supply Co., B-6, Los Angeles, Calif.


BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

$10.00 PER 100 PAID for mailing or distributing circulars. Particulars 5c. Independent Chemical Co., Box 204, Waterloo, Iowa.

PATENTS.


PATENTS. H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and mechanical expert, 668 F Street, Washington, D. C. Established 1883. I make an investigation and report if patent can be had, and the exact cost. Send for full information. Trade-marks registered.

PROMPT ATTENTION—Popular Electricity Patent Bureau is reliable and we guarantee all patents granted through our Patent Bureau. Competent attorney in patent causes in charge to give you prompt and efficient service. Write for particulars. Popular Electricity Patent Bureau, 1252 Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill.

LUBRICANTS.

LUBRICANTS, asbestos, graphite and mica candies for loose pulleys and shaftings; no drip; no dirt; economical. Swain Lubricator Co., 250 E. Lake St., Chicago.
WANTED—One hustler in every concern employed any number of men to represent Popular Electricity. Here is your chance to double your income without interfering with your regular work. Others are making $2.00 to $5.00 a day and there is no reason you cannot do what others are doing. Give name of your company and number of employees, name of your superintendent or foreman and we will send free, samples and outfit. Address Circulation Mgr., Popular Electricity, 1252 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Greatest of All Scissors
18 Tools Combined. Only $1.00

BOYS--EXPERIMENTERS. A scientifically perfect model motor, having a laminated paid drum armature, self-adjusting $2.00 brushes, etc. Finished in black japan and nickel. Space occupied, 3½ x 3½ x 3½ inches. Send stamp for catalog.

H. W. PETERS MINIATURE MOTOR WORKS.
61 Terrace, - - Buffalo, N. Y.

BUILD A $5000 BUSINESS of your own and escape salaried drudgery for life. 33 cents a day will do it. I will send you "Free Pointers" for a postal. W. A. Snyder, Pres. American Collect’s Service, 199 State St., Detroit, Mich.

ONE DOLLAR Secures drawings and complete information how to make your own Telamor telephone novelty, transformers and large induction coils. Teaches you to give the most spectacular entertainments which will net you a real income. H. L. TRANSTROM, 1454 Milwaukee Ave. Chicago, Ill.
Selling Electricity

is just a question of reaching the right people with the right argument. Newspaper advertising will pay any Central Station. Ask us what we are doing for the Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago; the Buffalo General Electric Company; the Illuminating Company of Cleveland.

Wm. D. McJunkin
Advertising Agency
Business Builders
167 Dearborn St., Chicago

25c BOOKS

Our Line of 25c Books is immensely popular.

Here are some of the Titles:

How to make and Use
Wireless Telegraphy
Model Steam Engines
Model Railways
Dry Batteries
Small Electric Motors
The Magnetophone
The Slide Valve
Beginners Guide to the Lathe
Beginners Guide to Fret Work
Inventions: How to Protect, Buy and Sell Them
Metal Working Tools
And Many Other Electrical Titles
All Fully Illustrated

Mail postpaid upon receipt of price

Send for full List of over 60 Titles FREE

SPON @ CHAMBERLAIN
123 E. Liberty St NEW YORK
Excelsior Auto-Cycle

The machine that makes good EVERY TIME.

Read the record of every big test that tries the quality of stock motorcycles and you will find the *EXCELSIOR* at the head of the list.

Not a new and untried experiment, but a machine that has been rigidly tested and found good.

It has more features of real practical merit than any other on the market.

Our catalog M.C. 12 is the finest motorcycle book ever issued. Let us send it to you. A postal with your address is all that is required.

We will do the rest.

Excelsior Supply Company
Established 1876
233-237 Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

---

$1.00 FOR THIS SET OF INSTRUMENTS

20 Experiments and How to Operate Them

For the boy and student of Wireless Telegraphy it is the most interesting, instructive and educational experiment that can be secured.

Everyone interested in Electricity should take advantage of this offer. Cannot be bought anywhere under $10.00.

- Rod and Electric Cloth to generate electricity...
- Arrow Electroscope, wonderfully sensitive...
- Electric Chimes, single or double...
- Electric Attraction and Repulsion of Pith Balls suspended by silken threads...
- Pith for Pith Balls...
- Arrow and Gongs, extra...

All amounts under 25c. 40c extra for mail except Pith.

For amounts of 50c. and over, Instruction Pamphlet with 20 experiments given free.

WILLIAM STRAHL, 280 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

---

SUCCESSFUL DRAFTSMEN

Draw $125--$150 Monthly when taking individual instructions from Chief Draftsman of large concern. who will in few months’ home study equip you fully with complete technical and practical knowledge enabling you to start at above salary. Furnish tools free of charge and steady position when completed. Reasonable terms and success guaranteed. Best trade with best future. Address CHIEF DRAFTSMAN, Div. 10 Eng's Equip't Co. (Inc.) CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
There is no better proof of this than the everyday scenes of long-service **untrained** employees at the beck and call of younger men who occupy the big positions because of their training. It's a case of Training vs. Long Service—with the odds all in favor of the **trained** man.

Get out of the untrained rut. Mark the attached coupon and let the International Correspondence Schools of Scranton tell you how you can qualify for a better position. How you can protect yourself against servitude in your old age. How you can become an **expert at your chosen line of work**. No necessity for leaving home. No books to buy. Mark the coupon. It will bring you advice and information worth dollars to you. Marking the coupon puts you to no expense and places you under no obligation. Mark it **NOW**.

**HOW THE I.C.S. RAISES SALARIES**

That the Business of the I.C.S. is to Raise Salaries is shown by the monthly average of 300 letters **VOLUNTARILY** written by students reporting salaries raised and advancement won through I.C.S. help. During October the number was 274.

So long as you can read and write there’s an I.C.S. way by which you can succeed in life. Let the I.C.S. tell you what it is. **MARK THE COUPON NOW.**

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
For Christmas Presents the Loftin System is a great and timely convenience. It enables you to make a beautiful and valuable gift without the outlay of much ready money. A small cash payment and you can give a "loved one" your choice of the finest

LOFTIS

and Watch Credit House, Chicago, Ill.

and Original Diamond NOW

NOW all handsome Christmas catalog sold let us send them world all expense.

and Watch Credit House, Chicago, Ill.

and Watch Credit House, Chicago, Ill.

+ 10.8.

Our 3 books for Inventors mailed on receipt of 50c. In stamps.


Complete Wireless Receiving outfit, $3.25. Double receivers, high resistance. Write for particulars.

A. B. C. WIRELESS SPECIALTY CO.

No. 333 East 133d St.

NEW YORK CITY

BUY PLUMBING SUPPLIES AT WHOLESALE

Will save you 30%. Don't pay retail prices. Full stock on hand for prompt shipment. Send for free catalog.

B. M. KAROL

235 W. Harrison Street, CHICAGO

THE INVENTOR'S UNIVERSAL EDUCATOR

Tells all about Patents. How to secure them. Has

600 MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS

also 50 PERPETUAL MOTIONS

Every inventor should have a copy. Price $1.00 by mail.

F. G. DIETERICH,

Uray Bldg., Washington, D. C.

The Murray Transmissions ARE RIGHT

Both in Quality and Price

EFFICIENT DURABLE

Write for Quotations

MURRAY MACHINE WORKS

820 N. Winchester Ave., Chicago

WE BUY AND SELL everything in the Electrical line; Supplies and Motors, Machine Tools, Beltling, etc. Burned out Dynamos and Motors a specialty. Electrical Supply & Salvage Co., 66 W. Van Buren Street, Chicago.

6% 100 First Mortgage Pacific Coast Coal Gold Bonds, 100 yearly coupons and $1 per bond cash or monthly payments. LEWIS N. ROSENBAUM CO., Investment Bonds. Capital and Surplus $12,000,000.

Suite M, Washington Block, Seattle, Wash.
Wash day made easy
Two cents an hour to operate

The most practical and reliable washing machine on the market. Saves you all the hard work of wash day. Let us tell you more about it. You can save enough in a few washings to pay for the machine.

Automatic Electric Washer Co.
Newton, Iowa

Silver Solder
For Brazing COPPER, BRASS, IRON or STEEL.

Many of the largest manufacturers use it for brazing new parts and repairing broken parts.
If you have never used Silver Solder investigate the merits. It may help you.

Easy Flowing and Very Strong
Made in three qualities. Sheet any width from \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch to three inches, and thickness .003 to .057. Wire solder from No. 14 to 22.
Write for information.

F. H. NOBLE & CO.
647-653 W. 59th Street
CHICAGO

TO OUR STUDENTS IN DRAFTING and ARCHITECTURE

Learn to use these instruments because with them you can earn from $30.00 to $75.00 every week of the year.

LOOK HERE!
THE "FREEPORT IDEA" MEANS that now any man with an ordinary education can become a Draftsman, an Architect, a Designer,—A TRAINED MAN in the construction and design of machinery, sheet-metal work, piano cases, interior and office fixtures, residences and all forms of buildings.

THE "FREEPORT IDEA" IS A BIG improvement in Correspondence School value for men and women who STUDY AT HOME. You will get the Technical Training by Doing Actual Work.

THESE SCHOOLS have devised a practical combination of THEORY AND PRACTICE. Use the following COUPON to ask us to tell you MORE ABOUT IT.
You will get your moneys worth in education.

FREEPORT CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
901 Rice Bldg, Freeport, III.

I would like the position before which I have marked a cross (X). Please explain, without cost to me, how I can get such a position and be sure to hold it.

Mechanical Draftsman
Sheet-Metal Draftsman
Architect
Architectural Draftsman
Architectural Designer
Carpenter and Joiner

Manual Training Instr.
Bookkeeper
Advertiser
Stenographer
Steam Engineer
Stationary Fireman

NAME...........................................AGE...........................................
CITY..............................................STATE.................................
ST. or R. F. D..........................OCCUPATION..........................
Old Vienna Portable Electric Lamp $3.50

NOTHING could be more graceful as a library, hall or bedroom electrolier. May also be hung on the side of the wall by the little ring at the top of the heart-shaped base. The globe may be tilted at any angle desired. Entire fixture finished in soft green or mottled brass. Shipped anywhere with cord and plug attached, express prepaid for $3.50. Money refunded if not satisfactory.

Manufactured Exclusively by the Federal Electric Co.
Lake and Desplaines Sts., Chicago

LOOK HERE!

Handy Electrical Dictionary
VEST POCKET SIZE
COMPACT, CONCISE, CONVENIENT

Invaluable to the amateur, the practical electrician or the expert.

24 pages—Definitions—in PLAIN ENGLISH—of over 4,800 electrical terms and phrases—7 pages of diagrams.

This practical little work is designed to meet the need of the beginner in Electricity, explaining in simple language the various terms and phrases of the science, and at the same time to furnish a compact, reliable reference for the electrical worker and the expert. It's convenient size (just fits the vest pocket), makes it instantly accessible at all times. The constant demand testifies to its popularity. No one interested in electricity should be without it.

Handsome binding in cloth binding 25c
Leather binding 50c

SPECIAL OFFER
HANDY ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY, Cloth binding, FREE with one year's subscription to POPULAR ELECTRICITY. In Leather binding FREE with eighteen months subscription.

USE THIS COUPON

Enclosed find $ ... for ... months subscription to POPULAR ELECTRICITY and Handy Electrical Dictionary. Free—as per your special offer.

Name...
St. and No...
Town... State...

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
Edison Electric
Decorative Lighting

With small miniature lamps arranged in clusters—for Christmas Trees, Dinner Tables, etc.

Attractiveness

Nothing adds greater charm to the decorations of a room than the gem-like gleams of tiny electric lights from the flowers on the dinner table or from the walls, columns, balustrades and chandeliers. The beauty of natural foliage is enhanced and most dainty and beautiful effects are produced by the many-colored miniature lamps. Each lamp gives twice the light of the ordinary Christmas candle, and the Christmas tree decorated by an Edison outfit shines in a blaze of glory.

Reliability

The outfit is flexible, constructed in a thoroughly practical manner, and is a serviceable and valuable household possession, far superior to anything that can ordinarily be made from wiring up loose sockets. An outfit will last for years and can be used repeatedly without additional expense.

The Complete Outfit

is packed in a neat ornamental wooden box. The twenty-four light outfit is the standard size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outfit</th>
<th>Lamps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra festoons (light)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The extra Festoons (ready for connection) consist of eight sockets, with extra lamps, for increasing the size of the outfits. The junction plug is constructed so that the extra Festoons can be connected.

Convenience

Simply twine the festoons among the vines and flowers or drop them over the trees and other objects to be decorated, screw the little lamps in place and put the attaching plug in the nearest regular lamp socket. A turn of the key and the artistic effect is complete.

Extra festoons (light)

Most electrical supply houses carry these in stock and can supply you with an outfit—if not, write us and we will be glad to send any information desired.

General Electric Company

Main Lamp Sales Office:
400 Bergen St. Harrison, N. J.
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POPULAR ELECTRICITY

A SURE GRIP

Pierce Expansion bolts never slip.
They hold like grim death in masonry, marble, tile or slate.

Pierce Specialty Co.
Elkhart, Ind.

STOP RIGHT WHERE YOU ARE!

Don’t turn another page until you send for a copy of our New Descriptive Catalog just off the press. This illustrates and describes our complete and comprehensive line. Star Expansion Bolts. Star Screw Expanders. Star Tobble Bolts. Star Drills for Brick and Stone and Star Drill Holders. All of which are used so extensively in modern construction work making QUICK SECURE FASTENINGS to BRICK, STONE and MASONRY. Tell us the nature of your work—we’ll gladly send trial samples.

STAR EXPANSION BOLT CO.
BAYONNE, N. J.

For Reading in Bed
Portable Electric Lamp $5.75

This remarkable little lamp has many uses in the home—may be hung anywhere by its handle—on the wall or at the head of your bed, making a very desirable lamp for reclining readers. It is handsomely designed in massive cast brass, with cord and plug ready to attach to any electric light socket at hand.

As a Piano Lamp
It has no equal for graceful and convenient illumination. Sheds a pyramid of clear, white light upon the music, the shade turned down at any angle to screen the eyes. Sent anywhere in this country for $5.75, delivered. Money promptly refunded if not satisfactory. Write to

Federal Electric Company
Lake and Desplaines Streets, Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
The man who is fitting himself for the field of electricity today is facing an opportunity that is almost limitless. The power of the future is Electricity, and in this branch this science will be found the greatest possibilities for advancement.

The standard reference work of the up-to-date Electrician, Electrical Engineer, and all allied professions is the CYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIED ELECTRICITY.

This complete, specialized work comprises 2,896 pages of authoritative, up-to-date information. It treats of twenty-three general subjects. Its detailed index includes over 4,000 different topics. A careful revision has just been made, page by page. Every topic previously covered has been brought right down to date. Six volumes—page size 13 x 10 inches—2,000 special photographs, sections, diagrams, etc., indexed for ready reference.

In proof of its up-to-dateness, it is only necessary to mention that foremost among the subjects treated are Dynamo-Electric Machinery, Alternating-Current Machinery, Wireless Telegraphy, Telephones and Automatic Telephone, Storage Batteries, Power stations and Transmission, Telephonograph, Electric Lighting, Electric Railways, Electric Wires, Electric Telegraph, etc.

OUR LIBERAL SELLING OFFER

Upon receipt of coupon we will send you a set of Cyclopaedia by prepaid express, without deposit or guarantee of any kind. Keep the books five days, examine them carefully, give them every possible test. We want you to be the judge—you are under no obligation whatever. If you decide the books are not what you want, advise us and we will have them returned at our expense. If you retain them, send $2.00 within five days and $2.00 every thirty days until you have paid the special price of $18.60. Regular price $36.00.

Some of the Subjects Treated


Order promptly and we will include as a monthly supplement one year's subscription to the TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE. A regular $1.80 monthly, presenting twentieth century scientific facts in plain English. Latest discussions on timely topics in science, invention, discovery, industry, etc. The strongest serial of the season, "WHO OWNS THE EARTH," begins with the January issue.

JUST FILL IN THE COUPON.
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POPULAR ELECTRICITY

Electric Light Current Motor Vibrator
(Cut shows full size of Vibrator)

OPERATES ON ANY SYSTEM
Alternating or Direct. Weight only 24 ounces.

We have, after several years of experimenting, perfected a Motor Massage Vibrator that will operate on current from electric light wires—one that is absolutely safe, sure and reliable in every respect. The smallest, lightest, neatest and most compact Motor Massage Vibrator EVER devised.

The same Vibrator will operate on either direct or alternating current without change or addition of any extra apparatus.

Travelers find it enjoyable, beneficial and convenient to take Vibrator with them, with the assurance that it will operate on any electric light system anywhere. Speed easily regulated to any number of vibrations per second desired. Where electric light current is not available, we manufacture two different styles of Electric Massage Vibrators that operate on either direct or alternating current without change or addition of any extra apparatus.

BATTERY VIBRATOR, applicators and batteries all self-contained in an elegant portable case—Price $12.50 and $15.00.

Vibrator comes in elegant and expensive portable case, including long flexible silk cord, plug and socket.

One 54 fine point flexible white rubber brush applicator
One 12 round point flexible white rubber brush applicator
One small vacuum cup white rubber applicator
One large vacuum cup white rubber applicator
One pneumatic applicator
One hard ball applicator

This is the only Massage Vibrator that gives the true Swedish rotary movement, fast, medium or slow, noiseless in its operation. Aluminum and polished hard rubber fittings. It is the ideal Vibrator.

Swedish Electric Vibrator Company
602-640 Farragut Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

Price, Complete, $25.00
Delivered, express prepaid, to any part of the United States.

FOR HOME USE—The only scientifically correct Vibrator giving the absolutely necessary high speed vibrations (30,000 per minute) and continuous rhythm to produce beneficial and permanent results in curing any ailment or disease, and correcting any weakness or imperfection of the human system. Revitalizes and energizes; gives longer life, more vitality, more success, social and financial; better health and better looks. So safe and simple a child can use it.

Each Vibrator accompanied by charts, diagrams and full instructions how to give self-treatment to accomplish the result you want.

Send for free descriptive and illustrated literature. It tells and shows a lot, "and then some."

AGENTS WANTED
(With reference to Advertisers)
We hope that every telephone man, not already a subscriber, has been planning to order Telephony about the first of the year, if not sooner. We ordinarily, however, have more orders at that time than can be handled promptly, and it would be a convenience to us to receive your subscription NOW.

For this reason we will send Telephony from date order is received until January 1st, 1910, to those new subscribers who remit $2.00 NOW.

You need Telephony sent to yourself, personally, so that you can read it carefully at your own convenience, and keep a file of its copies for reference and for binding.

PLEASE FILL IN ATTACHED COUPON AND MAIL IT AT ONCE.

THE SOONER YOU SUBSCRIBE THE MORE FREE COPIES YOU WILL RECEIVE.
TO LEARN BOOKKEEPING
WHEN I WILL MAKE A FIRST-CLASS
BOOK-KEEPER
OF YOUR
OWN
AT HOME
IN SIX WEEKS FOR $3 OR REFUND MONEY! PAY ENOUGH 7 DISTANCE AND EXPERIENCE IMATERIAL. I FIND
POSITIONS, TOO. EVERYWHERE, FREE. PLACED PUPIL OCT. 23
AT $50 WEEKLY. CERTAINLY I CAN PLACE YOU, TOO! HAVE 948
TESTIMONIALS. SAVE THIS AND WRITE.
J. H. GOODWIN, EXPERT ACCOUNTANT.
ROOM 692, 1215 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

TELEGRAPHY.
TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT AT HOME IN THE SHORTEST POSSIBLE TIME. THE OMNIGRAPH AUTOMATIC TRANSMITTER COMBINED WITH STANDARD KEY AND SOUNDER SENDS YOU TELEGRAPH MESSAGES AT ANY SPEED JUST AS AN EXPERIENCED OPERATOR WOULD. FIVE STYLES $2 UP. CIRCULAR FREE.
OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO., 93 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.

MAGIC TRICKS
OUR LATEST ILLUSTRATED BOOK TELLS YOU HOW TO DO ALL KINDS OF TRICKS GET ONE AND SHINE AS A STAR ENTERTAINER AMONG YOUR FRIENDS. PRICE ONLY 25C SEND FOR CATALOG.
PEERLESS TRICK AND NOVELTY CO.
DEPT. D, 3146 & 3148 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

DON'T THROW OLD DRY BATTERIES AWAY
SEND 2 DIMES (NO STAMPS PLEASE) FOR DIRECTIONS TO USE THEM OVER AND OVER AGAIN, ALSO HOW TO CONNECT TO GET BEST RESULTS FOR OPERATING SMALL MOTORS, LIGHTS, BELLS, ETC., AND IT TELLS THE BEST SIZE WIRE TO USE, ETC. 3 OTHER GOOD FORMULAS FREE. SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK.
ROBT. M. FEELEY, BOX 236, WESTON, W. VA.

THE W. L. EVANS SCHOOL FOR CARTOONING, 35 EINGEMOORE BLDG, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

A CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION
THIS LAMP IS A VERY HANDSOME GIFT, SOMETHING USEFUL AND NECESSARY IN EVERY HOME, CAN BE HAD IN THREE WAYS—
GAS
ELECTRIC
OIL

M. SUSS ORNAMENTAL GLASS CO., 192 WASHINGTON BLVD., CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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Electricity Now Does All the Washing and Wringing

We now attach an electric motor to the famous 1900 Washer. It operates the wringer, too. Connect it with a light fixture, as you connect a table lamp. Turn on the current as you turn on the light.

The Washer then operates just like our hand washer, only you don’t need to touch it.

When the washing is done, move a small lever, and the motor connects with the wringer. The one motor, operating both the washer and wringer, does every whit of the work.

Please think what that means. The hardest drudgery there is about housework done by two cents’ worth of electricity. Servants happy; laundry bills saved; clothes lasting twice as long. For the “1900” does washing better than any other method known.

Now electricity makes the washer go. Doesn’t that sound like a new era for women?

Send No Money—We Pay Freight

This outfit does just as we claim. Does all of the washing, all of the wringing. Does the work better than you can do it by hand. Does it with less wear on clothes.

The facts, we know, seem too good to be true. So we propose this:

If you are responsible, we will send you the Washer, Wringer and Motor, all on 30 days’ trial. We will prepay the freight. You don’t invest a penny—don’t commit yourself at all. Do four washings with it. Try it on dainty things, heavy things, everything. Then, if you think that you can get along without it, we will take it back.

Your 30 days’ use will be free.

You have no obligation whatever. Treat us just like a dealer who shows you a washer. If you don’t want it when the month is up, simply say so.

But don’t go on washing in the old way without knowing what this method means to you. Women have no right to do such hard work when electricity can do it for them.

Send first for our Washer Book, to know all about it. Then, if you’ll try it, just tell us to send it on.

Please send for this free Washer Book—how—before you forget it.

Address: The 1900 Washer Co., 3840 Henry St., Binghamton, N. Y.

Or—if you live in Canada, write to the Canadian 1900 Washer Co., 355 Yonge Street, Toronto, Canada.
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THE BABY TORCH

$1.25 POST PAID

Smallest, Most Compact & Efficient Torch Made
Throws a Four-inch Flame.

Dealers are requested to Write for Quantity Prices.

H. W. HARROLD, :: :: VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

KELLOGG

HOUSE TELEPHONES

SAVE TIME

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR NEW PUSH BUTTON INTER-
COMMUNICATING SYSTEM IN OPERATION?
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SAVING MONEY EITHER
IN OFFICE OR FACTORY? IF YOU ARE, SEND
FOR OUR INTERCOMMUNICATING BULLETIN—
NO. 39-B.

Every Tool Put Out By Klein

has a distinct value for the Electrical Mechanic, the
Electrician, the Lineman, the Electrical Engineer, the
Superintendent, and everyone interested in Electricity.
Our Catalog should be in the hands of all of these. It
will be mailed on receipt of 3 cents to pay the postage.
Write for it now. Address


Fulton Hack Saw Blades

and other Tools are described in our catalog. Send your name
and address on postal for catalog

MONTGOMERY & CO.

103 Fulton Street, New York City
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Be a Doctor of Mechano-Therapy

Make $3,000 to $5,000 a Year

THIS BOOK IS FREE

Have you ambition?
Do you seek a life position—one in which you can earn both a name and a fortune?
Would you like to be forevermore independent of position-hunting and employers?
Do you wish to advance yourself both financially and socially to an equality with the best professional class of people within the next six months?

Then write at once for the book I hold in my hand, which proves by documentary evidence that the American College of Mechano-Therapy, the largest and best-equipped institution of its kind in the world, is turning out daily highly successful graduates—Doctors of Mechano-Therapy (M. T. D.)—men and women who have advanced themselves socially in a few months in a truly marvelous way and who are now able to, and actually are making incomes of from $4,000 to $8,000 a year.

Write at once for this book, which proves, beyond possibility of contradiction, that any man or woman of ordinary common-school education may come to this college in person and learn in class—or be taught with the greatest success at his or her convenience at home by mail—the principles and practice of Mechano-Therapy—an elevating, absorbing and fascinating profession that has the unqualified indorsement and the active support of the medical profession.

WRITE AT ONCE FOR THIS BOOK

Which shows how we guarantee our students success in the study of this absorbing calling, make them the possessors of unusual and exclusive ability, advance them socially and financially, and give them a highly-paid, short-handed and interesting calling, which assures them of average attainments can master in his own home in a few months' spare-time study. This book, which describes the authorized diploma granted our graduates, the reasonable cost of tuition, the convenient terms of payment, and the actual bona fide reality of the new and unusual opportunity this college course opens up to all enterprising men and women, is free and, if you are ambitious, if you are looking for a life position in which you can make a name and fortune, if you would like forevermore to be independent of position-hunting and employers and wish to advance yourself financially and socially within a few months' time by home study—at small cost and on convenient terms—then write for it at once—write now while the special terms of tuition are in force.

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MECHANO- THERAPY

Dept. 630 120-122 Randolph Street.

Chicago, Ill.

Automobile and Marine Gasoline Engines

From 1 to 15 Horse Power.

Sterling Engine Company

29 South Clinton Street

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Will You Accept This Business Book if We Send it Free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no money!

Take no risk!
One hundred and twelve of the world's master business men have written ten books—3,079 pages—1,407 vital business secrets, ideas, methods. In them is the best of all that they know about:

- Purchasing
- Credits
- Collections
- Accounting
- Cost-keeping
- Organizations
- Retailing
- Wholesaleing
- Manufacturing
- Advertising
- Salesmanship
- Organization
- Retailing
- Wholesaleing
- Manufacturing
- Line and department
- Advertising
- Salesmanship
- Organization
- Retailing
- Wholesaleing
- Manufacturing
- Line and department

A 9,059-word booklet has been published describing, explaining, picturing the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses great and small; pages 4 and 5 deal with credits, collections, and with rock-bottom purchasing; pages 6 and 7 with handling and training men; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with advertising, with the marketing of goods through newspapers, dealers and by mail; pages 12 to 15 with the great problem of securing the highest market price for your services—no matter what your line; and the last page tells how you may get a complete set—bound in handsome half morocco, contents in color—for less than your daily smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily newspaper.

WILL YOU SEND ME THIS BOOK?

To The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicago

If there are, in your books, any new ways to increase my business or my salary, I should like to know them. So send on your 16-page free descriptive booklet. I'll read it.

Name ________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________
Business ______________________________________________________________
Position ______________________________________________________________

Dept. 630 120-122 Randolph Street

Chicago, Ill.

How to become A MECHANO- THERAPIST

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
DOES EVERYTHING But Hang Out The Clothes.
WASHES AND WRINGS BY ELECTRICITY.
BUY YOUR WIFE A CHRISTMAS PRESENT That She Will Appreciate

The "Thor" Electric Washer and Wringer is a complete laundry outfit for the home. It is not an innovation nor an experiment, but is based upon the same safe, tried and proven principle that is now successfully employed in every laundry throughout the country. The "Thor Electric" has revolutionized power washing in the home and is the only machine sold that has these

3 NEW AND EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
A cylinder making a number of revolutions and automatically reversing, thus spreading out the clothes and preventing them from packing. — A reversible three-roll wringer. One woman says: "that one feature will stampede every woman who sees it into buying it." — A burner for keeping the water hot.

THE "THOR ELECTRIC" will pay for itself in a short time and will last for years.

Write us for Booklet No. 10, which gives complete information.

HURLEY MACHINE COMPANY
Also Manufacturers of celebrated "Little Giant" Floor Scraper. Write for catalog

CHICAGO: 153 S. Jefferson Street
NEW YORK 1010 Flatiron Building
Tel. Monroe 1642
Tel. Gramercy 3493
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Refinish Your Hardwood Stairs

Johnson’s Wood Finishes give the finishing touch in the completion of the new home and the brightening touch to the refurbishing of the old.

Home builders who specify Johnson’s Wood Dyes to their architects avoid disappointment. They can select from our wood panel samples at any painters, decorators or architects, the exact shades they wish used—and know absolutely what the result will be. No matter what wood is used, any desired effect may be obtained, for Johnson’s Wood Dyes are true to the samples and never vary. Johnson’s Wood Dye is a dye. It penetrates the wood; does not raise the grain; retains the high lights and brings out the beauty of the wood. It is absolutely reliable and is the only medium to use when you care to be sure of a desired effect. Varnish stains are merely surface coatings which produce a cheap, shiny, painty finish—never twice alike. They cannot be compared with Johnson’s Wood Dyes.

Johnson’s Prepared Wax will not scratch nor mar. Applied with a cloth it dries instantly—rubbing with dry cloth gives a velvety protecting finish of great beauty. It can be successfully used on all woods.

Johnson’s Wood Finishes are for sale in convenient packages by high class paint dealers everywhere. In the use of them you benefit by our 26 years of experience.

To refinish a piece which is now heavily varnished, get Johnson’s Electric Solvo, which makes any coating easily removable.

48-Page Illustrated Book Free—Edition PE-1

Send your name and we will mail you a beautiful booklet illustrated in colors, “The Proper Treatment of Floors, Woodwork and Furniture.” It tells in detail the easiest and most economical way to finish or refinish the woodwork. You can do the work yourself at trifling expense. Ask for edition PE-1.

There are 15 standard shades of Johnson’s Wood Dyes:

- No. 126 Light Oak
- No. 123 Dark Oak
- No. 125 Mission Oak
- No. 140 Manila Oak
- No. 110 Bog Green
- No. 128 Light Mahogany
- No. 129 Dark Mahogany
- No. 130 Weathered Oak
- No. 131 Brown Weathered Oak
- No. 132 Green Weathered Oak
- No. 121 Moss Green
- No. 122 Forest Green
- No. 172 Flemish Oak
- No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
- No. 180 Silver Gray

Half-pints 30c; Pints 50c. Johnson’s Prepared Wax, 10c and 25c packages. Also sold in large sizes. For sale by all leading paint dealers.

Address

S. C. Johnson & Son
Racine, Wis.

“The Wood Finishing Authorities”
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ENCLOSED Arc Carbons produce a GREATER AMOUNT of LIGHT for a given consumption of current than any other carbons made. THAT is WHY they are the CHEAPEST to use. THAT is WHY they have been ADOPTED by practically ALL LIGHTING COMPANIES in the UNITED STATES.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

$1.00 FOR THIS SET OF INSTRUMENTS

20 EXPERIMENTS and how to operate them

For the boy and student of Wireless Telegraphy it is the most Interesting, Instructive and Educational Experiment that can be secured. Everyone interested in Electricity should take advantage of this offer. Cannot be bought elsewhere under $10.00.

Pith for Pith Balls 10 Cents a Box
$1.00 Secures the Complete Outfit

WILLIAM STRAHL
250 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

No use trying to

get your muscles up to this pitch with dumb-bells, chest weights, etc. Muscle alone won't do it. LET ME TELL YOU of an easy way to enlarge your arms ONE INCH or more, breathe naturally and increase your strength 50 PER CENT in ONE MONTH. Develop your chest, shoulders and legs to a wonderful extent, strengthen your HEART, LUNGS, NERVES and all of the INTERNAL muscles. Rid yourself of constipation, dyspepsia and constipation, and attain robust health, great strength, youthful vigor and a clear complexion.

Dr. R. L. Smith, of the Equitable Life Assurance Society, of Brooklyn, N. Y., writes: "Your System and the Hercules Club increased the size of my arms an inch, and my strength fully 60 per cent in thirty days.

Write Now! Address PROF. GIBSON, Boston, Mass., Box 3559
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DO YOU HEAR WELL?

The Stolz Electrophone—A New, Electrical, Scientific and Practical Invention for those who are Deaf or Partially Deaf—

MAY NOW BE TESTED IN YOUR OWN HOME.

Deaf or partially deaf people may now make a month's trial of the Stolz Electrophone at home. This personal and practical test serves to prove that the device satisfies, with ease, every requirement of a perfect hearing device. Write for particulars at once, before the offer is withdrawn. For this personal test plan the final selection of the one completely satisfactory hearing aid made easy and inexpensive for every one.

This new invention, the Stolz Electrophone (U. S. Pat. No. 763,767) renders unnecessary such clumsy, unsightly and frequently harmful devices as trumpets, horns, tubes, ear drums, fans, etc. It is a tiny electric telephone that fits on the ear and which, the instant it is applied, magnifies the sound waves in such manner as to cause an astonishing increase in the clearness of all sounds. It overcomes the buzzing and roaring ear noises and, also, so constantly and electrically exercises the vital parts of the ear that, usually, the natural unaided hearing itself is gradually restored.

What Three Business Men Say.

The Electrophone is very satisfactory. Being small in size and great in hearing qualities makes it preferable to any I have tried and I believe I have tried all of them. M. W. Haupt, Wholesale Grocer, Michigan Av. and River St., Chicago.

I got so deaf I could not hear with my speaking tube and was advised to try the Electrophone. After 16 years of deafness, discomfort and worry, I now hear perfectly at church and at concerts. W. H. Utley, Sales Mgr., H. A. Maxwell & Co., Chicago.

I have used your Electrophone over a year and know that it is a first-class, scientific hearing device. Without it in my ear I have to shout directly in my ear to make me hear. With it, I can hear distinctly when spoken to in an ordinary tone. Best of all, it has stopped my deaf noises, which was a terrible aggravation. Lewis W. May, Cashier, 100 Washington St., Chicago.

STOLZ ELECTROPHONE CO., 1591 Stewart Bldg., 7th Floor, CHICAGO

Branch Offices

Deaf 25 Years
CAN NOW HEAR WHISPERS

I was deaf for 25 years. I can now hear a whisper with my artificial E.A.R. DRUMS in my ears. You cannot see them in my ears.

G. P. WAY
Inventor

I Cannot Feel Them

for they are perfectly comfortable. Write and I will tell you a true story—How I Got Deaf—and How I Made Myself Hear. Address

GEO. P. WAY
32 Adelaide St.
Detroit, Mich.
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**POPULAR ELECTRICITY**

**Be a Salesman**

Earn a good salary, $1,000 to $10,000 a year and expenses. Enter the most pleasant, and best paid profession in the world, where you are paid all you earn, where there is no limit to your earning power. Be a producer, the one man the firm must have. We will teach you to be a salesman by mail in eight weeks and assist you to secure a position with a reliable firm, through our Free Employment Bureau. Hundreds of our Graduates placed in good positions. We always have plenty of good openings with leading firms all over the country. Over 500,000 Traveling Salesmen employed in the United States and Canada. If you are ambitious and want to earn from two to ten times what you now do, our Free Book "A Knight of the Grip" will show you how to do it. Write for it today. Address nearest office.

**FRENCH GERMAN SPANISH ITALIAN OR OTHER LANGUAGES**

**BY THE CORTINA METHOD**

Giving a thorough mastery of a language in the shortest time.

**The Original Phonographic System**

**LANGUAGECORTINAPHONE OUTFIT**

**FREE TRIAL**

Really free, the complete outfit placed in your home. Express Prepaid. Send for particulars.

Write today. Special record made to order in any language.

We also give instruction privately or in class at our New York Schools. Awarded Medals, Chicago 1893, Kiffn 1901.

**CORTINA ACADEMY OF LANGUAGES**

44 West 34th St., Dept. Z, New York.

**Make Your Eyes a Present—Eye Health**

Your eyes deserve your best care. Why not soothe and rest them with this gentle, medicated AIR-MASSAGE? It will strengthen weak eyes, give you clearer vision, and correct many optical troubles. It is both an "eye-luxury" and a "sight-insurance" that will repay you its cost many times. Makes glasses needless in many cases.

**LIKE THE TOUCH OF DEFT, SKILLFUL FINGERS**

This simple little device applies a delicate, soothing massage, but unlike any human operator, it is uniform and regular; it varies only as you yourself wish—for you adjust and regulate the application. NOTHING BUT THE AIR TOUCHES YOUR EYES.

**Eye Massage** is a modern and well-recognized treatment; our Natural Sight Restorer offers you the means of applying it automatically, easily, conveniently.

Write today for our free illustrated booklet on Home Treatment.

**THE NATURAL SIGHT RESTORER CO., 111 Broadway, DETROIT, MICH.**

**The controlling factor in American business is advertising. The growth, endurance, and even life of any business depend upon it.**

For expanding the circle of trade, increasing profits and creating a future sale asset it is unequalled. It offers to any intelligent, energetic man at least twice the earning possibilities of other professions. If you want to advance from the wage to the income class, if you intend going into business, if you want to double or treble your profits you must learn advertising.

**Learn Advertising**

We provide expert, practical instruction in writing, planning and managing retail, mail-order, trade-paper or ask-the-dealer advertising, agency work and soliciting. To prove the superiority of our instruction we offer the mail course on 30 DAYS FREE TRIAL of an evening class in New York. Write for particulars.

**GEORGE FRANK LORD, INC., 333B 4TH AVE., NEW YORK**

**HATCH IDEAS INTO DOLLARS**

The controlling factor in American business is advertising. The growth, endurance, and even life of any business depend upon it. For expanding the circle of trade, increasing profits and creating a future sale asset it is unequalled. It offers to any intelligent, energetic man at least twice the earning possibilities of other professions. If you want to advance from the wage to the income class, if you intend going into business, if you want to double or treble your profits you must learn advertising.

**Learn Advertising**

We provide expert, practical instruction in writing, planning and managing retail, mail-order, trade-paper or ask-the-dealer advertising, agency work and soliciting. To prove the superiority of our instruction we offer the mail course on 30 DAYS FREE TRIAL of an evening class in New York. Write for particulars.

**GEORGE FRANK LORD, INC., 333B 4TH AVE., NEW YORK**

**Curtiss Light Weight Motors**

Adopted by the U. S. War Department and used by all prominent Aeronauts. One to eight cylinder. Two to one hundred H. P. Send stamps for Catalogue F. O. H. CURTISS MFG. CO., Hammondsport, N. Y. **THE FRITZ MFG. CO., 93 Alabama Street, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.**

**Combination Draughting Table and Filing Cabinet**

We manufacture various styles of Draughting Tables, Blue Print Filing Cabinets and Blue Print Frames. Write us for Catalogue and Prices.

**THE FRITZ MFG. CO., 93 Alabama Street,  GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.**

**POPULAR ELECTRICITY**

**Be a Salesman**

Earn a good salary, $1,000 to $10,000 a year and expenses. Enter the most pleasant, and best paid profession in the world, where you are paid all you earn, where there is no limit to your earning power. Be a producer, the one man the firm must have. We will teach you to be a salesman by mail in eight weeks and assist you to secure a position with a reliable firm, through our Free Employment Bureau. Hundreds of our Graduates placed in good positions. We always have plenty of good openings with leading firms all over the country. Over 500,000 Traveling Salesmen employed in the United States and Canada. If you are ambitious and want to earn from two to ten times what you now do, our Free Book "A Knight of the Grip" will show you how to do it. Write for it today. Address nearest office.

**FRENCH GERMAN SPANISH ITALIAN OR OTHER LANGUAGES**

**BY THE CORTINA METHOD**

Giving a thorough mastery of a language in the shortest time.

**The Original Phonographic System**

**LANGUAGECORTINAPHONE OUTFIT**

**FREE TRIAL**

Really free, the complete outfit placed in your home. Express Prepaid. Send for particulars.

Write today. Special record made to order in any language.

We also give instruction privately or in class at our New York Schools. Awarded Medals, Chicago 1893, Kiffn 1901.

**CORTINA ACADEMY OF LANGUAGES**

44 West 34th St., Dept. Z, New York.

**Make Your Eyes a Present—Eye Health**

Your eyes deserve your best care. Why not soothe and rest them with this gentle, medicated AIR-MASSAGE? It will strengthen weak eyes, give you clearer vision, and correct many optical troubles. It is both an "eye-luxury" and a "sight-insurance" that will repay you its cost many times. Makes glasses needless in many cases.

**LIKE THE TOUCH OF DEFT, SKILLFUL FINGERS**

This simple little device applies a delicate, soothing massage, but unlike any human operator, it is uniform and regular; it varies only as you yourself wish—for you adjust and regulate the application. NOTHING BUT THE AIR TOUCHES YOUR EYES.

**Eye Massage** is a modern and well-recognized treatment; our Natural Sight Restorer offers you the means of applying it automatically, easily, conveniently.

Write today for our free illustrated booklet on Home Treatment.

**THE NATURAL SIGHT RESTORER CO., 111 Broadway, DETROIT, MICH.**

**The controlling factor in American business is advertising. The growth, endurance, and even life of any business depend upon it.**

For expanding the circle of trade, increasing profits and creating a future sale asset it is unequalled. It offers to any intelligent, energetic man at least twice the earning possibilities of other professions. If you want to advance from the wage to the income class, if you intend going into business, if you want to double or treble your profits you must learn advertising.

**Learn Advertising**

We provide expert, practical instruction in writing, planning and managing retail, mail-order, trade-paper or ask-the-dealer advertising, agency work and soliciting. To prove the superiority of our instruction we offer the mail course on 30 DAYS FREE TRIAL of an evening class in New York. Write for particulars.

**GEORGE FRANK LORD, INC., 333B 4TH AVE., NEW YORK**

**HATCH IDEAS INTO DOLLARS**

The controlling factor in American business is advertising. The growth, endurance, and even life of any business depend upon it. For expanding the circle of trade, increasing profits and creating a future sale asset it is unequalled. It offers to any intelligent, energetic man at least twice the earning possibilities of other professions. If you want to advance from the wage to the income class, if you intend going into business, if you want to double or treble your profits you must learn advertising.

**Learn Advertising**

We provide expert, practical instruction in writing, planning and managing retail, mail-order, trade-paper or ask-the-dealer advertising, agency work and soliciting. To prove the superiority of our instruction we offer the mail course on 30 DAYS FREE TRIAL of an evening class in New York. Write for particulars.

**GEORGE FRANK LORD, INC., 333B 4TH AVE., NEW YORK**

**Curtiss Light Weight Motors**

Adopted by the U. S. War Department and used by all prominent Aeronauts. One to eight cylinder. Two to one hundred H. P. Send stamps for Catalogue F. O. H. CURTISS MFG. CO., Hammondsport, N. Y. **THE FRITZ MFG. CO., 93 Alabama Street, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.**

**Combination Draughting Table and Filing Cabinet**

We manufacture various styles of Draughting Tables, Blue Print Filing Cabinets and Blue Print Frames. Write us for Catalogue and Prices.

**THE FRITZ MFG. CO., 93 Alabama Street, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.**
Save Time, Steps and Money

Intercommunicating Telephones

for the home, stable, garage, store, factory, offices, hotels, mines, etc., etc., saves time, steps, worry, fatigue and running up and down stairs. INSTANT communication with EVERY part of your home, stable, garage, boat house, etc., etc., without leaving your bed or chair. Simply PRESS A BUTTON and get anyone you want, or push the EMERGENCY button and ring EVERY TELEPHONE, ALL AT THE SAME TIME; invaluable in case of FIRE, BURGLARS or to call a DOCTOR.

Just tell us how many telephones you want and we will TELL YOU just what the ENTIRE SYSTEM WILL COST YOU TO THE CENT. Telephones installed, all wiring done (concealed) and ready for service, no matter where you live or whether you want two or a hundred telephones. We SELL you the complete outfit outright, installed, or will furnish drawings and instructions so that anyone can install it. Our system is extremely simple to operate or install. THE LOW COST WILL SURPRISE YOU. No rentals to pay; nothing to wear or get out of order.

Quality apparatus recognized as the world's best. Write us for indorsements of people who use hundreds of cents. Simple and perfect, work, and material the very high.

Wall or desk telephone furnished. ANY style or finish to match your wood work and finishings. SEND FOR OUR BULLETINS ON INTER-COMMUNICATING TELEPHONE SYSTEMS FOR BUSINESS OR RESIDENCE USE. Complete Hotel or Factory systems (any size) installed; Town or City (any size) equipped with complete telephone exchanges. If there is no telephone exchange in your town, village or rural community, or you are not enjoying the benefit of an Independent Company and low rates write us, we have the REMEDY. Long distance lines constructed, Rural lines built and equipped, low cost. Ninety-page book, the "RURAL TELEPHONE," mailed for ten cents in stamps; tells how to organize community lines and exchanges; full instructions how to build and equip lines; tells how twenty telephones will operate on one wire—a good education in telephony; best book on the telephone for the layman ever written.

We furnish telephones and systems for any and all requirements. Our apparatus used extensively by U. S. and Foreign Governments; largest railway and industrial corporations; exchanges in hundreds of towns and cities and Long Distance lines.

BEAUTIFUL MINIATURE DESK TELEPHONE (watch charm or stick pin) mailed to any address for twenty-five cents, stamps, to show the skill of our workmen and high class of our product—(take it to any jeweler and if he will make one like it for less than $2.00, your money back)

REMEMBER, EVERYTHING SOLD OUTRIGHT—NO RENTALS TO PAY.

Take no substitute.

Swedish-American Telephone Co.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
AN ounce of performance is worth a pound of promise. This truism aptly applies to the problem of real saving and perfect satisfaction in heating the home. Here is our offer. It places all the responsibility on us. We have to make good. You take no risk.

**On Free Trial at Our Expense**

We will send you a complete furnace heating outfit, including pipes, registers, and everything needed for $25.00 to $100.00 less than you can buy from dealers, and deliver it at your station, Freight Prepaid. You may place the purchase price in the hands of your local banker, who will hold it while you test the heater.

If the test is not satisfactory you may return the goods at our expense and have your money back, we to pay cost of removal and freight charges both ways.

**Ask For Our Free Heating Plans**

Send us a rough sketch of any building you wish to heat and without any charge or obligation on your part we will have our experts prepare a simple, clear plan which you can easily understand, showing every detail of the furnace, pipes, registers, etc., in their proper places, with the exact cost to you. Equipment delivered at your station, freight prepaid.

**Our Free Booklet**

Our booklet "Modern Furnace Heating" clearly explains the principles that cannot be in the heating of any building is accomplished perfectly. The same time economically. This booklet is written so that gram illustrations and principles involved in the entire heating proposition thoroughly and contains much heating information of great value.

The booklet "These Bear Witness" gives the names and addresses of hundreds of people in every state and territory (many of them perhaps, your neighbors) who have and are using the Hess Steel Furnace and outfits and who we refer to, as having found our furnace the best in heating capacity, and most inexpensive in first cost and fuel consumption.